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DEAR READER,
THE SALES SECTOR IS OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE FOR LUKOIL because it offers guaranteed
sales channels for finished products. The Company is
developing this sector to create additional value by
selling its products to the end customer at the top
market price and to stabilize cash flows by reducing
price volatility.
LUKOIL is engaged in wholesale marketing of crude oil,
petroleum, gas and petrochemical products, and in retail trading
in petroleum products and petrochemicals.
The LUKOIL Group is also active in international trade in order
to sell its own output at high profit and earn extra income from
trading in third party products.
As an international vertically integrated company LUKOIL, via
its international operator LITASCO SA, has a heavy presence at
nearly all of the global oil markets which trade in all types of
hydrocarbons, their derivatives and biofuels.
The LUKOIL management realize that new growth opportunities lie primarily in regions with large resource potential. Hence
the LUKOIL Group’s focus on such regions to secure an enabling
environment for its upstream business unit.
One of the priority goals for the near future is to identify
marketing options for the crude oil from the West Qurna-2 field in
Iraq being developed by LUKOIL. The Company is looking into
various alternatives of crude oil deliveries to the refineries in
Southeast Asia, China and India. These rapidly developing
economic giants would help LUKOIL find new market niches.
This issue of the Oil of Russia magazine carries an interview
with Valery Subbotin, LUKOIL Vice-President for Sales and
Supplies, dedicated to the Company’s performance on the global
oil and petroleum product markets and its strategic objectives in
that area.
You will also find materials on the LUKOIL Group’s multifaceted activities, various aspects of the Russian oil and gas sector’s
development, international energy cooperation, innovative
technologies and processes in the industry, the history of the
national oil industry, and much other information.

Enjoy your reading!
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STATE AWARDS
FOR THE VARANDEY TERMINAL
4 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

The employees of LUKOIL, a number of its subsidiaries and contractor organizations received Russian Federation Government prizes in science and technology for development and industrial introduction of innovative scientific, methodological and technical
solutions during establishment of the oil transport system in the Arctic Ocean. They

were awarded for implementation of the project for construction of the Varandey oil shipment terminal in the Nenets Autonomous Area on the shores of the Barents Sea. The terminal’s onshore tank farm has a capacity of 325,000 m3. The tank farm is connected by
two underwater 820 mm pipelines with the fixed offshore ice-resistant off-loading termi-

nal (FOIROT), laid at a depth of 17 m 22 km from the shore. The FOIROT was built at the JSC
LUKOIL-Kaliningradmorneft metal structure production plant and has been included in the
Guinness Book of Records as the northernmost terminal in the world operating round the
year. The Varandey terminal started operating on June 9, 2008.
PHOTO: LUKOIL
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EXPANDING FILLING STATION
NETWORK IN WESTERN EUROPE
6 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

LUKOIL Belgium N.V. (a member of LUKOIL Group) signed an agreement with
Verolma Group to acquire 46 filling stations in the Netherlands and 13 stations
in Belgium. Out of the total number of filling stations 29 ones are owned by
dealers. The transaction is to be finalized in the second quarter of 2012 after

the appropriate permissions are granted by the Dutch and Belgian regulating authorities. LUKOIL Belgium N.V. signed an agreement with NGM Group to acquire 8
filling stations in Belgium in January of 2012. Thus, after the transaction completion 228 LUKOIL filling stations will be located in the Benelux countries (including

29 stations owned by dealers), with 180 ones in Belgium, 46 in Holland, and 2 in
Luxembourg. The fuel is supplied to these filling stations from the Zeeland Refinery (former TRN) where LUKOIL acquired a 45% stake in 2009.
P H O T O : L U K O I L B E L G I U M
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EVENTS, AGREEMENTS, MEETINGS

FACTS &
FIGURES
January 31, 2012:

LUKOIL received a notification
that the Board of Directors of
the Italian company ERG has
decided to sell to the Company
a 20% participatory interest in
the joint venture to manage the
ISAB Refinery located in the
vicinity of Priolo (Sicily). This
decision constitutes partial

tons of hydrocarbon units (1
hydrocarbon unit = 1 ton of
reduced greenhouse gas
emissions in СО2-equivalent)
under the Kyoto Protocol. This
emissions reduction was
achieved by implementing
three projects for associated
petroleum gas utilization.

exercise of the put option
provided to ERG within the
scope of the agreement on
setting up the JV in 2008.
LUKOIL’s participatory interest
in the JV might thus increase
from 60% to 80%. The transaction is anticipated to be
completed in the second quarter
of 2012. It will be worth €400
million, excluding the value of
commercial oil stocks.
February 2, 2012:

LUKERG Renew (a joint venture
of LUKOIL-Ecoenergo – 50%
and ERG Renew – 50%) signed
an agreement with Raiffeisen
Energy & Environment for the
8 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

purchase of a 100% participatory interest in a windpower plant
in the vicinity of Dobrich
(Bulgaria). Completion of the
transaction, which is currently
at the stage of being approved
by the anti-monopoly authorities of Bulgaria, is planned for
the first half of 2012.

tion increment factor in 2011
exceeded 100%. The expansion of proven reserves
through geological exploration
work, production drilling and
acquisitions amounted to 619

February 3, 2012:

LUKOIL completed the
calculation and independent
audit of oil and gas reserves as
of December 31, 2011. The
assessment was carried out in
accordance with the standards
of the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission up to
achievement of the production
economic cut-off. According to
the data audited by Miller and
Lents (U.S.), the Company’s
proven hydrocarbon reserves
as of December 31, 2011
amounted to 17.3 billion boe,
including 13.4 billion barrels
of oil and 23.2 trillion ft3 of
gas. The reserves to produc-

LUKOIL (X3)

ERG (X2)

February 14, 2012:

million boe. Revision of
previous estimates produced
an increase of 197 million boe.
February 10, 2012:

RITEK (a wholly owned
subsidiary of LUKOIL) sold on
the European market 365,000

In Astrakhan, LUKOIL President Vagit Alekperov and
Governor of the Astrakhan
Region Alexander Zhilkin took
part in a ceremony to celebrate
the laying of the foundations
of the offshore oil and gas
facilities for the V. Filanovsky
field. Commemorative plaques
were fixed to the base sections
of the riser block platforms,
the residential module and
fixed ice-resistant platform
No. 1 (LSP-1).
Vagit Alekperov and Alexander Zhilkin also opened the
ceremony to celebrate the
laying down of a capsule
symbolizing launch of
construction of two combined cycle gas turbine units
(CCGT) with an aggregate
capacity of 235 MW (120
MW and 115 MW) on the site
of the city Central boiler
station. It is anticipated that
the facilities will be started
up in the third quarter of
2013. The energy efficiency
ratio of the new CCGT units
will exceed 51%, this

CURRENT

Holding Ltd Andrey Kuzyaev
also took part in the talks.

ALEXANDER POLYAKOV

March 21, 2012:

complying with the highest
global standards.
February 15, 2012:

In Volgograd, LUKOIL President
Vagit Alekperov and Governor
of the Volgograd Region Sergey
Bozhenov discussed the
progress of the JSC LUKOILVolgogradneftepererabotka
investment program.

of the Territory will also focus
on improving and upgrading the
Territory’s gas and energy
supply systems.
March 1, 2012:

LUKOIL published its consolidated financial reports for
2011, prepared in accordance
with U.S. Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (U.S.
GAAP). The net profit of the
Company for 2011 rose by
15.0% to reach $10,357
million. EBITDA (earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) in
2011 went up by 15.9% to
$18,606 million. Sales
revenues amounted to
$133,650 million (+27.3%
year-on-year). The substantial
growth of financial indicators
is mainly explained by the
rising prices for hydrocarbons
in 2011 compared to 2010.

The Management Committee of
the Company approved the
Annual Research and Technology Program of LUKOIL Group
for 2012 and the Group’s
Midterm Research and Technology Development Program for
2013-2014.The Annual Program
covers 990 topics within
research, development and
technological work in such areas
as development and operation
of oil and gas fields, geological
exploration and estimation of
the raw material base, and other
research-and-technology works
and services.
April 4, 2012:

In Moscow, the All-Russian
Contest Best Corporate Media-

2012 was held. The OIL OF
RUSSIA was announced the
winner in the “Best Corporate
Magazine” nomination.

April 5, 2012:

LLK-International (a whollyowned LUKOIL subsidiary)
signed an Agreement with
General Motors Powertrain
Uzbekistan for the first filling
of lubricating oil into the
engines manufactured by
General Motors in Tashkent.
The Agreement will be valid
for 3 years.
The oil, LUKOIL GENESIS FE
5W-20, has met the quality
requirements for the dexos1
standard set by GM, which is
proven by the GM certificate of
January 21, 2012. Currently,
LUKOIL is the only Russian oil
company whose products have
been certified for compliance
with the dexos1 standard.
April 27, 2012:

In Barcelona (Spain), LUKOIL
put into operation new storage
facilities via a joint venture with
Meroil, a Spanish oil company.
The tanks can store diesel,
biodiesel and jet fuel with of
360,000 m3 capacity. This new
capacity will further reinforce
the LUKOIL Group’s trading and
supply infrastructure in the
Mediterranean and North Africa
region as well as West Africa
region. It will also enable
optimization of petroleum
product flows from the ISAB
refinery in Sicily, Italy (80%
owned by LUKOIL). The
terminal is equipped with
advanced security, oil movement
and fuel control systems. !

March 1, 2012:

In Perm, LUKOIL President Vagit
Alekperov and Governor of the
Perm Territory Oleg Chirkunov
signed a protocol of cooperation
between the Company and the
Territory for 2012. In accordance with the document, the
volume of additional financing
of LUKOIL investment projects
in the Territory will amount to
800 million rubles. The
Company and the Government

In Baghdad, LUKOIL President
Vagit Alekperov took part in
talks between the special envoy
of the President of Russia for
the Middle East, Deputy
Foreign Minister of the Russian
Federation Mikhail Bogdanov,
on the Russian side, and Iraq’s
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki,
Oil Minister Abdul Karim alLuaibi and First Deputy Foreign
Minister Labid Abbawi. President of LUKOIL Overseas

LITASCO

February 21, 2012:
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SALES & SUPPLIES

BIG TIME OIL
LOGISTICS
Oil of Russia magazine talks
to Valery Subbotin, LUKOIL Vice-President
for Sales and Supplies

O

IL AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS’
EFFICIENT SALES AND SUPPLIES
constitute an extremely important
component of the global business of
LUKOIL, one of the biggest players on
world markets. Throughout its over
twenty-year history, the Company
has firmly consolidated its positions in this segment and
it is endeavoring to develop its business further in new
directions, especially in promising regions with a resource base, in order subsequently to strengthen the synergy of sales with the exploration and production block.

Q: What is your opinion of LUKOIL’s competitive positions on Russia’s wholesale markets for oil and petroleum products?
A: LUKOIL’s main aim in selling oil and petroleum products on wholesale markets is to achieve maximally efficient sales through an optimal correlation of supply price, volume and markets.
The Company’s main task on the Russian oil market is to arrange
supplies of oil to its own refineries for subsequent refining. At the
same time, LUKOIL is cooperating actively and on mutually beneficial terms with other oil companies in relation to purchase and
sale of crude oil and organization of substitution schemes. Possessing a substantial raw material base with a broad geographical
production area, the company can guarantee buyers the requisite
volume in different supply directions. In addition, main competi10 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia
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tive advantages enjoyed by the Company in
the oil trade on the domestic market are
provided by application of a transparent
and unified pricing policy and timely, conscientious fulfillment of all transaction conditions in relation to funding, contract work
and logistics operations.
A major competitive advantage of LUKOIL
in petroleum product sales consists in the
high trust rating awarded to the quality of
our petroleum products by Russian consumers. The exceptional quality of the fuels
is ensured by our modern, advanced refining
capacity and systemic sampling and analysis
in state-of-the-art, duly certified laboratories, at all stages of production, transportation and storage of the petroleum products.
The technical equipment available at our
refineries makes it possible to produce Euro4 standard petrol and Euro-5 standard diesel
fuel, thus considerably outstripping the requirements imposed by the government authorities, which still permit sale of Euro-2 quality products. It should be noted that the refineries of the LUKOIL Group have, since January 1, 2011, been fulfilling with complete success the then effective requirements of the
technical regulations on fuel characteristics approved by Resolution
of the Government of the Russian Federation. We can, therefore,
state confidently and responsibly that LUKOIL is taking a very active part in the environmental protection.
Through use of the latest, advanced technologies, the company is
thus retaining its regular customers and also attracting new ones.
Q: What, today, is the geographical coverage of the company’s supplies and
sales? Which regions are of the greatest strategic significance for this sphere
of LUKOIL’s activities?
A: Activities in the sphere of oil and petroleum product trading at the
international level are carried out by the company LITASCO SA (a
100% subsidiary of JSC LUKOIL). LITASCO plays the key role in two
vital segments of the LUKOIL Group’s production and sales chain:
supply of overseas refineries and inter-regional associations of overseas regional sales organizations with volumes provided by the company itself and by third parties, as well as sale of these volumes on
foreign markets.
Being an international, vertically integrated company, through its
international operator, the company LITASCO SA, LUKOIL is present on virtually all the global oil markets. The key strategic region

in Geneva, New York, Singapore, Rotterdam, Dubai, Hamburg,
Stockholm and Astana, and a representative office in Beijing.
All subsidiaries of the LITASCO Group under the head office in
Geneva supply and purchase petroleum products in over 80 countries, having a database of more than 750 buyers and 300 suppliers.
The main markets on which the company operates are: the transAtlantic region, the Caribbean coastline, Benelux, North-West Europe, the Black Sea and Mediterranean regions, North Africa, Singapore, the Middle East, the Persian Gulf, South Asia,
Central Asia and the Caspian.
A major competitive advantage of LUKOIL in petroleum product
LITASCO is present on a substantial scale on world
markets, trading in all types of hydrocarbon, derivative
sales consists in the high trust rating awarded to the quality of raw material and bio-fuel. This allows it to manage subour petroleum products by Russian consumers
stantial volumes of LUKOIL’s oil in addition to trade with
third parties. The company makes maximum use of its
to which LUKOIL supplies volumes of its oil is that of the European own and leased storage capacities and transshipment in key regions,
Union, above all North-West Europe, the Black Sea and Mediter- refines LUKOIL’s crude in North-West Europe, the Mediterranean
and Black Sea regions. Its global presence also facilitates access to
ranean regions.
Supplies to these regions pass through Russia’s biggest ports – Pri- the financial markets, promotes a steady growth of business and its
morsk, Novorossiysk and Tuapse. Yet it would be incorrect to say that renewal in combination with a reliable risk management system.
When speaking of a strategic approach to supplies and sales, we
we have business exclusively in these markets. LITASCO SA can truly be called a global trading company operating in over 80 countries understand that LUKOIL cannot grow without developing its busiand with head-quarters on all continents. There are company offices ness along new channels. In this respect, the Company’s activities are
12 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia
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orientated, primarily, on the regions that are promising from the
point of view of business development, that is, regions with a resource base, in order to ensure, in the future, an opportunity to create synergy with the LUKOIL Group exploration and production
block. At the same time, the trade operator is a sort of conductor, providing a stable link between production, refining and sales.
One of the main tasks in the near future is to organize sale of oil
produced at the West Qurna-2 field in Iraq, which is being developed
by LUKOIL. Various options are already being elaborated for supplying the oil to the refineries of South-East Asia, China and India.
These rapidly developing economic giants provide LUKOIL with an
opportunity to find niche markets.
At the same time, the political instability in the Middle East and
North Africa, natural disasters in the Far East, imposition of sanctions against a number of participants on the market and destruction
of the existing business arrangements make it necessary to analyze
the current regional structure and the possibility of adjusting and optimizing it. The most promising oil production regions in which the
Company intends to expand its presence are: West and South Africa,
Latin America, and the Asia-Pacific Region.

Regarding product strategy, we note the fundamental changes occurring on the U.S. oil market. The sharp rise in production of light
shale oil and condensate in the south of the USA has resulted, on the
one hand, in excess supply of light crude and, on the other hand, in
an increase in the demand for heavy oil (with a low API density),
since the excess of shale condensates in the oil basket of the refineries leads to underloading of deep refining capacity. In consideration
of the situation that has taken shape, we will expand operations with
heavy Colombian oil, increase supplies of Urals oil given favorable
arbitrage conditions and are considering the possibility of supplying
the heavy oil of the Timan-Pechora province, forming positions on
the market for trade and blending of shale oil in Houston. In addition, work will continue on preliminary positioning and marketing
of LUKOIL oil from Iraq.
In the sphere of trade in dark petroleum products, a new factor
on the market is even greater stringency of the rules relating to sulphur oxide emissions by ship engines within the bounds of the socalled marine Emission Control Areas (ECA), which is causing a
transformation of the existing bunker fuel market.
Responding to this change in market conditions, LITASCO SA is continuing to develop positions on low-sulphur fuel oil and fuel oil blending, as well as study of opportunities for using diesel fuel and gasoil for
reducing the sulphur content and viscosity in various regions.

Since the Asian market today accounts for a large proportion of
the demand for sulphurous fuel oil (there being no marine emission
control areas there), we will endeavor to expand our client base in
South-East Asia.
In general, the global market for dark petroleum products is characterized by a deficit in storage capacity at the key consumption centers and no improvement in the situation is anticipated, at least up
to the end of 2012. In this sense, start-up of the second phase of the
STR terminal at the port of Rotterdam in the second quarter of 2012
will strengthen our competitive positions.
The global market for distillates is showing steady growth but
competition on this market is only intensifying. The main exporter
of distillates to the European markets of most importance to us remains the USA, owing to its more cost-efficient refining, cheaper raw
materials (WTI, shale condensates), well-organized logistics, infrastructure and labor.
In Asia, start-up of new export-orientated refineries in India and
in the countries of the Persian Gulf will increase refining by 1.8 million barrels a day, with an enormous potential of distillates export,
including to Europe. Under these conditions, the main tasks of the
international operator LITASCO
SA are to create short positions
for efficient sale of LUKOIL’s and
third party volumes, including
through effective cooperation
with local companies.
Q: LITASCO SA,a subsidiary of LUKOIL,
sells both LUKOIL oil and oil of other
companies on the international markets. What is the proportion of LUKOIL
Group oil in the Company’s total sales
on foreign markets at the moment?
A: In 2011, the LITASCO Group
exported over 30 million tons of
oil and 31 million tons of petroleum products from LUKOIL
Group enterprises, including the
resources of the ISAB and Zeeland refineries.
Thanks to the successful trading activities of the LITASCO Group,
LUKOIL has managed to sell an additional 20 million tons of oil and
37 million tons of petroleum products from third party resources.
The total volume of oil and petroleum product trading thus amounted to 57 million tons.
Overall, in 2011, the total sales volume on foreign oil and petroleum product markets out of LUKOIL and third party resources amounted to 118 million tons or 2.36 million barrels a day. In 2011, the proportion of LUKOIL barrels in the total volume traded by the LITASCO
Group amounted to 52%, third parties accounting for the remainder.
Q: Does the company intend to continue increasing the volume of third party
oil sales?
A: In 2007, the LITASCO SA business process model was aligned with
the global product line for ensuring synergy of the activities of all the
LUKOIL Group offices and timely use of the available opportunities.
Since its inception, LITASCO SA has substantially expanded its business of trading in third party volumes on international markets and
has become recognized as a reliable and first class partner.
LITASCO’s future priorities will undoubtedly be successful sale of
third party volumes and a greater sales volume in general, with due
account for their yield.
Oil of Russia | No 2, 2012 13

Q: How did LUKOIL’s oil and petroleum product
wholesale business go in 2011?
A: In 2011, LUKOIL continued pursuing its
policy of diversifying oil supplies, as well as
reviewing and improving contract conditions
for oil supplies. The focus was on signing
new and prolonging existing long-term contracts both on the domestic market and for
exports. The fall in supplies in profitable directions within the bounds of the Customs
Union was compensated by a redistribution
towards other effective directions. On the
domestic market, some oil was supplied
through a substitution scheme, this increasing sales efficiency. In the third quarter of
2011, LUKOIL supplied oil along the Northern Sea Route – the Company’s most complicated logistics project, permitting efficient
placement of JSC RITEK resources.
The market for petroleum products in
2011 was in short supply of gasoline as a result of the new requirements of the technical regulations coming into effect on January 1,
2011. Not all vertically integrated oil companies proved ready to
meet these standards.
Under such conditions, the company prioritized meeting the needs
of the domestic market and maximized output of high octane fuels.

dards in the sphere of product quality, labor protection, industrial
safety and environmental protection.
It is known that there is a shortage of distillates on the Spanish
market, including diesel and aviation fuel. The gap between supply
and demand is currently in the order of 4 million tons per year. The
biggest excess of demand over supply (approximately 3 million tons)
is observed in the most dynamically developing region
of Spain – Catalonia.
The Company’s long-term strategy in the sphere of petroleum
Our partner Meroil S.A. has at its disposal transshipment capacity through Spain, at the key ports of Cartaproduct sales is to increase business returns in the regions in
gena, La Coruna, Valencia, Vigo and Huelva and the Sanwhich it maintains a presence and supply of sales organizations tander logistics centers, as well as its own terminal in
allowing it to make deliveries all over the
for the purpose of achieving maximum economic efficiency and Barcelona,
country.
Once the new wharf construction is completed, the
development in new regions of the company’s activities
terminal in Barcelona will be the first and only complex
At the same time, in order to prevent gasoline filling stations run- in Spain capable of handling large tonnage vessels. The terminal’s
ning out of fuel and ensuring a supply of fuel for consumers in the competitiveness will grow substantially due to its ability to accept
Russian Federation, the company procured 250 thousand tons of vessels with large cargo carrying capacity and to handle arbitrage
batches.
gasoline and sold them through its own retail network.
LITASCO SA gains additional advantages from using the status of
Q: In April 2012, LITASCO SA, together with the Spanish company Meroil, Meroil S.A. as an operator on the Spanish oil and petroleum product
started up the second stage of the tank farm of the oil terminal in Barcelona. market for collaborating with the National Hydrocarbon Logistics
To what extent will this consolidate LUKOIL’s positions in the Mediterranean Company of Spain (CLH). This company is the main transport channel along which petroleum products move from the coast to the cenregion?
A: In accordance with the LITASCO SA Group strategy on develop- tral parts of the country. Only market participants connected with
ment of commercial activities on the world market and expansion of the transport capacity of the National Hydrocarbon Logistics ComLUKOIL’s presence on the key oil markets, on July 29, 2010, LITAS- pany are able to operate with economic efficiency on Spain’s doCO SA set up a joint venture with Meroil S.A. on a parity basis for cre- mestic market in general. LITASCO SA’s current operations on the
ating one of the biggest petroleum product terminals in the Mediter- Spanish market will thus improve considerably in economic terms,
ranean. The participants in the JV have expanded and improved the as will promotion of new activities with Spanish business partners.
existing Meroil S.A. terminal at Barcelona’s oil port. The terminal
Start-up of the terminal will finalize creation of a logistics corcan accept vessels with a deadweight of up to 150 thousand tons and ridor from the ISAB refineries to Spain and the western Meditersubsequently store up to 360,000 m3 of petroleum products. As a re- ranean in general. The given project, in turn, will provide a platsult of the modernization of the terminal’s capacity, both distillates form for further development of the LUKOIL business segment “Reand bio-components can be transshipped and stored, whereat the fining and Sales” and further strengthening of the LUKOIL Group
turnover of petroleum products through Barcelona in general will supplies and sales infrastructure in the Mediterranean, North and
increase by more than 50%.
West Africa regions.
The terminal, at which the reconstruction work and start-up were
completed in April 2012, is equipped with the latest safety quality Q: LUKOIL is consistently increasing the share of gas in the overall volume
control systems and can be certified according to the highest stan- of its hydrocarbon production. What are the Company’s main gas sales chan14 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia
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• development of a transparent mechanism for agreeing transportation of gas through Gazprom gas transportation system to consumers;
• development and application of unified tariffs for gas transportation for all market participants;
• provision for equal profitability for independent resource holders during transportation of gas from the main production regions
to consumption regions;
• development of a system of natural gas exchange trading;
• the possibility of exporting gas on commission terms.
LUKOIL strategy regarding sale of gas in the Russian Federation
is designed to create a strategic partnership with Gazprom, making
for a substantial reduction in the risks associated with the abovementioned issues.
The bulk of LUKOIL’s gas is sold within the scope of this partnership: over 51.9% (8.3 billion m3) of the total volume of gas produced
by the Russian enterprises of the LUKOIL Group is delivered to
Gazprom under a long-term contract for 2012 through 2016, concluded on the basis of the Agreement on supplies of gas from fields
in the Bolshekhetskaya Depression and the North Caspian. Substantial amounts of gas, 9.5% (1.5 billion m3), are also sold through
the LUKOIL/Gazprom joint venture Gazoil-trading.
The effectiveness of the chosen strategy is, moreover, confirmed
by the higher netback sales price of gas compared to that of gas sold
in consumption regions.

It is possible that, in the event of liberalization of the gas market
in the Russian Federation, LUKOIL’s strategy will be adjusted and we
will plan to create a full-scale, multi-level gas distribution system.
Sale of the gas produced by the foreign assets of LUKOIL (Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan) is mainly based on inter-governmental Agreements in the regions where LUKOIL maintains a presence, through operators authorized to supply gas resources to liquid
markets in the most efficient directions (Europe, Turkey).
Q: What are the strategic tasks facing the Chief Division for supplies and sales
in the next few years?
A: Given the gradual fall in traditional oil production and involvement of greater volumes of petroleum raw materials with a high production cost, the task of maximizing sales efficiency for these volumes is becoming increasingly important. For this purpose, operations on existing premium markets and sales regions must be made
more efficient. In addition, we must expand our presence on other
markets within the framework of LUKOIL’s other strategic goal of expanding its raw material base.
In handling exchange goods that also constitute the basis for various financial instruments, the company encounters substantial risks

LUKOIL

LUKOIL

nels today? What do you see as the prospects for LUKOIL in the gas supply and
sales segment?
A: The share of gas in the overall volume of hydrocarbons produced
by LUKOIL is, indeed, growing.
In 2005, it amounted to 6.3% (5.6 billion m3), whereas in 2011
it was already 19.5% (22.0 billion m3), and in 2021, according to the
industry program for the company’s development, it will be 27%
(more than 55 billion m3). The main production increment is anticipated from the company’s promising projects in Iraq, Central Asia,
on the Caspian and in the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Area.
As of today, the main gas production region is the Russian Federation, where, in 2011, about 72.4% (15.9 billion m3) of the total
volume of gas was produced.
Unfortunately, the current situation regarding regulation of the
gas market in the Russian Federation is acting as a brake on active
participation by independent vertically-integrated oil companies in
forming a highly competitive gas market.
Liberalization of the gas market remains an acute problem, including the need for further joint work between independent subsoil
users, on the one hand, and Gazprom and government authorities,
on the other hand, to resolve the following issues:

LITASCO is present
on a substantial
scale on world
markets, trading in
all types of hydrocarbon, derivative
raw material and
bio-fuel

in connection with sharp price fluctuations, which are exacerbated
by the indeterminacy of global economic development. In this connection, particular attention is focused and will continue to be focused on the risk management and operation hedging mechanisms.
The Company’s long-term strategy in the sphere of petroleum product sales is to increase business returns in the regions in which it maintains a presence and supply of sales organizations for the purpose of
achieving maximum economic efficiency and development in new regions of the company’s activities. In turn, maximum efficiency of commercial activities may be achieved by increasing sales (placement) of
volumes of petroleum products on premium markets by applying competitive pricing and managing the price risks of sales organizations and
refineries, and by handing over primary sales (wholesale and transit
sales) to specialized operators. A higher standard of commercial culture of business should be promoted by application of a modern system of accounting, reporting and assessment of commercial activities
and introduction of new IT-technologies, improvement of the governance structure and coordination of the material and value balance.
As an innovative approach in its traditional spheres of activity,
LUKOIL is considering the possibility of diversifying the sources of
supply for petroleum product provision enterprises through exchange trade, substitution operations with market participants and
diversification of supply sources of overseas regional sales organizations outside the Company’s “zones of natural presence”, using the
resources and infrastructure of LITASCO SA. — Vladimir Akr amovsky
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IGHTEEN YEARS AGO,
LUKOIL SIGNED ON TO
ITS FIRST FOREIGN UPSTREAM PROJECT and
has been comprehensively reinforcing its position on the international arena ever since. Today,
in addition to Russia, the Company
is represented in oil and gas exploration and production projects in 13
countries of the world. LUKOIL’s international projects account for
more than 10% of commercial hydrocarbons production; however, in
the mid term, LUKOIL Overseas
Holding Ltd., the Company’s foreign operator, is in a position to
bring this figure up to 20%.

INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

PRIORITY
ON ECONOMIC
EFFICIENCY
Oil of Russia magazine talks to Andrey Sapozhnikov,
Vice-President for Business Development at LUKOIL
Overseas Holding Ltd
16 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

Q: What are the main criteria today for LUKOIL
Overseas’ participation in tenders on promising
projects?
A: The main criterion is the project’s economic efficiency. This index, in turn, is
formed from a whole number of parameters: the project should be promising from
the viewpoint of geological exploration and
development of reserves, and the commercial, tax, and sales terms for signing on to
the project should be acceptable. The
geopolitical risks of working in the region
and the risk sharing approach among partners are also very important criteria to be
considered.
Q: At present, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are the
key oil and gas production regions for LUKOIL
Overseas. What are your company’s plans for further development in the CIS countries?

STRATEGY

LUKOIL’S INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS

Source: LUKOIL OVERSEAS

A: In addition to Russia, the company is currently producing hydrocarbons in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Azerbaijan. These
CIS countries are playing an extremely important role as priority regions in the company’s international activity. We plan to fully develop the potential of the productive
assets in these regions.
The major projects the we are participating in (Karachaganak and Tengiz in Kazakhstan, Kandym-Khauzak-Shady-Kungrad
and Southwest Gissar in Uzbekistan, and
Shakh-Deniz in Azerbaijan) have significant
potential for building up production, and
the investment climate in these countries today is quite favorable for making investments in the development of these projects.
As for CIS countries that are new to the
international upstream segment, Ukraine is
very promising for extending our activity. In
our opinion, the Black Sea shelf has good
potential for carrying out geological exploration work. At present, arrangements are
being made to open a LUKOIL Overseas representative office in Kiev for coordinating
efforts to develop business in Ukraine.

Q: What prospects are opening up for LUKOIL Overseas with respect to starting production at West
Qurna-2?
A: West Qurna-2 is a unique project in terms
of its scope. Starting production at West
Qurna-2, as well as implementation of our
plans in Uzbekistan will make it possible for

‘‘

We are seeking to raise
the share of international
projects in LUKOIL’s overall production to 20%. The current
portfolio of assets makes it possible to
reach this goal in the mid term

the company to significantly increase the
share of hydrocarbon production under international projects in LUKOIL’s overall production volume. This will allow us to perform LUKOIL Overseas’ main strategic task
of raising the share of production under international projects to 20% of LUKOIL’s total production. Moreover, operations at

West Qurna-2 are already making it possible to acquire unique experience in major
project management and skilled labor training. The project’s scope allows for efficient
implementation of technological innovations such as I-fields.
Q: In 2011, LUKOIL Overseas began participating
in offshore projects in Romania,Vietnam, and Sierra Leone. The company also passed prequalification for operating on the Norwegian shelf. Why is
the company interested in these regions?
A: A large amount of hydrocarbons have
been discovered offshore recently. Hence
our interest in offshore projects. As of today,
the company has gained vast work experience in this sphere. Acquiring the block in
Sierra Leone is in keeping with our strategic
goal to extend the portfolio of exploration
assets in West Africa. The geological potential of the project (the SL-5-11 block) is extremely high.
Romania is a new region in our upstream
segment. We think that significant discoveries can be made on the Black Sea shelf.
Russia’s oil producers have longterm and
Oil of Russia | No 2, 2012 17
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Given our current growth
rate (an average of 27% a year), we set
sights on maintaining the
efficiency of the current assets portfolio and implementing large-scale production and development
projects

warm relations with Vietnam, which has
great geological exploration potential.
Moreover, the experience and knowledge
accumulated by a number of our employees
back in Soviet times give us certain advantages in working in this region. This is our
first project in Southeast Asia and, on the
whole, I think this region has good development potential.
Gaining access to the Norwegian shelf
was an important achievement that drew
much attention. A whole series of positive
events have occurred recently in RussianNorwegian relations, and cooperation between the countries is intensifying at all
levels. The Arctic has immense potential,
and our presence in this region is one of
the company’s key vectors of strategic development.
18 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

I will note that while examining our application, several Norwegian Petroleum Directorate officers visited several of our production
facilities and, for us, being qualified to operate
in Norway means recognition of the company’s
quality, and international confirmation of
LUKOIL’s experience as an offshore operator.
Q: Today, LUKOIL Overseas has an impressive portfolio of assets in West Africa. Does the company intend to extend its presence in Africa?
A: We have recently been examining several projects in West Africa. International oil
majors keep this region on the front burner,
so the competition is extremely tough there.
Our company is still interested in West
Africa, but the decision to acquire each specific project is made depending on its economics and efficiency.

Q: How interested is LUKOIL Overseas in unconventional oil and gas
projects?
A: The company has been engaged in this matter for quite
some time, we carry out in-depth
analyses of such projects, and this
work is continuing. Some projects that were classified as “unconventional reserves” yesterday
are being so widely developed today that they can only provisionally be placed in this category. In
this sense, the development of
unconventional reserves is the future of oil companies.
Today, the development of
unconventional reserves is capable of significantly changing
the picture of the world and the
global economic landscape. For
example, after a long slump,
the production of hydrocarbons in the United States has
begun steadily growing in recent years and, furthermore,
the price of gas has fallen to an
all-time low. In this respect, international oil majors are trying to create a diversified assets
portfolio featuring deepwater
projects, projects of hydrocarbon production from low-permeability (shale) formations,
and heavy and ultraheavy oil
production projects. In order to
successfully compete in the international market, a company
must build up its technological
potential and be present in all
of these spheres.

Q: What is your company’s long-term strategy?
A: As I have already mentioned, we are
seeking to raise the share of international projects in LUKOIL’s overall production
to 20%. The current portfolio of assets
makes it possible to reach this goal in the
mid term. Given our current growth rate
(an average of 27% a year), we set sights
on maintaining the efficiency of the current assets portfolio and implementing
large-scale production and development
projects. The tasks of LUKOIL Overseas’
business development segment consist in
looking for efficient projects in the key areas of operations, and balancing the current assets portfolio by way of risk reduction and sharing and cooperation with the
technology leaders in the global oil and
gas industry.
— Vladimir Akr amovsky
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VERTICAL INTEGRATION

THE MAGNIFICENT
FOUR

HE PERM TERRITORY
IS ONE OF THE FEW
RUSSIAN REGIONS that
incorporates the entire
oil and gas vertical from
geological exploration to the sale of
end petroleum products. The integrity of the Kama region oil industry is
ensured by 18 enterprises that comprise the LUKOIL-PERM Group.
Four make up its backbone: LUKOILPERM, LUKOIL-Permnefteorgsintez, LUKOIL-Permnefteprodukt, and
LUKOIL-Permneftegazpererabotka.
The main subsidiaries of LUKOIL in
Perm have more than 12,000 employees. However, the oil industry
provides around 54,000 residents
of the Kama region with stable jobs.
They work in contractual and service companies of the oil sectors.

The achievements of LUKOIL’s enterprises
in the Perm Territory show that one coordinated
team can accomplish anything

MIKHAIL ZAGULYAEV

KEY LINK OF VERTICAL
INTEGRATION
At present, there are 29 oil-producing companies operating in the Perm Territory. The
oil production leader in the region is LUKOILPERM. This is one of the largest enterprises
in the Western Urals and one of LUKOIL’s
three leading hydrocarbon producers. Today
it is carrying out production activity in 26 districts of the Kama region and Republic of
Bashkortostan and developing 139 fields.
When talking about the enterprise’s activity, General Director of LUKOIL-PERM
Alexander Leyfrid emphasized, “In the past
five years, the volume of oil production has increased by 21.5% and reached almost 13 million tons in 2011. This growth is primarily
based on the vigorous introduction of innovation technology, the use of advanced equipment, and the development of new promising
territories.”
In 2010, the enterprise’s staff was recognized as the best among the company’s oiland gas-producing subdivisions for the
fourth year in a row.
For many years, LUKOIL-PERM has been
actively implementing modern technology.
In drilling, this applies to building horizontal
branch holes and multi-hole drilling. In production, it applies to radial drilling and hydraulic fracturing. A unique technique is being implemented in the North project: oil
Oil of Russia | No 2, 2012 19
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production is being carried out at the
Verkhnekamskoe field of potassium salt
without any detriment to its exploitation. The
simultaneous-bifurcated liquid extraction
technique is being introduced at two operation facilities. This is going on in close cooperation with the regional PermNIPIneft Institute. The method makes it possible to increase the volume of hydrocarbons recovered
and reduce field exploitation time by operating two formations at the same time.
LUKOIL-PERM is also actively carrying
out geological exploration in the territory of
its activity. In the past ten years, 40 oil fields
have been discovered bearing more than 26
million tons of resources. By 2020, there are
plans to increase oil reserves by 159 million
tons and supplies in the C3 category by 46
million tons.

THE LEADER IN RUSSIAN OIL
REFINING
Today, LUKOIL-Permnefteorgzintez is one of
Russia’s largest oil refineries and confidently
occupies a leading position in the industry in
terms of many indices. In 2010, the enterprise
refined more than 13 million tons of oil. The
depth of refining amounts to 93%. West Siberian oil (55%) and oil from the northern fields
of the Perm Territory serve as the raw material in product manufacture. The refinery produces more than 100 types of petroleum products (including those that meet Euro 4 and Euro 5 standard), which are delivered to many
regions of Russia. More than 50% of the products manufactured are exported.
The first tons of commercial product were
manufactured at the Perm oil refinery as early as November 1958. Since 1991, the enterprise has been operating as part of LUKOIL.
Since 1993, extensive reconstruction has
been going on with its support, which has resulted in the building and reconstruction of
more than fifty production facilities.
In particular, in 2004, a unique deep oil
refining complex went into operation, the
main facility of which is the T-Star hydrocracking installation with a diesel fuel hydrodearomatization unit. In 2007, a paraffin isomerisation unit was put into operation
which produces a high-octane component of
automobile gasoline – isomerisat R.
A year later, a complex for manufacturing, packaging, storing, and shipping motor
oils in newly redesigned canisters went into
operation.
At present, work has begun at the enterprise to implement a large-scale investment
project – a complex for refining petroleum
residues. It envisages building a new slow
coking unit with a capacity of 2.1 million
20 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

tons a year for producing, depending on the
market demand, coke with a high content of
volatile components (for the metallurgy industry) or electrode coke, as well as building
a diesel fraction hydrotreater with a capacity of 1.5 million tons a year designed to refine secondary distillates and increase the
capacity of hydrogen production.
Implementing this project will make it
possible to fully halt production of commercial heating oil at LUKOIL-Permnefteorgsintez by raising the depth of oil refining to 98%
with an increase in the production of diesel
fuels, vacuum gas oil, and the types of coke
in demand in the market.
According to the year-end results of 2010,
the refinery was declared the winner at the
Best Russian Enterprises: Dynamics, Efficiency, Responsibility Contest in the nomination “For Environmentally Responsible
Business”. And very recently, LUKOILPermnefteorgsintez was a finalist in the European Quality Management Fund contest.

ECONOMIC GAIN
AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT
In terms of liquefied gas production volume,
LUKOIL-Permneftegazpererabotka is one of
the top five Russian gas refineries.
The gas refiners use associated petroleum
and wet gas, the wide fraction, and a mixture
of light hydrocarbons. The enterprise’s pro-

duction cycle makes it possible to obtain quite
a wide range of products in demand in different spheres, from municipal and household to petrochemical production units,
which confirms the rationality of utilizing associated petroleum gas by means of refining.
The products manufactured by the Perm
gas refiners meet international standards and
enjoy wide demand in many regions of Russia and abroad.
In order to increase production capacities,
the enterprise has been carrying out a major
investment program for several years that envisages the modernization of the main production facilities, as well as building new ones.
The project for reconstructing a workshop for accepting raw materials, storage,
and dispatch of commercial products has
been grandiose in scale and a major step in
the development of the gas refinery. The
building and launching in 2007 of a new
loading/unloading rack for liquefied hydrocarbon gas and inflammable liquids became a springboard for reaching a strategic
goal aimed at increasing the volumes of raw
material refining.
General Director of LUKOIL-Permneftegazpererabotka Rustyam Khisaev notes,
“Our enterprise has been maintaining a high
level in hydrocarbon refining for several
years now – the actual indices are higher
than the planned figures by several percent-
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MIKHAIL ZAGULYAEV

300 retail sales outlets and 11 oil bases in four
regions of our activity. In 2011, we sold 1.3 million tons of petroleum products, topping the designated levels by 13%. The sales of diesel fuel and
EKTO gasoline have grown by 73% compared to
the previous year level. We have developed technology for building and operating automatic gas
filling complexes.”
Products purchased at LUKOIL-Permnefteprodukt gas filling stations can be paid
for in cash or by bank card or LICARD fuel
card. Moreover, LUKOIL-Permnefteprodukt
and Mobile TeleSystems (MTS) have introduced a non-contact payment system at one
of the automatic gas filling stations in Perm
using the Near Field Communication (NFC)
technology. In order to make a payment, all
you need to do is place your cell phone with
special SIM card and built-in antenna against
the read out unit on the gas pump. This greatly accelerates the fill-up process.
“Building unique complexes of deep oil refining is promoting the development of retail sales
and improving our sales facilities in order to sell
the company products that fully meet European
standards,” notes Vladimir Dmitriev.

age points. In 2011, this volume amounted to
1.275 million tons. Work on building large
facilities is complete. The most important of
them is the project for utilizing associated petroleum gas at LUKOIL-PERM’s Verkhnekamskoe field. Also, under an agreement between
LUKOIL and the Perm Territory, assembly of
a gas pipeline for delivering natural gas to
the Chernushinsky and Kuedinsky districts
has been completed. One billion 21 million
rubles have been spent on this project over a
span of five years."
The company soon plans to build a second
raw material refining facility, which will increase the plant’s production capacities 2.6fold and make it possible to raise the level of

Since the Kama
region fields went
into operation, more
than 600 million tons
of oil have been
produced – this is the
result of the activity
of several generations of oilmen

utilization of associated petroleum gas from
the Kama region fields to 95%.

AT THE LEVEL OF THE BEST
EUROPEAN STANDARDS
LUKOIL Permnefteprodukt is one of LUKOIL’s
large interregional sales operators. The Perm
Territory, the Kirov and Sverdlov regions, and
the Republic of Udmurtia are its target markets. This enterprise has already been awarded the title of Best Company of the LUKOIL
Group Oil Product Supply System four times.
General Director of LUKOIL-Permnefteprodukt Vladimir Dmitriev relates proudly,
“We are one of the best oil product supply enterprises in the country. We supervise more than

THERE IS REASON TO BE PROUD
The employees at each of Perm’s oil companies have something to be proud of. Since
the Kama region fields went into operation,
more than 600 million tons of oil have been
produced – this is the result of the activity of
several generations of oilmen. The coordinated team of LUKOIL-Permnefteorgzintez
has been working for more than fifty years
for the benefit of the country and region.
The leader of Russian oil refining produces
more than 80 types of high-quality petroleum products. The fact that the company is
one of the top five Russian oil refineries in
terms of liquefied gas production shows the
professionalism of LUKOIL-Permneftegazpererabotka’s employees. LUKOIL-Permnefteprodukt is operating confidently and
consistently enlarging its sales network.
The experience of the Perm oilers shows
that a generally conservative oil branch can
become an active participant in the innovation processes going on in the country.
Successful implementation of the production reconstruction program and dynamic
growth in the volumes of all of LUKOIL’s Kama region enterprises are based on the simple
idea that one coordinated team can accomplish anything. A team of professionals. A
team of people who care about the fate of the
region and the country. The Kama region fiveyear plans are a vibrant example of how the
envisioned can become reality. And this is just
the beginning. !
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

KEY RESOURCES –
INTELLECT AND CREATIVITY
Oil of Russia magazine talks to Nikolay Karnaukhov, General Director
of JSC LUKOIL-Engineering

I

N 2010, LUKOIL SET UP A UNIFIED CORPORATE R&D CENTER – JSC LUKOIL-Engineering to organize and carry out
research and technical work
relating to geology, development
and production in all the Company’s upstream sector enterprises.
Reorganization of the research and
design complex of LUKOIL makes it
possible today to form a real mechanism for using groundbreaking
novelties in the Geological Explo-
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ration and Production business sector, to reduce financial costs and
improve performance of R&D work,
as well as to create a unified corporate knowledge base on geological
exploration and production of hydrocarbons.
Q: What brought about the creation of LUKOIL-Engineering? Which research institutes became part
of it?
A: The fact is that a sort of “revolutionary”
or crisis situation has taken shape today in
the research and technological support in

STRATEGY

the former having no interest in pulling the
latter up to their level.
Q: Would you please tell us about the current activities of LUKOIL-Engineering? What is the scope
of the work performed by the LUKOIL unified research and design institute?
A: The main sphere in which we work involves geological exploration, development
and production. Say, in the sphere of geological exploration, we process geological
information, design projects for prospecting
for new fields and analyze information for

collaboration with higher educational institutions and industry science.
In Russia, we are currently focusing
mainly on work in such promising regions
as the Caspian and the Timan-Pechora territory, in Western Siberia and the Perm Territory, since these "mature" regions, where
many fields are demonstrating a falling production trend, require new technological
approaches. As for the company’s project
abroad, considerable work is today being
conducted on projects on the shelf of the
Gulf of Guinea, in Iraq and Venezuela.
Every oil formation requires
its own approach. Reservoirs
are individual, consisting of
rocks that are easily permeable
or otherwise. LUKOIL is a big
company operating over extensive territories, each region having its own preferable technologies. Our task is to select the optimal technologies for each field
and even well.

Q: Does LUKOIL-Engineering deal
with problems of development of
non-traditional hydrocarbons? What
do you think about the prospects for
production of shale gas and oil from
the Bazhenov formation, which has
been estimated as having huge reserves of hard-to-reach oil?
A: We are studying thoroughly
the possibility of working with
the Bazhenov formation and
shale gas. At the same time, we
are not forgetting that all new
sources of hydrocarbons have
their pluses and minuses. Shale
gas is very interesting but has
adverse environmental effects.
Moreover, Russia has reserves
of traditional gas, with lower
production costs, sufficient for
LUKOIL is a big company operat- many years to come. In my opinfor our country, it is more
ing over extensive territories, each ion,
important at the moment to
region having its own preferable produce gas in order to demethcoal mines. It is a well
technologies. Our task is to select the optimal anize
known fact that miners die in
accidents connected with high
technologies for each field and even well
methane concentrations. If
purchasing new fields in Russia and abroad. shafts were drilled at coal fields and gas
We carry out feasibility studies of fields put produced there for, say, 4-5 years, it would
up for tender – study the acceptability of the then be safe to work in the coal seams.
fields for the company and identify techThe Bazhenov formation has tremendous
nologies that would be the best for devel- prospects and there is no doubt about its oiloping them. LUKOIL-Engineering carries bearing capacity, but the “keys” to it need to
out projects for drilling and field develop- be chosen competently. For LUKOIL, it is of
ment and implements research projects in considerable interest and we are actively
ALEXANDER MAKAROV

the oil industry. It is becoming increasingly difficult to produce oil using old technologies; yet no fundamentally new ones
have appeared yet. This is being felt by companies throughout the world, and LUKOIL
is no exception in this.
The current situation in the oil industry
is requiring our company, which is striving
for leadership, to introduce its own new
technologies, analyze existing innovations
on the world market and the possibility of
adapting them to the company’s needs.
Today, we have recognized fully that the
availability of know-how is a major competitive advantage in the long term, so, in
2010, the subsidiary company LUKOIL-Engineering was organized, its name determining the objective and character of its activities.
LUKOIL has always had its own significant know-hows. Yet there have not been
large numbers of them, since, in previous
years, the government did not encourage
companies to introduce new technologies,
assuming the privately-owned companies
should do this, because it would be a priori profitable for them. Practice has shown
that investment in interesting new technologies far from always produces a quick
return and is definitely not tantamount to
“quick money”. Purchase of a promising
field offers prospects of rapid pay-back,
whereas a new technology entails a certain
risk, requires time for testing and implementation, so the pay-back period is
longer, accordingly.
The company has traditionally been attentive to research and design support for
its activities – the company’s research and
design complex, comprising five regional
institutes, has prepared projects under
which know-hows developed by various institutes, including ones within the LUKOIL
structure, have been introduced in practice.
Yet the time has come when a new step forward is required to update the system of its
research complex.
LUKOIL-Engineering consists of the following regional institutes: VolgogradNIPImorneft, PermNIPIneft, PechorNIPIneft,
KogalymNIPIneft and KaliningradNIPImorneft. The institutes quite successfully
served the interests of company subsidiaries
in the regions but their operations were
quite isolated from one another. Coordinated links between them were inadequate,
there was no effective collaboration and
some work was duplicated as a result. Objectively, the institutes worked under unequal conditions – there were advanced
ones and others that lagged behind, with
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STRUCTURE OF LUKOIL-ENGINEERING

PECHORNIPINEFT (UKHTA)
KALININGRADNIPIMORNEFT
(KALININGRAD)

KOGALYMNIPINEFT (TYUMEN)

PERMNIPINEFT (PERM)

VOLGOGRADNIPIMORNEFT
(VOLGOGRAD)

LUKOIL-ENGINEERING HEAD OFFICE
(MOSCOW)

engaged in studying the Bazhenov formation, since it is represented most clearly in
Western Siberia, which is the Company’s key
production area. I have known Ivan Nesterov
(head of the oil and gas geology department
of Tyumen State Oil and Gas University), one
of those who discovered the Bazhenov formation, since we worked together at Tyumen
State Oil and Gas University. So the subject of
the Bazhenov formation is significant for me.
Until recently, the problem of developing the Bazhenov formation was handled
by the PechorNIPIneft institute, and our
subsidiary RITEK – they have considerable
experience of working with heavy, high-viscosity oils.
Together with RITEK, we are developing
the possibility of a shaft, thermal and other
methods for impacting on the seam. Pilot
testing is currently under way at RITEK of
the thermal EOR process. So, if, in the foreseeable future, the prospects of the Bazhenov formation are outlined in more detail and
proved by geologists, we will already have
24 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

A: The company’s oil and gas production
enterprises order design and research
work from us. Our relations with subsidiary enterprises are based on their interests, which we must satisfy. These interests are sometimes of the individual
subsidiary company and sometimes of LUKOIL as a whole. We
Our chief aim is to provide the com- combine these interests into an
integral whole. We propose
pany with a competitive advantage. some
work ourselves to our
LUKOILmust become an innovative production companies, which
is quite logical. After all,
company with a great future ahead of it
LUKOIL-Engineering is the center of the LUKOIL Group’s reto us. The company is also involved in use of search competences. The subsidiary enterenvironmentally clean energy sources, such prises assess the applicability of our ideas
to their conditions from the point of view
as solar, wind and geothermal energy.
of “practitioners” and decide whether to
Q: How, today, are the activities of the research and order the work. All this is coordinated at
design complex of LUKOIL being coordinated with the level of the company’s Scientific and
its subsidiary enterprises, particularly RITEK, Technical Council, which discusses both
which has become the Company’s science and our opinion and that of the subsidiary enterprises, as well as that of the company’s
technology testing ground?

practical approaches to techniques for producing the oil from the Bazhenov formation.
In general, in terms of scale, LUKOIL is
not simply an oil company but also an energy one, so not only traditional and non-traditional oil and gas resources are of interest
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management. Then a decision is taken
with regard to certain know-hows.
As for the subsidiary RITEK, there is mutually beneficial cooperation developing
here. It is RITEK, now LUKOIL’s science and
technology testing ground, that tests our
know-hows. The reality is such that it is
quite difficult to halt production at an operating well for research testing, there being a precise production plan, and a halt to
production inevitably entails a drop in volumes produced. RITEK, however, has certain “play” in its operation, meaning we can
be allowed to interfere in production
processes. We use the RITEK testing ground
to develop our ideas, as well as introduce
RITEK’s ideas in our own projects, and then
use the successfully tested novelties at the
fields of other subsidiary enterprises.
Q: With which specialized higher educational institutions does LUKOIL-Engineering cooperate?
A: We cooperate with many leading higher
educational institutions: the Gubkin Oil and
Gas University, the Perm National Research
Polytechnical University, the Ukhta State
Technical University, the Tyumen State Oil
and Gas University and many others.
LUKOIL-Engineering is constantly seeking scientific and technical innovations and
fresh ideas, so cooperation with academic
science and higher educational institutions
is vital.
With higher educational institutions, we
work comprehensively since, on the one
hand, such institutions bring us scientific
information and, on the other, provide us
with people who will tomorrow be members of our staff. We are interested in hiring
the cleverest and most talented people, because personnel are a major competitive advantage. By ordering research work from
scientists, we promote their further development and, at the same time, raise the educational level of students, since this knowledge will be provided to them during lectures. Accordingly, we assist in creating future highly-educated personnel.
We do not, of course, outsource strategically important work containing knowhow to higher educational institutions and
research institutes. After all, it is on the
key strategic spheres that LUKOIL-Engineering’s own staff concentrate, in order
to produce the maximum benefit for the
company.
Small subdivisions engaged in general
research were excluded from PechoraNIPIneft in Ukhta, KogalymNIPIneft in Tyumen and PermNIPIneft in Perm, and transferred to the above-mentioned local high-

A: In our sphere, the key resources are intellect and creativity. It is not that simple to
learn to think and generate new ideas, so
people who can do that are particularly
valuable. Such are the employees we try to
attract to LUKOIL-Engineering
There are about 3,000 people working
for the Company’s research and design
complex. They naturally include employees
of different ages and each category requires
is own approach. The older generation, for
instance, is less open to new trends and, objectively speaking, it is pointless trying to retrain them. Even so, it must be remembered
that the older generation are a real treasure-house of knowledge and have enormous experience. The combination of their
experience and knowledge is of tremendous
benefit to the company. The middle generation can be trained, have excellent practical experience and for these we
have our own further training
In the sphere of geological ex- methods. And, of course, we foploration, we process geological cus particular attention on
young people, who absorb new
information, design projects for knowledge most easily.
LUKOIL-Engineering has set
prospecting for new fields and analyze inforup a Council of Young Scientists
mation for purchasing new fields in Russia and and Specialists, conferences are
organized of young scientists
abroad
and specialists, attended by
ship of Academician Laverov, a conference both LUKOIL employees and students and
was held at the Academy of Sciences, dur- lecturers. We also hold Science Days, to
ing which the Academicians shared infor- which representatives of academia and
mation with us about their innovations in higher educational institutions are invited.
the oil and gas sphere. In March 2012, the
Academicians made a reciprocal visit to our Q: What tasks is LUKOIL-Engineering setting itself
office and, this time, it was we who told for the near future?
them about what problems were pressing A: LUKOIL-Engineering is currently workfor us and which research topics were of ing actively to make its work more efficient
and cut the company’s costs in the upstream
most interest.
We are now in talks with the Ufa Tech- segment. A very important goal for us is to
nical University about close cooperation develop advanced technologies for making
with our Volgograd subsidiary Volgograd- production profitable at fields where ecoNIPImorneft. At the head office of LUKOIL- nomically rational production is not possiEngineering, a base department has been ble at the moment.
set up of the Gubkin Oil and Gas University
Another mission is to seek opportuniand, at this University; we are also setting ties for the company to earn additional
up a geological center for joint work.
profit. We are not engaged in academic or
So we are developing cooperation with educational science. We are a research
higher educational institutions at a good subdivision of the Company’s business
speed and I hope that, in a year or two, it structure. Accordingly, our purpose us to
will produce major results. I must say that introduce any know-how capable of bringmany oil companies in Russia are develop- ing in comparatively “quick money” and to
ing cooperation with higher educational in- cut costs.
stitutions but only LUKOIL has so far put
Our chief aim is to provide the company
this on such a broad-scale, well-coordinat- with a competitive advantage. LUKOIL must
ed and specifically orientated level.
become an innovative company with a great
future ahead of it, become even more atQ: How does you company go about developing tractive for both investors and people who
its human resources?
want to work for it. — Vladimir Akr amovsky
er educational institutions, respectively.
LUKOIL-Engineering guaranteed them orders and project work funding. Now, however, they have an opportunity to involve
students, post-graduates, and lecturers in
their work. Students who participate in scientific research for us demonstrate an interest in working for LUKOIL, and we encourage this interest.
In February, I visited Perm on business
and met there with the research workers
of the PermNIPI, who presented a report
on their work on LUKOIL-Engineering
projects. I must honestly say that the synergetic effect of such collaboration is
tremendous. The results by far exceeded
our expectations.
We are actively cooperating with Academy of Sciences and a joint working group
has been set up. In 2011, under the leader-
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MARKETING

MISSION: MAINTAIN HIGH
MARKET SHARE
In 2011, LUKOIL achieved outstanding results on the Russian petroleum
product market and is determined to build on the success

SERGEY NENASHEV

I

WHAT MADE “WORLD RECORD”
POSSIBLE
In 2011 the volume of petroleum and gas
products sold through the LUKOIL Group
marketing network reached 8.4 million tons,
or more than 18%, which, according to
Vladimir Nekrasov, is a world record. In the
meantime, the operating revenue in the
business sector of Petroleum Product Marketing increased by over a quarter.
Last year, all of LUKOIL’s petroleum product marketing companies focused on introducing best practices intended to cut the
costs and increase revenues. In essence, it is
a long-term program reflecting the strategy
of industry development till 2020.
The airlines demonstrated exceptionally
poor forward planning and did not bother to
create the jet fuel reserves in anticipation of
winter of 2010–2011 (which turned out be
very cold). It resulted in the winter diesel fuel shortage in the country, because the win26 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

VLADIMIR AKRAMOVSKY

T IS IMPERATIVE THAT WE
MAINTAIN OUR SHARE IN
THE PETROLEUM PRODUCT
MARKET, said Vladimir Nekrasov, First Vice-President of the
Company, setting the tone at the
meeting of the CEOs of the LUKOIL
Group’s Russian petroleum product
retailers that was held in St. Petersburg in February.
The situation on the Russian retail
motor fuel market gives reasons to
believe that in three to four years,
the competition will become significantly stronger. All that should
be kept in mind for the purposes of
both current and long-range planning.
ter diesel fuel is produced by mixing common diesel fuel with jet fuel. This whole situation highlighted the flexibility and advantages of the vertically integrated oil companies. The LUKOIL filling stations never
lacked the winter diesel fuel since it came directly from the Company’s own refineries.
Last spring, the LUKOIL’s filling stations
also saw long lines of cars but this time they
were looking for gasoline. In line with the relevant Russian Government recommendation
the retail prices for petroleum products were
frozen in February 2011. Under the circumstances, the gasoline producers found it more
profitable to sell more gasoline abroad. Some
oil companies increased their exports of marketable gasoline 1.5-fold and more. LUKOIL
never played those “export games” – they
were working for the Russian market. As a result, the volume of sales in Moscow/Moscow
Region and St. Petersburg rocketed by 50 and
40 plus percent, respectively.

Another factor that boosted the LUKOIL
fuel sales was the adoption of the Motor Fuel Regulations, which effectively prohibited
retail sales of any and all gasoline below Euro-3 as of January 1, 2011. Many Russian
producers were caught off guard and in
April Russia faced another gasoline crisis. It
swayed the Government to permit selling
Euro-2 fuel till the end of 2012. However,
last fall they approved a new plan for gradual transition to Euro-5 fuels by 2016.
In all those troubled times LUKOIL made
sure its filling stations have a constant supply of gasoline – most of it Euro-4. The Russian drivers, who until recently were mostly
concerned about the price, became more
quality-discerning.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Further to the long-term refinery upgrade
program LUKOIL keeps increasing the highquality fuel production volume. Over the
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past year the share of Euro-3, 4, 5 gasoline
and Euro-4, 5 diesel fuel in overall production increased from 75 and 92 to 76 and 98
percent, respectively.
As Vladimir Nekrasov emphasized in his
speech, today, all LUKOIL refineries are capable of producing Euro-5 gasoline and
diesel fuel. This June the LUKOIL filling stations will start selling Euro-5 gasoline.
Clearly, it will boost the Company’s competitive advantages on the Russian fuel market
because the number of the Russian motorists
seeking to buy premium quality fuel is constantly growing. Not only the number of cars
in Russia has increased dramatically over the
past few years but the Russians are now buying more new cars as the largest car companies
open their plants here. This year the national
car industry’s growth is expected to reach almost 15% (thanks to the renown car brands).
LUKOIL will obtain additional preferences after July 1 when the fuel excise duty
rates are to change. The Government is putting in place a mechanism for regulation of
this market sector, which provides for application of higher excise rates to the low quality fuel while premium quality fuel will be
excised at lower rates. The high-quality gasoline producers will most certainly capitalize
on that. Some facts to ponder: in the second
half of this year the excise duty rate for Euro-2 diesel fuel will be 4,300 rubles while for
Euro-5 the producer will have to pay 2,962
rubles; the gasoline excise rates will be 8,225
and 5,143 rubles, respectively.
In his speech at the meeting Vadim Vorobyev, Vice-President for Petroleum Product
Marketing Coordination, pointed out: “In
three or four years the quality of our petroleum products will cease to be a competitive advantage. Presently the biggest Russian companies are actively upgrading their refineries. We
hope that there will be no further delays with
adoption of the new fuel specifications. It
means that in 2016 all filling stations in the
country will be selling the same quality fuel.
Hence the commercial success will be largely
depending on the quality of services, appearances and comfort of the station premises. We
need to make sure our filling stations are consistent with the industry standards both in
terms of the technical condition and quality of
services”.

CLIENT-ORIENTED MODEL
The meeting addressed the performance of
the petroleum product retailers in accordance with the best practices introduction
plan, which covered the following five areas
of activity: improvement of the sale assets
performance, optimization of non-core as-

sets, implementation of the efficient sales
management models, introduction of the
client-oriented business model, and deployment of the integrated business automation
system. The major provisions of the plan
shall apply to the future periods as well.
With a view to improving the performance of the sales assets, the Company Board
of Directors urged the CEOs of the petroleum product retailers to continue optimizing
the logistics supply chain and make better
use of pipeline transportation, where practical, because the railroad transportation is, as
a rule, thrice as expensive as pipeline. Besides, in some regions the poor technical
condition of the rolling stock adversely affects the petroleum product delivery schedule. LUKOIL-Severo-Zapadnefteprodukt was
one of the first LUKOIL’s retailers, which
started using pipelines. Since the last sum-

such station was opened in St. Petersburg in
2003. As such stations are the very convenient for megapolises, there are already 23 of
them in St. Petersburg and Petrozavodsk.
The Company continues implementing the
integrated business automation system to
have additional 596 stations covered by the
end of the year. The meeting also resolved to
replace the automatic control equipment at
all automatic filling stations in St. Petersburg.
These stations were built some time ago and
they, of course, do not meet the current requirements of the Company. The meeting
took note of the fact that it would cost the
Company more to maintain new automatic
equipment – the problem first faced by the
LUKOIL filling stations management abroad.
One of the components of the client-oriented business model is the implementation of
the new loyalty program in April. The program
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mer, Euro-5 diesel fuel has been delivered to
one of their tank farms in the vicinity of
St. Petersburg via a pipeline of the St. Petersburg subsidiary of JSC Transnefteprodukt. The pipelines are already used to deliver motor fuels to the filling stations in
Moscow/Moscow Region and Perm.
Another promising project is the construction of automatic filling stations (AFS).
Having as much operations automated as
possible helps improve the non-core assets
efficiency. Last year, the Company developed a standard automatic filling station design and as of the date of the meeting,
LUKOIL had 30 such filling stations in service. The sectoral strategy for the time period till 2021 calls for the construction of 301
such stations countrywide. However, it
needs to be stressed that LUKOIL-SeveroZapadnefteprodukt began building the automatic gasoline filling stations long before
the standard design was developed. The first

is meant to keep clients by launching an own
bonus system. The key word here is “own”. We
do not need cobranding with other companies,
Alexander Dolgikh, General Director of JSC
LUKOIL-Inter-Card, said at the meeting. The
Company is completing the unification of the
so-called card system – pretty soon you will be
able to pay with a single card at all of the Company’s filling stations in Russia. The long-term
program also provides for bigger focus on nonfuel services, i.e. building more cafeterias and
increasing volume of nonfuel product sales.
This year is the first year of the 20122021 Development Strategy according to
which during ten years the volume of the oil
product retail sales should be increased by
over one-third (35%); the average daily volume of sales per a filling station by over a
quarter (27%); earnings before interest, tax,
depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) per
each ton of an oil product sold – by 2.4 times
with the sales network increase of 3%. !
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AZERBAIJAN

EXAMPLE
OF CASPIAN
INTEGRATION

LUKOIL OVERSEAS

LUKOIL has been the leader
of Russia-Azerbaijan economic cooperation
for nearly 20 years

VLADIMIR MISHIN

LUKOIL’S INNOVATIONS
IN AZERBAIJAN

HE RUSSIAN OIL COMPANY LUKOIL has been
playing an important
leading role in developingRussia-Azerbaijanrelations, extending economic cooperation between the two countries,
and closer ties between the people
of the two countries for nearly 20
years.TheCompanyhasinvestedover
$1 billion in the key sectors of the Republic’s economy – oil and gas, fuel,
telecommunications, multimedia, insurance, banking, and many others.
LUKOIL made a substantial contribution also to the strengthening of
the Russian-Azerbaijani humanitarian cooperation aimed at the wellbeing of fraternal peoples of Russia
and Azerbaijan.

In early 1990’s the Russian Federation and
the Azerbaijan Republic were going through
a difficult period of their statehood development. At that time LUKOIL turned out to
be practically the only economic clinch between the two countries after having joined
the international consortium for development of hydrocarbon fields in Azerbaijan.
LUKOIL’s investment in development of resources of the Caspian became an important
factor of oil and gas production in the Republic, economic growth and increase of its
people’s wellbeing. At the same time, those
projects were the first foreign experience of
the Russian oil company – its “international oil and gas universities.” President of
LUKOIL Vagit Alekperov mentioned on
more than one occasion that “LUKOIL’s history as a transnational corporation began
with oil projects in Azerbaijan.”
LUKOIL’s participation in development
of the largest hydrocarbon field on the
Caspian, Shah-Deniz, discovered in 1996,
became a good example of successful cooperation of the two countries in the gas

T
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sphere. The hydrocarbon potential of the
field is estimated as 1.2 trillion m3 of gas
and more than 240 million tons of gas condensate. So far crude is being produced
within the frames of the first stage of the
project the resource potential of which is
178 billion m3 of gas and 34 million tons of
condensate, and the target annual project
production maximum is 8.6 billion m3 of
gas and over 2 million tons of condensate,
accordingly. Maximum annual production
within the frames of the second stage is to
exceed 16 billion m3 of gas and 4 million
tons of gas condensate by 2020.
Gas of the Shah-Deniz project is an important component of implementing the agreement signed between Moscow and Baku in
2009. In January 2010, Azerbaijan started exporting its gas to Russia by the Mozdok – Kazi
Magomed pipeline. In 2011 supply volumes
are expected to reach 2 billion m3, and subsequently exceed this annual level (in part,
due to the crude produced at Shah-Deniz
with LUKOIL’s participation).
Shah-Deniz plays an important role in
cooperation between Russia and Azerbaijan
in the gas sphere and also contributes to the
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“OIL FOR PEOPLE”
“Oil for people, not people for
oil” – these words have become
the motto of LUKOIL’s operations in Azerbaijan, where the
Company has successfully fulfilled hundreds of charity projects. For example, LUKOIL participated in the restoration of the
Holy Myrrh Bearers Church in
Baku, is consistently implementing a program of support of the
Russian Diaspora in Azerbaijan,
is engaged in the replenishment
of the funds of the M. Akhundov
National Library with encyclopedic dictionaries, albums of reproductions of paintings by
great artists, fiction and educational literature.
The Company does much to
support the Azerbaijani State Oil
Academy by furnishing its auditoriums with state-of-the-art educational equipment and the library with wonderful technical
publications. LUKOIL has prepared and published a photo
book entitled “Azerbaijan. My
Lavish Land” telling about the
history, geography, culture, traditions and contemporary socioeconomic realities of the Republic. This
beautiful photo book was highly appraised
by Azerbaijan President Ilkham Aliev.
A monument to Yusif Mamedaliev,
founder of petrochemical science in Azerbaijan, was erected in Baku with LUKOIL’s
support. The holding also covered all expenses on the manufacture, transportation
and setting up of Azerbaijan’s first bronze
monument to Alexander Pushkin created by
full member of the Russian Academy of Arts
Yury Orekhov.
So, the economic bridge built by LUKOIL
between Russia and Azerbaijan at the end
of the 20th century successfully serves to
the benefit of the peoples of the two fraternal neighbor countries in the 21st century
as well and will hopefully continue to serve
them for centuries to come.
LUKOIL’s experience in Azerbaijan will
probably be useful during the implementation of a new integration project for Eurasia
which, according to Russian President
Vladimir Putin, can turn into “a powerful super-national association capable of becoming
one of the hubs of the contemporary world
and at the same time play an efficient connecting role between Europe and the dynamic Asia-Pacific Region.” !
ALEXANDER MAKAROV

solution of one of LUKOIL’s strategic tasks
for the 21st century set before the corporation by its president Vagit Alekperov – the
Company should become one of the world’s
leading producers of natural gas.
LUKOIL’s projects in the fuel, telecommunications, insurance, and banking sectors of the Azerbaijani economy are also
successful, significant, creative, and timely.
The first gasoline filling station in Azerbaijan with technological equipment and
level of services meeting the highest world
standards was built in Baku by LUKOIL in
1995. Later, the owners of other gasoline
stations in the Republic started following
the example of LUKOIL’s efficient, high-tech
gasoline stations with a world level of services in the process of modernization of the
retail fuel market. Today already 29 gasoline
filling stations operate in Azerbaijan under
the LUKOIL brand, and they are very popular among the customers. They are situated
in Baku, and the Khamchaz, Qusar, Agsu,
Bilesuvar, Yevlax, and Goychay regions of
the country. The high level of services and
management of those filling stations, excellent quality of the produce manufactured by
LUKOIL refineries have enabled the Company to control 14–15% of the market of
motor oils imported by Azerbaijan.
The system of cashless payments for fuel and services used at LUKOIL filling stations adds to their popularity among the
motorists of Azerbaijan. The system was introduced for the first time in the Republic at
LUKOIL filling stations by the company
LUKOIL-Inter-Card. Interestingly, information on fuel cards is recorded on a high-tech
chip rather than on magnetic tape, which
noticeably extends its consumer usefulness.
The holders of such cards can fill up their
vehicles with gasoline or diesel fuel in any
country of the world where LUKOIL filling
stations operate.
Well organized work of the Company’s
own fuel farm opened in Baku in 2000 contributes to smooth operation of the LUKOIL
filling stations in Azerbaijan. This fuel farm is
one of the most technically advanced ones –
its design annual throughput is 120 thousand
tons. The automatic system of oil product sale
management, quality control, and sale ledger
will be revamped here before the end of
2012. The new automatic control system will
enable to monitor and control the operation
of a retail outlet online from the central office
of LUKOIL-Azerbaijan.
The New Millennium Prize “For Technology and Quality” awarded to LUKOIL-Azerbaijan several years ago in Geneva has become a symbol of international recognition

of LUKOIL’s achievements in the fuel market of Azerbaijan.
The refurbishment of the central automatic telephone station in Baku (which was
the first in the country to switch to digital
operations), introduction of world-level
quality standards in the multimedia, insurance (insurance of oil and gas facilities, im-

Shah-Deniz plays an important role
in cooperation between Russia and
Azerbaijan in the gas sphere and
also contributes to the solution of
one of LUKOIL’s strategic tasks for
the 21st century – the Company
should become one of the world’s
leading producers of natural gas
movable property, health, etc.), and banking sectors – key to the non-oil segment of
the republican economy – are vivid examples of high-efficiency technological innovations for the first time introduced in Azerbaijan thanks to LUKOIL.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

KEY FACTOR
FOR SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT
Oil of Russia magazine talks to Yury Pikhtovnikov,
Head of LUKOIL Department for Corporate Structure
Development and Career Management

ed on the basis of the latest scientific developments. Special attention is
given to forming a skilled new generation. Solving these problems is
an important component of the
Company’s competitive edge.

L

UKOIL CONDUCTS PROFESSIONAL, MULTILEVEL
TRAINING of its personnel; this training is tailored to the needs of each
individual. Quality of educational
programs is being regularly upgrad30 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

Q: Please tell us about LUKOIL’s cooperation with domestic specialized educational institutions.
A: We consider our work with higher educational institutions to be an important part of
our HR activities. The business relations that
the Company has established with universities help promptly solve virtually any problems of human resources development.
The shift from occasional work with universities to an integral system started in
2002–2003 by holding the “Days of LUKOIL”
at specialized universities and the signing of
cooperation agreements.
Today LUKOIL is cooperating with the following oil and gas universities: I.M. Gubkin

Russian State University of Oil and Gas, Tyumen State Oil and Gas University, Perm National Research Polytechnical University,
Ukhta State Technical University, Ufa Petroleum Technical University.
A coordination council for cooperation
with higher educational institutions was set
up at the Company to ensure collective and
operative solution of human resources development problems. The council reviews various problems in a constructive atmosphere
and approves annual programs of work with
universities.
Expositions covering LUKOIL activities are
open at all specialized oil and gas universities
providing an information, advertising, and
educational resource.
Every year more then 3000 students undergo internship and pre-graduation training
at organizations of the LUKOIL Group.
More than 700 students have been directed for training by organizations of the LUKOIL
Group, and the Company’s managers and specialists participate in the defense of graduation theses and course papers.
Over 3500 people annually receive training, retraining and professional upgrading at
specialized universities’ training centers.
In accordance with the memorandum of
cooperation between the Company and the
Oil Ministry of Iraq, the training of 86 Iraqi
students has been organized at petroleum
universities throughout the country.

ALEXANDER MAKAROV
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78 young university professors have received special personal grants from LUKOIL,
200 students receive personal scholarships
from the Company.
We are organizing internships for university professors at the organizations of the
LUKOIL Group. Students and the teaching
staff take an active part in scientific and technical competitions and conferences of young
Company specialists.
Q: What is the personnel policy of the Company regarding young professionals?
A: Working with young people is undoubtedly one of the most important components of
the LUKOIL personnel management policy.
We view the young generation as a key factor
of successful solution of strategic goals.
The mechanism of working with the youth
consists of three levels: it makes provisions for
working with the students of primary, secondary, and higher educational institutions as
well as young employees. Such an integrated
approach allows the influx of young professionals. Currently the number of employees
under the age of 30 is 25%.
An important stage in the professional life
of a young expert – yesterday’s student – is a
period of adaptation which includes a broad
spectrum of activities. One of the central components of our system of working with young
specialists is the development of the institution of coaching. In our opinion, precisely this

The Company management is
always open to the dialogue with
young professionals as we prefer
to always keep abreast of all
events in order to timely respond
to all emerging problems. To this
end, the personnel management
department conducts surveys
and monitors the level of satisfaction of its
young staff. In addition, any young worker
has the opportunity to pose a question and get
a response from the senior management at
the forum we have organized on our corporate website. Not a single problem or initiative
is left without attention. It has become a tradition for the President and Board members
to hold annual meetings for the Council of
Young Specialists of the LUKOIL Group. During such meetings young people can ask any
questions, express their concerns, and make
interesting proposals on improvement of the
work with young employees of the Company.
Similar informal meetings are held at the
Company’s branches as well.

The business relations that the Company has established with universities help promptly solve virtually
any problems of human resources development

guarantees the continuity of professional experience, best industrial traditions, and corporate culture. To reduce the adaptation period for a young employee and upgrade his
professional efficiency we have organized
multistage training entitled Young Expert’s
School, as well as other corporate events.
The Company pays much attention to
R&D activities and holds competitions for
young employees where they can demonstrate their innovative ideas. It organizes biennial competitions in science and technology at the corporate level, and similar events
take place annually at the Company enterprises. Young workers of LUKOIL have won
many prizes at sector competitions of young
talents. To stimulate the activity of our young
specialists, reveal their creative and professional potential, and raise their motivation
for reaching professional goals, the Company holds the “Young Specialist of the Year”
awards in 17 nominations.
One of the traditional important forms of
working with young people is setting up
young specialists’ councils at the regional and
organization level. Such associations of
young professionals are simply irreplaceable
in creating conditions for boosting creative
initiative among young specialists, their adaptation and securing at enterprises and organizations of the LUKOIL Group, and strengthening professional and business ties and exchange of ideas among them.

Q: What are the specifics of your work aimed at professional upgrading and retraining of personnel?
A: Recently, our department has drafted the
standards of training specialists and senior
managers based on our corporate and management policies. These standards include
different types of training:
• qualification upgrade and trainings;
• distance learning and knowledge
sharing;
• internships and self-tuition.
The development of professional standards with the participation of business and
the academia, taking into account the basic
and professional competences, the needs of
the labor market, the outlook for the econoOil of Russia | No 2, 2012 31
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my and the social sphere – these general issues should be addressed jointly by universities, representatives of the Ministry of Energy, and the oil companies.
The expected outcome is a constantly renewable industry directory of professional,
educational standards and qualifications.
The quality of personnel training will be
evaluated on the basis of feedback from the superiors of the employees undergoing training
aimed at establishing the expediency and practical applicability of the knowledge received;
the workers’ personal assessment of the quality of training presented in a form filled out upon completion of the training and internship
program containing proposals on the use of
best practices; assessment byt an employee’s
direct supervisor based on the application of
the knowledge received in the course of
lengthy and costly training programs during
the following three month period of work.
Such comprehensive evaluation will help
avoid unnecessary costs.
In addition, we are currently upgrading
the technical capabilities of our system of distance learning to provide the necessary
knowledge online. This year we will purchase
an additional module – a virtual class for the
Company employees’ distance learning in the
form of webinars. Specialists from our department provide for increased enrolment at
the courses with the main focus on development of educational mini-courses based on
the Company’s specifics.
Q: Do LUKOILemployees undergo internships at foreign companies? What is the main focus in the training of personnel engaged in international projects
of the Company?
A: Globalization of the world economy continues, and staking only on one’s own resources is no longer possible. Demand for professionals with the knowledge of foreign languages and practical western experience is on
the rise. The advantages received by an employee as a result of internship abroad include
significant improvement of foreign language
skills; learning to apply the received knowledge in a new practical environment; gaining
new ideas and unique experience; making
new connections, learning about a different
country, and obtaining new business ties.
The Company employees undergo internship both at foreign companies and in organizations of the LUKOIL Group abroad. Experience shows that internship is one of the
most effective forms of personnel training.
As far as foreign companies are concerned,
our employees have been taking continued internships at ConocoPhillips during the last six
years aimed at studying practical operations
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of the major oil company, upgrading their
skills, and professional development.
Starting 2005, LUKOIL sent six groups to
the U.S. to take internship at ConocoPhillips.
Overall, 87 employees have completed their
traineeships. In addition to receiving new
knowledge, they started thinking differently and making decisions in a different way.
Most importantly, their psychology has
changed. Workers who have undergone such
schooling can be safely promoted to senior
positions or be sent to any overseas project.
A number of ex-interns have already been
appointed to top management positions at
our corporate center, and as CEOs of our
subsidiaries in Russia and abroad.

about the cultural and other specificities of
the country/region.
If necessary, we teach our staff members
English or another local language in the
amount required for easier adaptation to the
new environment.

Q: What kind of training does the Company provide
to its staff on how to deal with emergencies?
A: In 2011, LUKOIL established a corporate educational center, whose main purpose is to train our personnel in working
in open sea conditions, develop emergency response skills, as well as survival
skills in the event of accident, emergency
or catastrophe.
The skills for dealing with
emergency situations must beIn 2011, the Company established come second nature. Trained
must be able to deal
a corporate educational center, personnel
with the situation and take a
whose main purpose is to train our right decision in a split second.
might one day help save
personnel in working in open sea conditions, This
their own lives and the lives of
develop emergency response skills, as well as others. One of the simulators inat the educational center
survival skills in the event of accident, emer- stalled
is a cabin of a MI-8MT helicopter
developed by the Canadian comgency or catastrophe
pany Survival Systems Limited.
In 2008, the Company set up the “Electric
According to statistics, the time a helicopEnergy” business sector combining all areas ter can stay afloat after an emergency water
of the LUKOIL energy business as part of the landing, is measured by seconds, at best, sevdevelopment strategy until 2017. We have eral minutes. Our experience shows that simsigned a framework agreement with the ulation emergencies help people take correct
Finnish energy concern Fortum on techno- decisions in similar real life situation.
logical cooperation in electric power engiAt our corporate training center, we
neering, envisaging, inter alia, the training coach our staff on the basis of the latest
of LUKOIL staff in using advanced methods types, forms and methods of training meetof energy production.
ing international, national, and corporate reWe have already organized internship at quirements and standards. The center is
Fortum for our young professionals, techni- equipped with the newest simulators for surcal directors, and heads of organizations in vival in open waters and fire fighting. Matethe “Electric Energy” business sector. Now rial and technical equipment, comfortable
we are busy forming a new group of interns. living conditions for trainees, high quality of
Each year we also offer internships for our the learning process, strict and uncondistaff at the best LUKOIL facilities. In 2011, tional compliance with the state licensing remore then 20 employees have undergone in- quirements are all part of the competitive adternship only at our foreign subsidiaries.
vantage of our corporate training center.
As for the involvement of the Company
We are well aware that our Company’s instaff members in international projects, their tellectual potential will be its main competimplementation requires quite serious prior itive edge in the 21st century. In the face of
training.
tight competition, we need employees with
We provide our employees with detailed profound and constantly improving profesinformation on the specifics of the training, sional skills and high leadership attitudes.
time schedule and boarding conditions, the Our staff should be distinguished by compossibility of moving in together with their mitment to the corporate system of values
families, the procedures for receiving bene- based on solid knowledge of the history of
fits, etc. We also organize a familiarization the domestic oil and gas industry and the
tour of the host country.
Company. This is why LUKOIL stakes on the
We arrange educational programs, par- human element. The cadres remain the key
ticularly country studies in order to learn factor.
— Maria Kukhtar
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INSURANCE POLICY

EFFICIENT RISK
COVERAGE

Oil of Russia magazine talks to Andrey Elokhin,
D.Sc., Head of LUKOIL’s Insurance Department

T

HE LEADING OIL MAJORS have always been
interested in economically efficient insurance
coverage against risks
that threaten business, personnel
health, and the property interests of
shareholders and investors. LUKOIL,
a leader in the Russian oil business, is
no exception. The company has a responsible approach to risk assessment, keeps close tabs on the risks at
its enterprises, and is arranging for
insurance coverage at the highest
world standards.
Q: What risks does LUKOIL insure against and how?
A: The production activity of oil and gas companies is accompanied by a wide range of

risks that should not adversely effect the company’s sustainable operation. The level of protection of the company’s assets also influences
the ability to attract investors. In addition to
the usual information on the company’s enterprises, any investor is interested in the extent to which these enterprises are safe and
the amount he may have to pay to cover the
claims of third parties in the event of an accident.
In a market economy, insurance is traditionally an integral part of industrial risk
management and makes it possible to significantly reduce the dependence of the company’s economic and financial state on risks.
Therefore, every major industrial company
must develop a streamlined and reliable insurance protection system (hereinafter referred to as system).
In April 2003, a corporate document entitled “The Main Provisions of Insurance Protection Strategy and Policy of JSC LUKOIL

and Its Subsidiaries” was adopted by a decision of JSC LUKOIL Board of Directors, which
set forth the system’s mission, its main requirements, objectives, and so on.
The company has defined the mission of
its insurance coverage system as follows: ensuring the sustainable operation and development of JSC LUKOIL and the subsidiaries
of the LUKOIL Group by executing economically efficient insurance coverage against
risks that threaten the operation of LUKOIL
and the subsidiaries of the LUKOIL Group,
personnel health, and the property interests
of shareholders and investors.
The following were determined as the
types of insurance that conform to the checklist of risks accompanying the operating activity of the subsidiaries of the LUKOIL Group
in 2012:
• insurance of the subsidiaries’ property
interests against catastrophic risks (insurance
of the property of oil refining, petrochemical,
and gas refining plants; of the property of the
subsidiaries belonging to the Electroenergetika business sector; of the property interests of ship-owning companies and oil- and
gas-producing subsidiaries carrying out offshore exploitation; voluntary liability insurance of terminal operators; liability insurance
of avia bunkering operators);
• insurance of the property interests of oiland gas-producing companies and oil product
supply subsidiaries of the LUKOIL Group
against risks that threaten the operation of
these subsidiaries;
• socially significant types of insurance
(voluntary medical insurance of the employees of the group’s subsidiaries, insurance of
the employees of the group’s subsidiaries
against accidents);
• liability insurance of directors, officials,
and corporations toward JSC LUKOIL (requirement of the London stock exchange);
• mandatory liability insurance of the
LUKOIL Group’s companies (mandatory civil
liability insurance of the owner of a hazardous protection facility against damages
that result from an accident at a hazardous
protection facility, mandatory civil liability insurance of the owners of transportation
means), and so on.
The scope of the accident can be adequately determined by conducting an objective assessment of the reinstatement cost of
the insurable property. In correspondence
with the procedures customary in the company, property appraisal for the purpose of insurance must be carried out by independent
appraisal companies recognized in the international and domestic appraisal service markets. All the oil refining and petrochemical
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Complete, In Progress, or Planned, %

Number of Recommendations

enterprises of the LUKOIL Group are appraised once every two years by the American DYNAMICS OF CARRYING OUT THE RECOMMENDATIONS
Appraisal Company. Moreover, the availabil- OF THE LUKOIL’S EXTERNAL SURVEYOR, SUREGROVE LTD.,
ity of data from a current valuation makes it BY THE COMPANY’S REFINERIES AND PETROCHEMICAL PLANTS
possible to sidestep the boilerplate clause of
500
the reinsurance market regarding underin90
surance, in particular: if property that has
400
85
been used for more than 15 years is reinsured,
300
the insurer is refunded no more than 80% of
80
the cost of the reinsured property in the event
200
75
of an accident.
Our corporate insurance coverage pro100
70
gram envisages conducting surveying inspec0
0
tions of high-risk production facilities, as well
12.2003 07.2004 07.2005 12.2006 07.2007 07.2008 06.2009 06.2010 06.2011 01.2012
as monitoring fulfillment of the recommenDate of Report
Source: SUREGROVE LTD.
dations of the external surveyor. An external
survey is carried out by independent survey- prevent injuries and accidents and alleviate the amount spent on insurance coverage
without sacrificing its reliability can be clasing companies and/or international global their consequences;
• to perform an appraisal of the produc- sified as such steps. For example, in 2010, the
brokers and the largest reinsurance companies. For example, in 2003-2011, planned sur- tion, professional, and fire risks and draw up placing broker was changed and new markets
veys of the largest and most hazardous enter- and implement measures aimed at lowering found (without a loss in reliability) for several types of insurance for the LITASCO Group;
prises were carried out. The surveys were per- and compensating for unforeseen losses;
• to make and execute any managerial and this resulted in a decrease in insurance payformed by Suregrove Ltd. (Great Britain), an
independent surveying companies, as well as production decision taking mandatory ac- ments of more than 20%.
Carrying out the recommendations of the
by the engineering services of global interna- count of the relevant environmental aspects,
production and professional external surveyor is an extremely important
tional brokers, Marsh, Willis
element in raising the economic efficiency of
risks, and so on.
Ltd., and of the largest world
Our corpoLUKOIL has created and is insurance coverage. Carrying out the surveyinsurance and reinsurance
companies, Chartis, Swiss Re,
rate insur- successfully operating an inte- or’s recommendations requires additional
grated management system in funds from the insured enterprises, but enand others.
ancecover- industrial safety and labor and tails a decrease in insurance premiums.
Kapital Insurance was apThe LUKOIL Group has adopted a special
pointed as the corporate in- ageprogramenvisages environmental protection.
The company is implementing procedure for monitoring the execution of exsurer for 2012 in the Russian
Federation; while outside the conducting surveying programs aimed at ensuring ternal surveyors’ recommendations that enRussian Federation, insurance inspectionsofhigh-risk industrial safety, improving la- visages, among other things, compiling a spebor conditions and protection, cial report twice a year.
companies especially authorIn practice, it is considered acceptable if
ized by Kapital Insurance were productionfacilities,as and preventing and eliminatappointed to carry out insur- well as monitoring ful- ing emergencies, as well as en- the percentage of recommendations carried
vironmental safety programs out (being carried out) amounts to 60-70%.
ance coverage of the LUKOIL
fillment of the recom- for the LUKOIL Group’s sub- We have managed to carry out or are carrying
Group’s subsidiaries.
out 90% of the recommendations. But the
It stands to reason that al- mendations of the ex- sidiaries, and so on.
All of these targeted and most important thing is positive recommenmost all risks are reinsured in
systematic efforts are yielding dation execution momentum over a long pefirst-class reinsurance markets ternal surveyor
practical results. For example, riod. This is a very positive criterion in the
(Lloyds and continental). The
largest world brokers are recruited for draw- according to my information, since 2000, the eyes of the Western reinsurance market.
ing up corresponding reinsurance programs. level of accidents and industrial injuries in the
Q: In recent years, LUKOIL has been vigorously decompany has been constantly dropping.
Now let me talk directly about the eco- veloping offshore exploration and production. Can
Q: What measures is the company undertaking to
you, please, tell us something about the specific
lower industrial risks and raise the economic effi- nomic efficiency of insurance.
The economic efficiency of insurance cov- features of insuring liability and risks in offshore
ciency of insurance?
A: I would divide this question into two parts. erage of the LUKOIL Group’s subsidiaries is operations?
The company is exerting great efforts to raise determined by the amount of money spent on A: In my opinion, the main specific feature of
the level of industrial security. A decision of realizing the chosen types of insurance with insuring liability and risks in offshore operathe JSC LUKOIL Board of Directors institut- specific parameters (expedient liability limits, tions is taking account of the possible cataed LUKOIL’s Policy on Industrial Security franchises), whereby the cost of implement- strophic consequences that may arise in the
and Labor and Environmental Protection in ing an insurance program in a specific year event of an insured accident. What happened
the 21st Century. In accordance with this should correspond to the current conditions in the Mexican Gulf is a good case in point. I
am referring to the accident on the Deepwadocument, the company is assuming the fol- in the insurance service market.
What steps are we taking to raise the eco- ter Horizon oil platform that occurred on
lowing commitments:
• to carry out the entire available and nomic efficiency of insurance coverage? Any April 20, 2010 80 km from the coast of
practically implementable set of measures to measures that make it possible to decrease Louisiana at the Macondo Prospect.

The oil spill that ensued from the accident
was the largest in U.S. history and made the accident a major technological disaster in terms
of its negative impact on the environment.
Eleven people were killed and another 17
of the 126 people on the platform were injured during the explosion on Deepwater
Horizon. At the end of June 2010, two more
people were reported killed during post-disaster cleanup.
Approximately 5 million barrels of oil
leaked into the Mexican Gulf through the
damaged pipes of the well at a depth of 1,500
m over a span of 152 days, whereby the oil
spill covered an area of 75,000 km2.
All of the U.S. states on the Gulf of Mexico were affected, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida suffering the most. The
oil spill polluted 1,100 miles of coast, fishing
was banned, and more than a third of the water area of the Mexican Gulf was entirely
closed to fisheries.
Fitch Ratings downgraded BP’s long-term
issuer default rating and unsecured rating to
“AA” from “AA+”. Moody’s alA: Expedient liability limits
so downgraded BP’s rating
for
different types of insurone level to “Aa2” from “Aa1”.
Inpractice,
ance have been defined in
Based on an analysis of the
itisconsid- 2012 based on the experience
post-disaster cleanup in the
Gulf of Mexico, LUKOIL has
ered ac- of organizing insurance coverage in 2003-2011. Some exraised the insured liability limit of its oil- and gas-producing ceptableif thepercent- amples of these liability limits
subsidiaries engaged in off- age of external survey- are as follows:
• when insuring the propshore exploitation three times
since 2011 with all its reinsur- ors’ recommendations erty of oil refining and petroance operations realized on carried out (being car- chemical subsidiaries and gas
refining plants – in the
the top-rated markets.
A comprehensive insur- riedout)amountsto60- amount of the reinstatement
ance program for the project 70%. We have man- cost of the property to be insured, whereby the liability
on building production facilities at the Filanovsky oil and aged to carry out or are limit for one insured accident
gas field on the shelf of the carryingout90%ofthe is the amount determined by
independent surveying comCaspian Sea has been drawn
panies and/or international
up based on all the require- recommendations
global brokers and the largest
ments for insuring building
risks at offshore facilities (WELCAR 2001). reinsurance companies (up to the equivalent
WELCAR 2001 is currently a generally recog- of $550 million);
• when insuring property interests (apart
nized document that contains requirements
from the insurance of property) of the
for insurance coverage of such projects.
A pre-risk survey for the reinsurance mar- Group’s oil- and gas-producing companies
ket under the project on building production engaged in offshore operations – no less
facilities at the Filanovsky oil and gas field than the equivalent of $150 million;
was carried out by a well-known Norwegian
• for voluntary liability insurance of the
Company, Adger Offshore AS, which has ex- LUKOIL Group’s terminal operators – in the
perience with working at the Kristin, North- amount determined by independent surern Block G, Angel, Montara, Peregrino, Per- veying companies and/or international
dido, Gjoa, and other offshore platforms.
global brokers and the largest reinsurance
companies;
Q: What are the standard liability limits at LUKOILto• when insuring the liability of the
day for possible insured accidents in different LUKOIL Group’s avia bunkering operators –
spheres of the company’s activity?
no less than the equivalent of $100 million;
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• when insuring the liability of the
LUKOIL Group’s oil-product supply companies of the LUKOIL Group, and other companies of the LUKOIL Group – in the amount
of the reinstatement cost of the property being insured, and so on.
The types and amounts of franchises for
risks to be insured in 2012 were also determined on the basis of the experience of organizing insurance coverage in 2003-2011.
In particular, when insuring the property
of oil refining, petrochemical, and gas refining plants, an unconditional franchise equivalent to $7 million is determined. When insuring the property of the Group’s oil- and
gas-producing companies engaged in offshore production, an unconditional franchise equivalent to $12 million is customary
(for overboard equipment, an unconditional franchise equivalent to $250,000).
The amounts of insurance coverage on
property types of insurance and liability insurance have been raised in the insurance
protection program of the LUKOIL Group’s
companies in 2012, including for insuring
the property interests of the group’s oil refining and petrochemical companies (as a result of introducing new capacities); liability
of the Group’s companies to physical and legal entities (as a result of Federal Law No.
225-FZ of 27.02.2010 On Mandatory Insurance of Civil Liability of the Owner of a Hazardous Facility Against Damage that Results
from an Accident at a Hazardous Facility coming into effect; property of the Group’s subsidiaries that belong to the Elektroenergetika business sector and producing and/or
transmitting electric and/or thermal energy (as a result of business development).
Q: LUKOIL is widely represented in Russia and Europe in the oil refining segment. How would you assess the level of environmental and industrial safety of the company’s Russian and foreign oil refineries?
A: I have often heard our partners voice the
opinion at talks on reinsuring the group’s
oil refining and petrochemical plants that
LUKOIL risks are the best of those accepted for reinsurance from Russia. This is also confirmed by the following appraisal of
the external surveyor (Suregrove Ltd.,
Great Britain): since surveys began, the
quality of the risk being insured has improved, or at least not worsened, at all of
our plants. However, everything is comparative: even our best plants are rated as
“average risk”. This means that the company has room to improve the risks it insures and, of course, will work to upgrade
its skills in this vector.
— Igor Vladimirov
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POWER GENERATION

IMPORTANT OBJECTIVES
FOR THE ENERGY SPHERE
Oil of Russia talks to Dmitry Yurkevich, Head of LUKOIL
Energy Supply and Operations Department

L

UKOIL’S ELECTRIC POWER BUSINESS SECTOR is
developing fast. One of its
priorities is to build highly efficient generating facilities to cover the energy needs of
the LUKOIL Group enterprises in
Russia and abroad. Equally important is to raise the energy efficiency of the Group’s facilities by introducing the latest energy-saving
technologies.
Q: How well do you think the business sector finished 2011?
A: Since I head up a production division, I
will appraise the business sector from the
production perspective.
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In my opinion, the business sector successfully fulfilled its main task, that of ensuring a steady supply of energy resources,
both electricity and heat, to all LUKOIL
Group enterprises. The oil production and
refining plans were certainly not disrupted
by us. As for commercial generation, all our
enterprises supplied consumers with energy resources in accordance with the set supply schedules. In the regions of our operations, no city “froze” and there was not a
single serious accident causing heat supply
losses or electricity supply restrictions. So
the population was well supplied by us, too.
I would like to note that, in 2011, an
HRSG-110 was started up in Astrakhan. A
major construction project was completed
and the renovated Astrakhan regional power plant is now operating at full capacity.
Construction of an HRSG-410 on the terri-
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tend to build an HRSG-135 to supply the region with electric power and fully meet the
plant’s need for steam.
There is also a whole range of projects
for on-site generation. First of all, the combined cycle gas turbine power plant (CCGT)
in Kogalym, which will allow LUKOIL to
meet the production enterprises own electricity needs and thus cut purchases of electricity power on the side. It will also supply
the city with heat. Combined generation of
both electric power and heat is always
cheaper than using boiler facilities.
The next major project is scheduled near
of the town of Langepas, next to the
Lokosovsky gas refinery, where we plan to
build a CCGT with a capacity of approximately 180 Mwatt.
We plan to build a major facility on the territory of the LUKOIL-Komi refinery. In the
Usinsk District of the Republic of Komi lies the
Yaregskoye oil and titanium field for which a
project is currently being drawn up to build
a plant to supply this field with electricity,
heat and steam for production purposes.
Among the comparatively smaller scale
projects, I would mention
those for installation of gaspiston
units at No. 3 boiler faThe busicility in Rostov-on-Don and
ness sec- the Zapiketnaya boiler facility in Kislovodsk (Stavropol
tor suc- Territory)
for supplying their
cessfully fulfilled its own electric power needs.
The technical feasibility study
main task, that of en- carried
out has shown that
suring a steady sup- these projects are realistic
and will pay their way adeply of energy re- quately.

tory of the Krasnodar thermal power station
is virtually complete and commissioning
work is now under way at this facility. I believe that, in the very near future, we will
certify and start it up. Since the main production tasks were fulfilled by the business
sector, the overall result was a positive one.
Q: Denis Dolgov, LUKOIL Vice President for Energy
has noted that the target structure of assets and
management of the business sector is now in
place. How flexible and convenient has it proved to
be? In which direction will the structure now be improved?
A: Any organizational structure is based on
the task set. We now face those of modernizing and expanding energy assets, ensuring a
reliable supply of energy to LUKOIL and its
operating regions, increasing the energy efficiency of production and developing power
plants using renewable energy sources.
The business sector’s governance structure is based on both the functional and the
territorial principle. For instance, a generation segment has been identified including
generation enterprises, as has the company
LUKOIL-Ecoenergo, combining all power
plants using renewable energy resources. In
addition, there are the grid companies:
LUKOIL-Energoseti and LUKOIL-TTK. The
former supplies LUKOIL Group enterprises
with electric power, while the latter supplies heat to consumers in the regions of the
Southern Federal District. There are also

sale assets: Trade House Energoservis, LUKOIL-TsUR,
and Astrakhan Energy Sales
Company. In addition to
these, the business sector also has a service company
LUKOIL-Energoengineering,
which implements energy investment projects throughout the LUKOIL Group.
Currently, in my opinion,
this is the optimal structure.
The LUKOIL Group pursues
the slogan “Always moving
forward”, so when the business sector is set new tasks,
its structure will change accordingly.
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sources, both electricity and heat, to all
LUKOIL Group enterprises

Q: What generating capacities are to be built and
where in the next few years?
A: First of all, we must complete the projects
under the program of agreements for providing capacity to the electric power and capacity wholesale market. Under this program, we plan to build another two major
heat recovery steam generators (HRSG)
with an aggregate capacity of 235Mwatt
(120 Mwatt and 115 Mwatt) at the site of
the “Central” city boiler unit. The HRSG235 will reduce the electric power deficit in
the region and will also supply the northern
part of the city with heat. In Budyonnovsk,
at the Stavrolen petrochemical plant, we in-

Q: How is the power equipment for
the facilities under construction selected?
A: Purchase of electric power
equipment, like that of any
other, is carried out in accordance with the
procedures of the LUKOIL tender regulations.
The bids were assessed in such a way that
price was not the key criterion and we acquired equipment that would ensure the best
efficiency ratios, compliance with economy
and ecology criteria and so on.
Various manufacturers take part in the tenders. If their output meets the requirements
set in the terms of reference, the cost factor is
taken into account. Currently, for instance, a
tender is being held for equipment for the
HRSG-135 to be built in Budyonnovsk. The
numerous bidders include such companies as
General Electric, Siemens and Rolls-Royce. In
any case, the winners will be determined not
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Q: How is the synergy achieved of LUKOIL’s oil and
electric power business?
A: The most obviously such synergy can be
seen in our overseas facilities. For example,
in Romania, at the Petrotel-LUKOIL oil-refinery, we use what is left over from the oil
refining (petroleum coke) to power the boiler units. In Ukraine, at the LUKOIL–Odessa
oil-refinery, there is a unique diesel generator power plant that uses the heavy still
bottoms of viscracking as fuel.
When building power plants in oil production regions, our designs imply using associated gas as fuel and thus utilize it to obtain both heat and electric power. The abovementioned HRSG-135 being built under the
program of agreements for providing capacity to the electric power and capacity wholesale market in Budyonnovsk at the Stavrolen
site will be supplied with Caspian dry topped
gas from our gas-refinery.
As for the combined heat and power plant
(CHPP) at the former YuGK TGK-8, synergy
through supplies of our own gas to the power plants is not currently in place, being a
question for the future. For several years now,
the issue has been under discussion in the
country concerning non-discriminatory access for gas producers to the Gazprom transportation system. At the moment, LUKOIL
has to sell the produced gas to Gazprom and
then buy it back after transportation.
We obtain a certain synergy thanks to consumption of our own fuel oil, though there is
not much of it in the fuel balance – about of
3%. We obtain the fuel oil used at CHPP as reserve fuel from LUKOIL refineries.
Q: We know that LUKOILis planning to acquire wind
power plants. Since this is a quite new business for
Russia,would you please tell us about its prospects?
A: Wind and solar power plants are still not
able to compete with nuclear, hydro-electric
or thermal ones, so in virtually all countries
developing Green energy, there are various
state incentive programs in place, such as
preferential tariffs or Green certificates. It is
not surprising that impressive results have
been achieved in the world: in 2010 alone,
211 billion U.S. dollars were invested in renewable energy and the aggregate installed
capacity of such power plants (not including
hydro-electric ones) amounted to 312 GWt.
The wind-power sector is developing very
rapidly. Over the last ten years, the installed
capacity of wind power plants has risen by an
annual 25%. At the beginning of 2010, it
reached 198 GWt.
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develop. As soon as an opportunity arises for
projects to pay for themselves, we will begin
building wind power plants in Russia.
At the moment, we are conducting wind
monitoring in the Kaliningrad Region and
considering other options for building wind
power plants in Russia.

We are currently developing wind power projects in Bulgaria and Romania. They
will be implemented by the company LUKErg Renew (a JV of LUKOIL and the Italian
company ERG Renew). Let me note that
construction of a wind power plant is a protracted process, with wind monitoring alone
taking about a year. In developed countries,

Q: How has the fall in prices of solar panels for photo-electric power plants affected the plans for developing renewable energy?
A: Photo-energy is the fastest developing
sphere in the world: over the last ten years,
the installed capacity of photo-energу power plants has risen by 50–80% per annum.
For instance, in 2010, over 16 GWt of new capacity was installed and the aggregate installed capacity of photo-electric power
plants reached 40 GWt.
Over the last two to three years, the
prices of photo-electric modules have not
only gone down but have dropped four or
five fold. There are many reasons for this,
but the main one is creation of large-scale
highly efficient production units (above all
in China), which has increased competition
among suppliers. As a result, the costs of
purchasing panels have dropped. Even so,
the overall costs of building a photo-electric
power plant have many components: the
cost of connection to the grid, invertors, fixing structures, cables, construction and installation work, land plots and so on. The
prices of all these have remained virtually
unchanged or have even
gone up. Meanwhile, the
it takes over three years from
conception to commissioning
Wearecur- state has started cutting the
special tariffs for photo-elecof a wind power plant.
rently de- tric power plants. In total, the
The most rapid and least
risky way of implementing a
veloping profitability of solar projects
has practically virtually unproject is to acquire an existing
wind power plant, when the wind power projects changed. They pay their way
productivity and efficiency are in Bulgaria and Roma- but do not give super profits.
We currently have several
already known factors. In addition, there are prospects for nia. They will be im- already built photo-electric
acquiring facilities originally plementedbythecom- power plants with a capacity
of between 4 and 10 KWt in
created for other purposes.
Russia and Serbia, which are
The point is to obtain a site pany LUKErg Renew
used to supply energy for
with currently effective construction permits, agreement on connection production facilities. Last year, we started
to the grids and so on. Projects may also be up a quite powerful photo-electric power
plant (1.25 Mwatt) in Bulgaria, which is alimplemented from the ground up.
In Russia, there is still no system for sup- ready feeding electric power into the counporting renewable energy, though the leg- try’s energy grid. I consider this to be a great
islative framework is in place. This was es- achievement.
tablished by Federal Law No. 35-FZ On ElecThe LUKOIL Group plans to continue detric Power, into which the Ministry for Pow- veloping solar and wind energy. Considering
er plans to introduce amendments and enact that the prospects for the state system for supa number of necessary sub-judicial acts for porting renewable energy in Russia are not
creating economically attractive conditions yet clear, we believe the energy market of Bulfor investors. So we are waiting for events to garia is the most attractive. — Ivan Rogozhkin
RAIFFEISEN ENERGY & ENVIRONMENT

at the personal bias of the managers but as a
result of honest and open tender procedures.
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The green light for
alternative energy
LUKOIL strengthens its renewable energy sector

MARIA KUKHTAR

L

UKOIL PRESIDENT VAGIT
ALEKPEROV in one of his
recent speeches said: “The
world is, in my opinion, on
the threshold of a new order. And oil will have to compete
with other energy sources to be the
primary one. I am convinced there
is a big future before alternative energy.” LUKOIL is actively developing
this promising line of business. In
2012, a large-scale windpower plant
in Bulgaria has become a new “alternative asset” of the Company.
On February 2, 2012, the LUKErg Renew
company signed an agreement with Raiffeisen Energy & Environment to purchase a

100% stake in the windpower plant in the
vicinity of Dobrich (Bulgaria), which was
started up in 2009. Its installed capacity is
40 MW, this constituting 10% of Bulgaria’s
windpower market.
The transaction, which is currently undergoing approval by the antimonopoly authorities of Bulgaria, is to be closed in the
first half of 2012. So LUKOIL is continuing
to increase its presence in the alternative
energy sector.
LUKErg Renew was set up in May 2011
to implement renewable energy projects.
It is a joint venture of JSC LUKOIL-Ecoenergo and the Italian company ERG Renew, which belongs to the ERG Group
(Italy) and operates successfully in the
sphere of renewable energy, above all
wind power.
In Russia, LUKOIL is developing alternative energy through its subsidiary, LUKOILEcoenergo, which was set up on January 1,
2011. This is the youngest and most dy-

namically growing company in LUKOIL’s
Power Generation business sector, the task
of which is to implement renewable energy
projects within the scope of the Company's
development strategy.
In Russia today, LUKOIL-Ecoenergo
owns four hydropower plants with an aggregate capacity of 295.3 MW, and, alongside development of the hydropower sector,
the Company is also considering the possibility of entering Russia’s wind and solar
power market.
For 2012, LUKOIL-Ecoenergo is faced by
ambitions tasks, including modernization
of its hydropower plants. In particular, it is
planned to replace worn out and obsolete
hydropower units at the Belorechenskaya
and Maykopskaya hydropower plants. A
project is currently being developed for creating an automated control system for the
production processes of all four hydropower plants from a central dispatch center at
the Tsimlyanskaya hydropower plant.
Promising projects are also being considered for construction of new small hydropower plants on the territory of Russia,
Romania and Bulgaria.
In the windpower sector, the Company is monitoring sides in the Kaliningrad
Region and the Stavropol Territory for
construction of windpower plants. The
initial stage of assessing the possibility of
building a windpower plant in the vicinity of the LUKOIL Energy and Gas Bulgaria generating plant in Burgas is nearing
completion.
One of the most productive of the Company’s lines of business is solar energy. With
the assistance of LUKOIL-Ecoenergo, construction was completed at the end of 2011
of a 1.25 MW photoelectric power plant on
the grounds of the Burgas Refinery. The
possibility is currently under consideration
of building other such photoelectric power
plants on unused sites at the refinery and
energy facilities of the LUKOIL Group on the
territory of Romania, Bulgaria and Ukraine.
The plans for 2012 also include several projects to install photoelectric modules on the
roofs of LUKOIL gasoline filling stations
abroad.
In addition, in 2011, the Company drew
up a preliminary feasibility study of a project for building a 100 MW photoelectric
power plant in Uzbekistan. It is anticipated
that LUKOIL’s partners in the project will be
the Economy Ministry of the Republic of
Uzbekistan, the Asian Development Bank
and government-owned JSC Uzbekenergo.
At the moment, the project is being studied
by the Uzbek side. !
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OIL AND GAS
PRODUCTION
IS ON THE RISE

THE FIRST KILOMETER OF THE ZAPOLYARYE-PURPE
OIL PIPELINE

ussia’s production of
oil and gas condensate rose by 2.4% to
128,454,400 tons in January-March 2012 compared to the same period
in 2011, reports the
Russian Federation Ministry of Energy. Oil export rose by 0.3% to
59,617,800 tons in January March 2012. Crude
oil sent to refineries in
the Russian Federation
amounted to 65,660,700
tons, which is 5.4% more
than in January March
2011.
Gas production in
Russia rose by 1.6% in
January-March 2012
compared to the same
period for last year and
amounted to 185 billion
512 million m3, whereby
Gazprom cut back gas
production by 0.2%, to
140 billion 952 million
m3. Export supplies of
Russian gas decreased by
16.1% in the indicated
period, to 55 billion 649
million m3.
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ransneft has welded the first
kilometer of the ZapolyaryePurpe oil pipeline (in the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Area).
The company has already en-

tered agreements with LUKOIL
and TNK-BP on pumping oil in
compliance with the “pump or
pay” principle. In the near future, similar agreements will be

signed with Messoyaneftegaz (a
joint Gazprom Neft and TNK-BP
venture) and SeverEnergiya (a
joint Gazprom Neft and NOVATEK venture).
The Zapolyarye-Purpe oil
pipeline will connect fields on
the Yamal Peninsula and in the
northern Krasnoyarsk Territory
to the East Siberian-Pacific
Ocean oil pipeline. The route
passes through the territory of
the Yamal-Nenets and KhantyMansi Autonomous Areas. The
throughput capacity of the oil
pipeline is supposed to reach
forty-five million tons a year.
The total length of the oil
pipeline is around 500 kilometers.

A PIPELINE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IS BEING DRAWN UP

A

development program for petroleum product
pipelines in Russia has been put forward by
the RF Energy Ministry. The program proposes
developing the country’s main oil and petroleum
product pipeline network within the framework
of a master plan for development of the Russian
Federation oil industry until 2020. The statement
by the Ministry of Energy does not disclose the financial and production details of the program.
Within the framework of the program, there
are plans to monitor the implementation of oil
companies’ plans to modernize and build oil refineries, keep account of the demands of large
consumption centers for petroleum products, and
give the oil workers pipeline charging guarantees,
including on “pump or pay” conditions.
The document envisages development alternatives of main oil and petroleum product
pipeline network for supplying large consumption
centers that already have access to the oil and petroleum product pipeline system with petroleum
products, and for building new pipelines to large
consumption centers that do not have access to
the system. It also envisages a way to develop the
oil and petroleum product pipeline system by
restoring previously existing pipelines.
Development of the main petroleum product
pipeline system will take two directions – the domestic market will be supplied with motor oil,
while surplus volumes will be exported in the
northerly and southerly directions to raise the
competitive capacity of Russian oil refineries.
The program for developing petroleum product pipelines in Russia has taken into account the

production and consumption balance of petroleum products in the Russian domestic market. In
the course of modernization of the Russian oil refining industry, the production facilities will be
built that will put out uniformly high-quality
products by 2016.

The implementation of plans to modernize oil
refineries will make it possible to supply the domestic market with motor oil, hook up new oil refineries in Volgograd and Saratov, as well as new
consumption centers, including Rostov-on-Don,
increase deliveries to Moscow, change the geography of petroleum product export using new
pipelines, extend the throughput capabilities of
the Kirishi-Primorsk oil and petroleum product
pipeline (the North project), and build the
Syzran-Saratov-Volgograd-Novorossiysk oil and
petroleum product pipeline (the South project).

INDUSTRY UPDATE

The second stage
of BPS-2 in the test
run mode

Chairman of the Russian Government
Vladimir Putin signed the executive order
on design and construction of Baltic
Pipeline System-2 along the Unecha
(Bryansk Region) – Ust-Luga (Leningrad
Region) route on November, 26, 2008.
The first joint of the BPS-2 oil pipeline
was welded on June, 10, 2009. The linear
portion was built at an accelerated rate and
on October, 28, 2010, the final, “golden,”
joint was welded near the port of Ust-Luga.
All the building, commissioning and startup work at the BPS-2 oil pipeline facilities
was completed by November, 15, 2011.

Y

ITAR-TASS

T

he capacity of BPS-2 at
the first stage is supposed to reach 30 million tons a year, while
the second stage of the
project envisages an increase in
transportation volumes of up to 38
million tons of oil a year. The second
stage of the project is to be completed by December 2013. The length of
the linear pipeline portion at the
first stage amounts to 1,000 km.

TEN BILLION TONS
OF YUGRA OIL

Within the framework of the BPS-2 project, a linear portion of 1,000 km in length
was lain, the Unecha line operation dispatcher station and Andreapolis oil pumping station were reconstructed, and two
new oil pumping stations (OPS-3 and OPS7), as well as the Ust-Luga petroleum tank
farm were built.
The Ust-Luga petroleum tank farm comprises eight reservoirs with a capacity of
50,000 m3 each and a crude oil delivery and
acceptance point. The technological plan of
the petroleum tank farm allows for simultaneous loading of two tankers with a deadweight of up to 150,000 tons.
The route of the oil pipeline passes
through the Bryansk, Smolensk, Tver, Novgorod, and Leningrad regions.
Implementation of the BPS-2 project
is a logical extension of the idea to build
an independent Baltic transportation
route for Russian oil that began in December 2001 when the first phase of the
Baltic Pipeline System was put into operation (in the direction of the port of Primorsk). Now up to 74 million tons of oil
a year are shipped via the Primorsk terminal, that is, one third of Russia’s total
export volume.

ugra (the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area) has produced its
ten billionth ton of oil. The KhantyMansi Autonomous Area ranks first in
the Russian Federation in terms of oil
production volume. In 2011, Yugra
accounted for 51.3% of Russia’s national raw hydrocarbon production.
During the 52-year history of field
development in the autonomous
area, these ten billion tons of oil comprise one third of the supplies which
specialists say still remain to be produced from its subsurface.
According to the information of Russia’s two leading institutes – the AllRussian Geological Research Oil Institute (VNIGNI) and the Russian Petroleum Geological Research Institute (VNIGRI) – approximately half
of the undiscovered oil in Russia can
be found in the West Siberian
Province, so there is reason to believe
that new fields will be discovered
and put into operation in this territory for several more decades to come.
Specialists estimate the anticipated
oil reserves in the Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area to be 35 billion tons.
Today, more than 466 oil and gas-oil
fields have been discovered there.
The annual oil production in 2011
amounted to 262.5 million tons. Despite the anticipated slight drop,
proven supplies will make it possible
to keep raw hydrocarbon production
at a sufficiently high level until 2020.
Geologists are placing great hopes on
the resources of the Bazhenov formation, which can be proved and developed before 2030s and replenish the
declining production at fields already
being exploited. The oil-bearing
fields of the Bazhenov formation,
which underlay an area of more than
1 million km2 in the central part of
Western Siberia, are the most problematic for extraction but also arouse
great interest due to their gigantic
hydrocarbon resources.
The largest companies engaged in oil
production in Yugra are LUKOIL, Rosneft, Surgutneftegaz, TNK-BP Management, Slavneft, RussNeft, Gazprom
Neft, Salym Petroleum Development
NV, Tomskneft, and Bashneft.
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GEOLOGY

RUSGEOLOGY:
INDUSTRY DRIVER
LUKOIL

Oil of Russia magazine talks to Sergey Donskoy,
General Director of JSC Rusgeology
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HE GOVERNMENT OWNED HOLDING COMPANY RUSGEOLOGY,
which was set up on July 15, 2011 by order of
the President of the Russian Federation on the basis of JSC Centergeologia, constitutes a fundamentally
new format for government participation in geological exploration.
This unique company, established to
fulfill systemic tasks in Russia’s geological sector, currently incorporate
the assets of 38 of geological companies located in 30 different regions of Russia. The process of consolidation of government-owned
geological exploration assets within
the framework of Rusgeology is still
going on, the purpose being to optimize the organizational structure
of the sector and create an effective
chain of the geological exploration
process in the country.

Q: What is your assessment of the current state of
the geological sector in the country?
A: I think that, for all specialists currently
working in the sector, it is evident that quite
a few problems have accumulated there.
Many of them are systemic in nature, some
are typical of the entire world and some are
specific to Russia and connected with the
collapse of the system that existed in Soviet times.
Russia’s geological exploration sector is
still going through a difficult period, it is becoming increasingly obvious that the sector
needs to be strengthened and the volume of

work on renewing the mineral resource base
increased. The resource base formed during
the Soviet era has provided for stable production over the past few decades, but it is no
longer capable of comprising the basis for
long-term planning in the country. This issue
requires serious consideration right now; it
requires targeted efforts and constant attention. Indeed, the government has shown its
concern for this problem by the very fact of
setting up Rusgeology. The nation’s leaders
are focusing increasingly on the geological
sphere and we hope that this trend will not
change. The government alone can regulate
this sector in the long term and this work
must be maximally effective.
The current situation in Russia’s geological exploration sector can hardly be called acceptable in terms of either the scope of the
work or even its quality. There are several reasons for this, the main one being a lack of a
systemic approach. Speaking of the entire
chain of reproduction of the mineral resource
base, it is divided into several interconnected
stages that cannot exist in isolation. The situation now is such that regional work, which
is usually carried out at the government’s expense, is conducted virtually without consideration of the needs of the end consumer.
Subsoil users, in turn, engage primarily in the
final stages of geological exploration, followup exploration, ensuring the current production pattern, but without looking to the
future or planning for the long term. They
virtually ignore the stage of prospecting work
and this entails disruption of the production
chain and the interconnections in the geological research process. We see here a far
from optimal planning scheme at all levels,
which clearly undermines their effectiveness.
The absence of comprehensive research also tells on the competences of specialists. On
the one hand, geologists’ specialties narrow
and, on the other, their experience is restricted to individual types or stages of the work.
It is difficult for many specialists today to see
the whole picture and, in response to requests
from the companies for which they work, they
are accustomed to taking a restricted view of
the problem, working on fulfilling specific,
current tasks. In order to resolve issues of a
strategic nature, geologists need a strategic
perception and should consider each and
every problem in the global context.
The personnel problem is evidently one of
the most acute in the sector today. Experienced specialists are mostly of the older generation, while young ones are not in a position to have gained sufficient experience,
whereas there is virtually not intermediate
group today.

Q: The Russian oil and gas industry faces the task of
entering new operating regions – Eastern Siberia,
the Far East and the shelf of the Arctic Ocean. How
well is the Russian geological sector prepared for fulfilling these large-scale tasks on a scientific, technical, organizational and personnel plane?
A: Indeed, the prospects for new discoveries
are today linked with regions that are so far
little explored. We face tasks of a fundamentally different level of complexity. The current level of technology allows these tasks to
be fulfilled and we need to keep in step with
the world community in this, making use of
the latest technologies and the best equipment. Russian companies, including those
within the framework of Rusgeology, already have successful experience of working
under the most difficult conditions. Even so,
in order to fulfill the tasks facing us, technical support for the companies should be improved and changes made with regard to human resources. We are, indeed, short of certain types of specialists, such as experienced
analysts of seismic data. In addition, a shortage is felt of an expert community as such,
the work of which would make it possible to
maintain the required professional level in

Russia’s geological exploration
sector is still going though a
difficult period, it becoming increasingly obvious that the sector
needs to be strengthened and the
volume of work on renewing the
mineral resource base increased
the sector. Moreover, our specialists work
separately, whereas professional teams are
needed. We plan to create such teams within the scope of Rusgeology projects.
Availability of a technological infrastructure today plays the main role in efficient geological exploration; that is obvious. It is also clear that many Russian companies at the current stage are in need of
substantial modernization of equipment,
although the situation varies from company to company. Within Rusgeology, we are
already planning work to renew existing assets and make centralized purchases of
state-of-the-art equipment.
Complex projects, and with respect to
large-scale projects today, they are most likely complex, presuppose engaging and using
the best experience and new technologies
that foreign companies might provide. It is
important for us that these technologies are
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RUSGEOLOGY’S
ACTIVITY AREAS
• Regional geological and geophysical studies, including:
• making of maps on the basis of
pictures from the space;
• small-scale geological mapping of
the deep;
• preparation of sections and smallscale geological maps;
• general geochemical studies;
• a deep seismic sounding by the
supporting profiles references;
• the drilling of ultra-deep wells;
• geological and geophysical
studies of the shelf.
• Reproduction of SMEs (hydrocarbons, solid minerals)
• Marine and Shelf Geology
• Monitoring of the geological
environment
• Hydrogeology and groundwater
monitoring of:
• groundwater;
• hazardous exogenous and
endogenous geological processes;
• hydrocarbon and mineral deposits;
• subsoil areas used for purposes
not related with the mining
activities;
• subsoil areas, experiencing the
impact of economic activities not
related to subsoil use;
• the geological environment of the
continental shel.
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not simply used by foreign service companies
for working in Russia, but that they are taken
on board by our specialists, that they promote development of the Russian geological
exploration sector from within.
The tasks you are talking about – studying
remote parts of the country, the Arctic shelf –
are, indeed, large-scale and significant ones
and they will have to be fulfilled and fulfilled
efficiently. I believe that, in general, we are
prepared for this: we have the specialists and
the experience, and the government is focusing increasingly on problems in this area.
Q: What,in your opinion,is the optimum correlation
of public and private participation in geological exploration?
A: In the strategy for development of the geological sector of Russia up to 2030, the
benchmarks for this correlation are specified
quite precisely. In accordance with these, the
government is to be responsible for the initial
stages of geological exploration work and regional exploration. In relation to individual
minerals and rare metals, it might also take
responsibility for subsequent stages of the
work. As for hydrocarbons and other sectors
that might be called commercially attractive,
it is logical that subsoil users should assume
the main volume of geological exploration
work. This condition might be called mandatory for development of the sector and, accordingly, the country’s resource base that also provides for the interests of the companies
themselves. It is understandable that investments in geological exploration are high risk
in themselves, that they are often considered
by producing companies as an enforced
measure, as the first item for cutting from the
budget, yet it is precisely this work that creates the initial value that, at subsequent
stages, increases a hundred times over, brings
profit on sale of the produced resources.
The problem of raising investments is a
priority one for any industry, and for the
Russian geological exploration sector it is
particularly acute. In fact, Rusgeology was
set up as one instrument for resolving this
problem. By initiating our own major geological exploration projects, we are endeavoring to attract investors at the early research
stages. This approach, on the one hand, allows companies to mitigate the risks and, on
the other, to themselves gain a better idea of
the operations area.
Of course, in order for investors to be
more willing to invest in geological exploration projects, especially in the early stages,
the legislative framework and financial instruments need to be improved, including
those used by the government in relation to

geological exploration projects and the companies engaged in them. It would be reasonable, for instance, if companies were to
have an opportunity to transfer the costs of
geological exploration to, say, future production. There are also excessive administrative barriers that quite often drag out decision-making on new fields and these must,
of course, be minimized.
Q: What new opportunities for development of
Russian’s geological exploration sector have been
opened up by creation of the Rusgeology holding
company?
A: Rusgeology may be said to represent a new
format for government participation in geological exploration. It is a market-oriented
commercial company that, being strategic in
status, is called on to fulfill the role of the sector’s development institution. We are striving
to become the benchmark for the companies
in the sector, applying business models that
are new to Russia and creating the preconditions to develop a market for geological exploration assets.
Rusgeology is not just a service company;
it has a fundamentally different purpose. Our
task is to link the government subsoil study
program with the needs of subsoil users and,
vice versa, to attract subsoil users into largescale geological exploration projects that
meet the interests of the nation as a whole.
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our experience through foreign-based projects will have a positive effect on the company’s competences. In addition, as a government-owned company, it is important for us
to provide for a Russia presence on the international market. I think that Rusgeology’s
unique position might provide a good basis
for cooperation with foreign companies and
government-run geological services both on
the territory Russia and in other countries.
We have already signed a cooperation agreement with JSC Kazgeologia, the national geological exploration company of Kazakhstan.

We will expand the scope of our work in an
effort to cover the entire range of geological
exploration services, offering integrated
turnkey projects, with Rusgeology not only
participating in efforts to reproduce the mineral resource base but also initiating them.
As is known, service companies fulfill orders, that is, they participate in geological exploration projects only as contractors. Rusgeology will be able to share the investors’
risks, establishing partnership relations with
them within the scope of medium and longterm geological exploration projects. We will
strive to offer the market a full and comprehensive product – a newly discovered and
ready for development mineral deposit, in
essence, commercializing the results of the
intellectual labor of the geologists, and here
we see yet another specific feature in the
company’s approach to geological exploration work. On the basis of Rusgeology, we
are creating a so-called competence center,
a sort of intellectual core. Such a structure
will make it possible, within the scope of the
principle of project work, to organize both a
constantly functioning pool of experts and
professional teams, inter-disciplinary working groups formed to handle specific tasks.
We will promote institutional improvements in the geological sector to boost the investor appeal of Russian-based geological exploration projects by working closely with

The most vital principle for efficient
functioning of the sector is re-establishment of an integral, unified
chain of the geological exploration
process in the country, which we
see as one of Rusgeology’s tasks
government agencies, among others. It is important for us to establish partnership relations with companies operating in the sector
and Rusgeology endeavors to create a flexible system of such relations to maximize the
efficiency of our mutual potential.
Q: Might Rusgeology participate, in the future, in
overseas projects within the scope of cooperation
with foreign geological services and companies?
A: Rusgeology is a strategic company and, in
the future, we plan to become a global player on the market for geological exploration
work. We are already establishing our own
representative offices abroad. As for possible
projects abroad this applies above all to the
strategic minerals in which Russia is interested. Besides, offers of cooperation are already coming in from the geological services of some foreign countries and we will definitely work in this direction. Expansion of

Q: Which steps do you think are needed for successful implementation of the Strategy for development of the geological sector of the Russian Federation up to 2030?
A: This strategy describes in considerable detail the measures required in each sphere, be
it improvement of the governance system,
training of personnel or raising the investor
appeal of the sector in general. Our main
task is to draw investments and, in our opinion, what is needed for this is to form longterm geological exploration projects involving investors in the geological exploration
process in its early stages. In the initial
stages, the cost for companies to join projects is much lower but, in addition, it is important to minimize the risks not directly associated with geology and provide guarantees on the institutional plane.
The most vital principle for efficient functioning of the sector is re-establishment of an
integral, unified chain of the geological exploration process in the country, which we
see as one of Rusgeology’s tasks. This includes, among other things, the need for target program planning, agreement of plans for
work initiated by the government and subsoil
users, and improvement of the government
procurement system.
Work on the regulatory and legal framework, which is already under way, must be
continued, since the new tasks in the geological exploration sector require corresponding legal support if they are to be fulfilled.
Market mechanisms must be developed for
work in the sector, while endeavoring to increase the share therein of small and medium-sized companies, develop the junior
movement and, at the same time, improve
the tax system.
The establishment of Rusgeology might
drive the sector’s development and involvement of private companies. We will attempt
to have geological exploration in Russia
seen as a risky but understandable and
transparent business providing access to lucrative deals.
— Vladimir Akr amovsky
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Associated petroleum gas utilization in Russia:
problems and prospects
ANDREY KORZHUBAYEV,
D.SC. (ECON.), PROFESSOR, HEAD
OF DEPARTMENT AT THE INSTITUTE
OF ECONOMICS AND INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION, RAS SIBERIAN BRANCH
LEONTY EDER,
CAND. SC. (ECON.), PROFESSOR,
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT AT THE
INSTITUTE OF OIL AND GAS GEOLOGY
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A

T PRESENT, THE
SHARE OF ASSOCIATED PETROLEUM GAS (APG) utilization in developed countries – the United States,
Canada, Norway – amounts to 99100%, while in Russia, the Middle
East, and Africa, a large portion of
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this gas is burned off in flares. One
of the top priority tasks of the Russian oil industry is to raise the APG
utilization factor, and the country’s
leading companies are actively engaged in accomplishing this today.
THE CURRENT SITUATION
In 2011, the gross production of APG in
Russia amounted to 67.8 billion m3 16.3 billion m3 of which were burned off in flares,
51.2 billion m3, or 75.4%, utilized, around
30.3 billion m3 (44.7% of the total production) delivered to gas plants, while oil companies used 21.2 billion m3 (31.3%) for
reservoir repressuring by gas injection and
producing electricity.
At present, five Russian companies
(LUKOIL, TNK-BP, Rosneft, Surgutneftegaz,
and Gazprom Neft) account for more than
80% (around 55 billion m3) of the entire
production of associated gas. In this respect,
the level of APG utilization in Russia is largely related to the activity of these companies.

LUKOIL (X2)

A VALUABLE
GROWTH
RESOURCE

Furthermore, RussNeft, Slavneft, Bashneft,
and Tatneft make a significant contribution
to APG production.
As of the beginning of 2012, only two
Russian companies – Surgutneftegaz and
Tatneft – have achieved the prescribed APG
utilization level of 95%. Production sharing
agreement operators TNK-BP and Bashneft
have reached quite a high percentage of this
index, while government-owned Rosneft
and Gazprom neft are outsiders in terms of
efficient APG utilization.
In 2011, investments in the efficient use
of APG in Russia amounted to around 82.2
billion rubles, 75 electric power and 171
APG treatment facilities were put into operation, and around 2,000 km of pipelines
built.
Despite the plans announced and efforts made by the subsoil users to develop
measures for the efficient utilization of petroleum gas, the dynamics of the share of
APG utilization in recent years has been on
the steady decline. In the past three years,
this index has dropped by 8.7 percentage

RUSSIAN ENERGY

men Gaz – the Gubkin Gas
Processing Complex (GRC),
and the Noyabrsky GPC. The
latter is comprised of the
Muravlenko Gas Processing
Plant and the Kholmogorsky,
Vyngapurovsky, and Vyngayakhinsky compressor stations. This associated petroleum gas is produced at the
fields of Gazprom neft, Rosneft, and Purneft.
Eastern Siberia (7.5 billion m3 or 11%) is the second largest region in Russia
in terms of associated petroleum gas production, where

ASSOCIATED PETROLEUM GAS
UTILIZATION IN RUSSIA (2011)
Flaring
16.3 bln. m3

24%
45%
31%
Gas
processing
30.3 bln. m3

Recycling and
energy generation
21.2 bln. m3

In 2011, investments
in the efficient use of
APG in Russia amounted to around 82.2
billion rubles, 75
electric power and 171
APG treatment facilities
were put into operation, and around 2,000
km of pipelines built

points from 84.1% to 75.4%. Russia continues to burn more and more APG in
flares. This is due primarily to bringing
new fields into development in areas with
underdeveloped AGP processing and
transportation infrastructures along with
a simultaneous drop in production at old
well developed fields.

REGIONAL STRUCTURE
At present, around 65% (44 billion m3) of
all the associated petroleum gas in Russia
is produced in Western Siberia. The Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Area (KMAA) with
a production volume of 37 billion m3 (or
around 55% of the APG production for
the country as a whole) is the largest region in terms of this index. The YamalNenets Autonomous Area (YNAA) (7.5
billion m3) and the Tomsk Region (1.4 billion m3) also account for large amounts of
associated gas.
KMAA is the second largest region in Russia in terms of gas production volumes:
around 37 billion m3 are produced there
(keeping in mind the gas burned off in
flares). A distinguishing feature of the
KMAA gas producing industry is the fact
that almost all of the gas recovered from the
subsoil is associated petroleum gas. The
drop in oil production in KMAA in recent
years has led to a slight decline in APG production. The volume of APG utilization
amounted to around 32.1 billion m3 in 2011.
In recent years, this index has been gradually rising in KMAA owing to the measures
subsoil users have been carrying out under
associated petroleum gas utilization programs. As a result, the present level of APG
utilization in KMAA is around 87%, which
on the whole is almost 10 percentage points
higher than the nationwide index.

PRODUCTION AND USE OF ASSOCIATED PETROLEUM GAS
IN RUSSIA, BLN. M3
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The total production of associated petroleum gas in YNAA amounts to 7.5 billion
m3. Sixty-one percent of this amount is delivered to gas processing plants or other
consumers, including gas turbine stations
and installations, 14% is used for the Area’s
own needs, process losses account for 1%,
and 25% is burned off.
The AGP produced in YNAA goes to the
gas processing facilities of JSC Sibur Tyu-
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the increase in its production is due to the
stepped up development of fields of the
Krasnoyarsk Territory and Irkutsk Region.
The main reasons for such a low ratio are
the underdeveloped gas production and
processing infrastructure and the long distances from the centers of consumption.
The Vankorskoye field operated by Rosneft
accounts for the biggest share of APG production and flaring in Eastern Siberia:
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more than 25% of all the APG burned off
in Russia. Despite the fact that the company is building gas-turbine power plants at
all of its fields, they only serve the company’s own needs. For example, a 200 MW
gas-turbine power plant and two gas engine generator plants with a capacity of 42
MW each are being built at the Vankorskoye field. There are plans to inject 2 billion m3 of the gas produced back into the
bed for repressuring purposes. A gas
pipeline will have to be built to the
Gazprom trunklines in YNAA in order to
utilize the rest of the gas.
In the next two years, TNK-BP is planning to deliver and put an APG utilization
unit manufactured by General Electric into
operation at the Verkhnechonskoye field in
the Irkutsk Region to bring the APG utilization factor up to 95%.
The volume of APG produced in the Far
East amounts to around 3.7 billion m3
(5.5% of the nationwide figure) and 3.3 billion m3 are efficiently utilized. Two main oil
production centers, the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia) and Sakhalin Island, can be singled out in this region.
Surgutneftegaz is operating the Talakanskoye oil field in the Republic of
Sakha (Yakutia), which is one of the

largest fields in the east of Russia. This
field utilizes more than 95% of all the associated gas produced, part of which is injected back into the bed, while the rest is
sent to power plants.
The Sakhalin Energy Company, the operator of the Sakhalin-2 project, is operating three Ural-4000 gas-turbine thermal
power plants with a capacity of 4 MW each
intended for supplying compressor pump
stations with electricity and two Ural6000 booster pump units with 6 MW gasturbine drives intended for crude oil delivery along trunklines.
Within the framework of the Sakhalin-1
project, RN-Sakhalinmorneftegas, a subsidiary company of Rosneft, launched a
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According to the plans of the
largest oil companies, around
300 billion rubles will be spent
on implementing APG utilization
projects before 2015 (around 6%
of the total investments in oil
production)
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ASSOCIATED PETROLEUM GAS
Associated petroleum gas is an oil production byproduct.
The gas derived from gas caps and the gas dissolved in
oil have different geological characteristics. APG is a mixture of gaseous and vaporous hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon components that escape from oil wells and
from oil in situ during its liberation. The main components
of associated petroleum gases are hydrocarbons from
methane to hexane, including C4-C6 isomers. Non-hydrocarbon components of associated petroleum gases can
be represented by nitrogen, carbon dioxide, helium, argon, as well as hydrogen disulphide, the amount of which
sometimes reaches several percent, and in some cases
hydrogen is found.
The main vectors of the efficient utilization of associated
petroleum gas are:
" refining at gas processing plants. Refining includes separating the homologous compounds of methane and
manufacturing petrochemical products on their basis,
while the separated dry stripped gas is sent on for use in
the electric power industry; moreover, LNG, as well as liquid fuel, can be obtained from stripped gas;

" energy sector. Combustion in power generation units
for producing electric and thermal power.

compressor station and gas treatment unit
in 2011. As a result, gas is delivered to the
gas supply system of the north of the
Sakhalin Region.
The European part of Russia accounts
for around 15.8% (10.7 billion m3) of all
the associated gas produced in Russia.
The Volga Region (4.4 billion m3), the Republic of Komi (2.8 billion m3), and the
Urals (2.3 billion m3) are the largest regions in terms of this index. The high level of efficient utilization of associated gas
is in the south of the European part of
Russia where it reaches 87% in the Caucasus and Caspian Region and 81% in the
Urals. The figure is the lowest (46%) in
the Timan-Pechora province of the Republic of Komi.

DELIVERIES TO GAS PROCESSING
PLANTS
At most Russian gas plants, APG is diffracted into light and heavy fractions. The light
fractions (stripped gas) are sent to the distribution networks and trunklines. The
heavy fractions (Y-grade NGLs) are delivered to gas processing plants and petrochemical complexes equipped with gasfraction installations for extracting butane,
propane, pentane, hexane, and their mixtures separately.
The largest associated gas processing
company in Russia is the Siberian and Ural

LUKOIL

" the cycling process and gas injection;

Oil and Gas Chemical Company (SIBUR),
which includes Yugragazpererabotka and
SIBUR Tyumen Gaz. SIBUR accounts for
around 17 billion m3 of associated gas,
which amounts to 57% of the total volume
of associated gas processing in Russia.
Surgutneftegaz is also a major associated gas processing company, the share of
which in 2010 accounted for around 23%
of the total volume of associated gas processing in Russia. Surgutneftegaz owns
the Surgut Gas Processing Division, which
refines associated gas from the Bystrinskoye, West Surgutskoye, Lyantorskoye,
Sokolinskoye, and other fields. The
Surgut Gas Processing Division refines
around 7.1 billion m3 of associated petroleum gas. LUKOIL (10%), TNK-BP (4%),
Rosneft and Tatneft (3%), and Bashneft
(0.3%) refine the rest of the associated
petroleum gas.

EFFICIENT UTILIZATION
PROSPECTS
In order to carry out the instructions of the
Russian Federation Government envisaged in a resolution of January 8, 2010
(Minutes No. 7, Item 2) on taking steps to
prevent emissions of harmful substances
(pollutants) into the atmosphere and to
reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases
formed during APG flaring, a target figure
of no more than 5% of the volume of as-

sociated petroleum gas produced was set for APG flaring
in 2012 and beyond. Another
resolution establishes that as of
January 2, 2012, payment for
emissions of harmful substances (pollutants) during
APG flaring be calculated
based on the standard coefficients.
The Russian Government
resolution On Measures to Stimulate Emissions Reductions at
Flare Facilities came into force
on January 1, 2012. Now, when
burning off more than 5% of the
APG volume in flares, payment
for emissions is calculated as
pollution in excess of the established limits, and therefore an
additional coefficient equal to
4.5 is applied.
If there is no way to measure
and take account of the actual
amount of associated petroleum gas formed, utilized, and
burned in flares, a value of six
is applied.
The first payments for above-limit APG
flaring should begin coming in at the end of
March 2012. But the Russian Government
is currently discussing legislative amendments regarding the level of APG efficient
utilization. In particular, the Ministry of
Natural Resources proposes raising the coefficient to 12 in 2012-2013 and to 25 in
early 2014. At the same time, the Ministry
plans on introducing benefits for new fields,
as well as for companies implementing
higher APG utilization projects.
In the past, the Ministry of Natural Resources made even more stringent proposals to raise the coefficient to 100, and to
1,000 in the absence of metering devices.
However, today, the Governmental Commission for the Fuel and Energy Complex
has instructed that the coefficient be raised
to 12 beginning in 2014, which is much
more lenient.
According to the plans of the largest oil
companies, around 300 billion rubles will
be spent on implementing APG utilization
projects before 2015 (around 6% of the total investments in oil production). These investments will make it possible to lower the
APG flaring index throughout Russia as
whole to 18% by 2012 and to 5% no earlier
than 2014-2015. If the target figure is
reached, the annual volume of APG flaring
could drop by 12.4 billion m3 to 3.3 billion
m3 a year. !
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HE REPUBLIC OF KALMYKIA, OR KHALMG
TANGCH, as the locals
call it, has always attracted large companies
wishing to engage in oil production in
its territory. However, the Kalmykian
oil industry became even more attractive when the world prices for hydrocarbons rose. The number of investors willing to engage in building
up the capacity of the Fuel and Energy Complex (FEC) has increased.
Q: What place does the regional oil and gas industry occupy in Kalmykia’s economy? Has the
economic crisis had an effect on the production of
hydrocarbons in Kalmykia?
A: The oil and gas complex plays a considerable role in the economy of Kalmykia. Despite
the fact that it employs only about 1% of the
region’s population, it accounts for about
20% of the tax revenues paid by Kalmykia to
the consolidated budget of the Russian Federation. Admittedly, the corresponding figure
for the regional budget is only 5%, while it is
higher than 60% for the federal budget.
It stands to reason that Kalmykia has been
affected by the crisis, but it has not had a substantial effect on our oil and gas industry.
Our fields, which have been under development for more than 50 years, are still producing crude oil. I will remind you that the
first oil was obtained in Kalmykia in 1958
when the Oleynikovskoye field was discovered, and this field is still productive today.

REGION

Oil of Russia magazine talks to Alexey Orlov,
Head of the Republic of Kalmykia
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ON THE
APPROACHES
TO BIG OIL

Q: How rich is Kalmykia in oil?
A: It is one of the regions with proven commercial oil and gas reserves and is a highly
promising territory for oil and gas explo-
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ration both on land and in the adjacent
Caspian Sea.
Its initial resources are evaluated at 2.81
billion tons of hydrocarbons. However, as of
today, only a small area of Kalmykia, a mere
3%, has been explored. A total of more than
13 million tons of oil have been produced in
the region. At present, we have 41 fields
with residual recoverable reserves of less
than 10 million tons, which is incomparably
less than in neighboring regions. So, unfortunately, the real possibilities for oil and gas
production in Kalmykia are limited.
All the same, we are not losing hope.
Deep-lying formations in the Caspian Depression hold the most promise. Large and
even gigantic fields of oil and gas have been
discovered in similar geological conditions
in neighboring regions (the Tengiz, Kashagan, and Karachaganak fields, as well as the
Astrakhan gas condensate field). These
fields are situated at depths of more than 5
km, which considerably raises the complexity and, correspondingly, the cost of geological exploration work. So we are working actively to involve large organizations
capable of making substantial investments
in geological exploration of our territory.
The Kalmykia Oil and Gas Company
(KOGC) was established for carrying out
deep-level operations. In 2008, it finished
drilling the Khongr No.1 well, which
reached the target horizon and, at a bottom

Q: What major FEC projects are being implemented in Kalmykia?
A: Most notably, the Shell Company has
been granted a license and is carrying out
geological exploration work in promising
areas. LUKOIL and the Korean National Petroleum Corporation are showing an interest in the Paleozoic deposits in Kalmykia.
The LUKOIL project is very important
for us for it provides for building a North-

Q: How many oil and gas companies are operating
in the region? What are the special features of
Kalmykia’s oil industry?
A: All the fields in Kalmykia are small and
at the late stages of development. If new
fields are not found and reserves are not
increased at the existing ones, it will be
very difficult for oil production to expand
further.
Today, 16 oil companies operate in
Kalmykia, most of which are small. And
they have to work in very difficult conditions since the net cost of oil production in
Kalmykia is very high. This is explained by
the difficult geological conditions, low quality of the hydrocarbons (high setting point),
and sparseness of the infrastructure. So it is
not surprising that almost all of our oil and
gas companies are only just breaking even,
while some are making a loss.

ern Caspian field development infrastructure, namely head onshore facilities with
a capacity of 10 million tons of oil, a gas
processing plant (6.8 billion m3 a year),
and a pipeline system of more than 260
km in length.
In turn, the Caspian Oil and Gas Company (a LUKOIL and KazMunaiGaz joint venture) is building infrastructure facilities for
the Khvalynskoe field and planning to construct a gas processing plant with a capacity of 8.2 billon m3 a year.
The Caspian Pipeline Consortium is
planning to raise the throughput capacity of
its transport system to 67 million tons per
year by building three additional oil pump
stations in Kalmykia.

In my opinion, the life of the small oil
companies could be made much easier by
carrying out the following measures:
• taking a differentiated approach to the
mineral production tax depending on the
mining, geological, geographical, and economic conditions of development, on the
degree of depletion and profitability of the
operated mineral deposits, on their size,
and on the production volumes;
• lowering the mineral production tax
rate for oil produced from stripped wells;
• lowering the income tax rate for small
and medium oil companies.
Although the overall tax burden on the
industry’s companies is high, a very small
percentage of taxes goes into the local and

portant for us. These two factors give us
grounds to hope that the Republic of
Kalmykia will soon be able to develop its
multibillion hydrocarbon resources.
The Khongr structure is far from the only
prospect in Kalmykia. We are counting on
further productive development of the area’s
subsoil and sparing no effort to attract large
investors. And we have results to show for it.

‘‘

of 6,100 m, cut open five pay zones. This resulted in the discovery of a reservoir whose
initial reserves of free gas amount to around
2 billion m3 in category C1 and 33 billion m3
in category C2. Do not be misled by such
modest indices, they are based on one single well. Further drilling could confirm the
expected reserves of the Khongr structure,
and they are not small – around 300 million
tons of oil equivalent (OE).
But the main thing is that this well has
confirmed the productivity of the Paleozoic
complex of the Caspian Depression in the
Republic of Kalmykia, and its resources are
evaluated at several billion tons of oil equivalent. The deep drilling experience we
gained is also extremely valuable and im-

ITAR-TASS

Its initial resources are
evaluated at 2.81 billion
tons of hydrocarbons.
However, as of today, only a small
area of Kalmykia, a mere 3%, has
been explored
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republican budgets. So it would be worth
amending the relevant federal laws by redistributing the mineral production tax for
small and medium fields in favor of the regions. All of these questions, in my opinion,
deserve attention and examination at the
federal government level.
Meanwhile, Kalmykia’s oil and gas producers are not experiencing the best of
times. Whereas in 1995, we produced 403
thousand tons of oil, the 2008 figure was
only 156 thousand tons, and today production has stabilized at a level of 220 thousand tons per year. Wells are undergoing
natural aging and deterioration, process
equipment is wearing out, and fields are becoming increasingly depleted. Moreover,
the insufficient financial stability of several producing companies is causing concern.
Of course, much depends on the professionalism of the subsoil users. If they carry
out rational development of the existing
fields, fulfill license terms and follow project solutions, the production of hydrocarbons in Kalmykia could be raised to 250-260
thousand tons. On the other hand, if new
fields are not found, there is no point in hoping for a significant increase in production.
If all the required geological exploration
work (seismic, prospect and exploratory
drilling, etc.) is carried out, 5 million tons of
oil could be produced in Kalmykia.
I think Kalmykia subsoil development
could be a profitable business. There are all
the prerequisites for this. First, geological
prospects, according to which there is every
hope of discovering several large fields. Second, as paradoxical as it may sound, the low
level of geological exploration maturity of
the territory, which holds promise of making really large discoveries, something that
is already impossible in other more mature
regions. Third, the propitious geographic
location of the region and its proximity to
the consumers and to the infrastructure –
oil trunklines (CPC), gas pipelines (the
Gazprom system), sea ports, and high-voltage power transmission lines. Moreover,
Kalmykia’s transportation infrastructure
can be extended. The possibility of building
the Eurasia canal, a railroad branch to Volgograd, and engaging in other projects is
being considered.
This is why we are a very attractive region for investments. Large companies are
already coming to us. Our main demand is
that companies introduce new innovative
processes and technology, both in oil production and refining.
It must be understood that investments
in geological exploration and the oil and gas
52 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia
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industry are not short-term. Hefty investments are needed at the initial stage, which
will take some time to recoup. But if everything is done thoroughly and rationally, the
oil and gas complex could well become the
foundation of our economy for a long time
to come. After all, investors are not only interested in instant profit, but mostly in acquiring it in the long run. They need a stable economy, sustainable legislative base,
and assurance in the continuity and predictability of the government system.
Establishing a legal framework in
Kalmykia, particularly local laws that offer
certain benefits to investors under federal
legislation, plays an important role in pro-

‘‘

I think Kalmykia subsoil
development could be a
profitable business.There
are all the prerequisites for this

moting Kalmykia’s investor appeal. The
case in point is setting up mechanisms of
public-private partnership for priority investment projects. Through government investments in targeted programs, this cooperation will allow us to build engineering
and municipal infrastructure facilities in areas pegged for new oil and gas facilities.

Q: Does the region have enough high-quality fuels and lubricants? How is hydrocarbon refining
developing in the region?
A: Indeed, Kalmykia does not have enough
high-quality fuels and lubricants, although
the same goes for several other regions of

the country. Oil refining is at the initial
stage today. Sixteen packaged plants, socalled mini refineries, operate in Kalmykia,
but their products clearly cannot meet the
current demand, either in terms of quality
or quantity.
However, we are sparing no effort to organize large-scale production. For example,
the projects I mentioned by LUKOIL, the
Caspian Oil and Gas Company, and Shell
will make it possible to provide a large quota of natural gas and oil for the needs of existing and future enterprises in the Republic of Kalmykia.
Kalmykia has the prerequisites for building oil and gas chemical production plants,
which will allow the best investment of
funds. The possibility of building a chemical plant for manufacturing mineral fertilizers based on the refining of raw hydrocarbons (ammonia) is being considered. In
2008, an agreement was signed in Elista between Kalmykia’s government and the
Petrovietnam Corporation aimed at organizing the production of fertilizers and other chemical products.
We are also examining the possibility of
building an oil refinery with a hydrocarbon
refining depth of no less than 95%. Two
promising areas have been selected for this
near the villages of Ulan-Khol and Ulduchiny.
Moreover, as I have already mentioned,
implementation of the Caspian Oil and Gas
Company’s project for developing the Khvalynskoye field under production sharing
agreement terms will make it possible to
carry out transportation and processing of
8.2 billion m3 of gas a year. I will add that
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Moreover, it would be expedient to supplement Article 14
of the Russian Federation Tax
Code with a new item on a certain charge for pumping oil via
pipelines and make amendments to Part 1 of Article 56 of
the Russian Federation Budget
Code, establishing that these
charges must go to the budgets
of the Russian regions.

stripped commercial gas, the wide fraction
of light hydrocarbons (Y-grade NGLs), and
technical sulphur will be the target commercial product of the Khvalynskoe head
onshore facility, which will be situated near
the village of Artizian.
Q: How are Kalmykia’s authorities and oil and gas
companies cooperating in the social sphere?
A: Although the main share of taxes from
the oil companies (mineral production tax
and VAT) goes to the federal budget, the industry is extremely important for Kalmykia.
This applies both to jobs and financial receipts.
However, unfortunately, the social responsibility of several companies working
in Kalmykia leaves something to be desired.
There are even cases when workers are
hired on a rotational basis rather than giving jobs to skilled local personnel.
However, this does not apply to all companies. Shell, for example, allots huge
amounts every year to the region’s social
development. A team for protecting saiga, a
disappearing relict species of steppe antelope, has been put together and is successfully working on its money. I would also single out CJSC Kalmpatrol, which is actively
rendering charity assistance to the regions
it operates in.
It goes without saying that much depends on how the companies’ owners and
directors see the matter. Those who indeed
want to work productively are taking a
meticulous approach to everything and
have a solicitous attitude toward the environment and the region’s social development.

‘‘

The oil and gas industry cannot develop on
its own, without the
participation of other sectors of the
economy

Unfortunately, relations with the Caspian Pipeline Consortium have still not been
straightened out. Every year, the CPC
pumps around 30-35 million tons of oil via
Kalmykia’s territory, and in the eight years
the pipeline has been in operation more
than 200 million tons have been transported. However, the budgets of Kalmykia and
its districts are not receiving real compensation for the damage inflicted by the CPC’s
operation. The local population directly depends on the state of the land for its livelihood, so it is worth considering whether we
should bear the brunt of high environmental risks if Kalmykia’s residents are not receiving adequate compensation.
This problem can be resolved by making
amendments to the federal tax and budget
legislation. The matter concerns canceling
property tax benefits for organizations with
respect to major pipelines (Para. 11, Art.
381 of the Russian Federation Tax Code). It
would also be expedient to make amendments to Articles 51 and 57 of the Russian
Federation Budget Code, envisaging that
50% of the annual revenue Russia receives
from participating in international consortiums be transferred to the budgets of the
Russian regions through which a major
pipeline runs.

Q: What steps are Kalmykia’s authorities taking to develop the regional oil and gas complex?
A: The main thing here, as I have
already mentioned, is securing
investments. Implementation of
the LUKOIL, Shell, and CPC
projects will help develop
Kalmykia’s oil and gas industry.
Investments will jack up the volume of oil and gas refining, storage, and
transportation.
Our main task is to attract as many large
oil companies to the region as possible. Small
companies will simply be unable to develop
hydrocarbon reserves at a depth of more
than 5 km. Only large corporations with a lot
of experience, a developed research and
technical base, and skilled personnel are capable of doing this. It is also important that
the environmental requirements we set on
all companies carrying out oil and gas exploration and production operations be met.
The oil and gas industry cannot develop
on its own, without the participation of other sectors of the economy. So the main
strategic areas of our activity up to 2015 are
associated with strengthening the agroindustrial complex, the building material
market, the social sphere, and so on.
Extending the transport infrastructure is
also a priority task. New rail and water corridors must be formed, the Manych navigation canal built, and so on.
Kalmykia’s authorities will do everything possible to ensure vigorous development of natural resources. In particular,
Kalmykia, which possesses significant silica
sand potential, is capable of providing not
only itself, but also neighboring regions
with raw material for manufacturing glass
and ceramics.
It stands to reason that we will also concentrate on the production of fuel and energy resources, as well as on increasing the
use of alternative sources of energy. For example, the development of wind energy by
building wind power stations is highly
promising.
— Nikolay Stepanchenko
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

T

he RF Energy Ministry approved a
plan of the state’s main support
measures for the petrochemical industry
until 2030 and approved a cluster approach aimed at developing large-capacity petrochemical production units and
refining enterprises.
Between 2010 and 2030, raw petrochemical production in Russia will
more than double. More than half of all
light raw hydrocarbons produced in
Russia will be sent on to petrochemical
production areas for deep refining. This
will raise Russia’s share in world ethylene production more than three-fold.
The plan contains a list of key investment projects indicating the planned
capacity, types and sources of raw materials, development forecast for the
petrochemical industry, a program for
placing petrochemical capacities in six
petrochemical clusters, including
pipeline transportation projects, projects for modernizing current and building new capacities in primary (pyrolysis) and subsequent raw material processing, as well as measures of scientific
and educational support of the industry’s development.
The plan singled out the following clusters: West Siberian, Volga, Caspian,
Northwestern, East Siberian, and Far
Eastern. In 2011, projects were
launched in five of the six clusters.
In particular, facilities are under construction in Tobolsk (SIBUR Holding)
and in Nizhnekamsk (Nizhnekamskneftekhim). Construction has begun
in Novy Urengoy (Gazprom) and in the
Nizhny Novgorod Region (RusVinil).
Another five major investment projects
are at the detailed planning and equipment procurement stages.
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GAS REFINERY FOR KARACHAGANAK

K

azakhstan President Nursultan Nazarbaev
instructed to complete planning and begin
construction of a gas refinery with a capacity
of 5 billion m3 a year at the Karachaganak
field, the press service of the republic’s Oil and
Gas Ministry reports.
The Karachaganak field is one of the largest in
the world. Oil supplies amount to 1.2 billion
tons, while gas reserves comprise 1.35 trillion
m3. At present, the field is being exploited by
international consortium Karachaganak Petroleum Operating B.V. (BG Group – 32.5%,
ENI – 32.5%, Chevron – 20%, and LUKOIL –
15%) in accordance with a production share
agreement signed in 1997 and designed for 40
years. In the meantime, on December 14 of
last year, the Government of Kazakhstan
signed an agreement with the consortium’s
participants on the purchase of a 10% share in
the project. This agreement will come into
force before the end of the first half of 2012.

A NEW REFINERY FOR SIBERIA

T

he ZapSib Refinery, a private Russian
company, plans to begin building an oil
refining complex this year in the Tomsk Region with a capacity of 3 million tons a year.
The refinery will be built in three complexes, each to undergo phased commissioning: a primary oil refining complex; a
hydroprocessing complex; and a deep refining complex comprised of petrochemical processing units and a heavy oil
residue gasification unit for generating
thermal and electric power.
It is anticipated that introduction of all the
planned units will raise the depth of oil refining in the Tomsk Region to more than 95%.

According to preliminary estimates, implementation of the project will lead to
the following amounts of petroleum product output: Euro-5 diesel fuel – 1.7 million
tons a year; Euro-5 gasoline – 1.1 million
tons a year; and other products – 0.1 million tons a year.
Investments amount to 60 billion rubles,
funding is open, and 5 billion rubles were allotted when work began in 2011. In 2013,
the refinery counts on obtaining its first
products after refining some 1.5 million tons
of oil, after which it will continue to strive
for its projected capacity and increase its refining volumes to 3-4 million tons a year.

A DEEP REFINERY IS UNDER CONSTRUCTION

S

urgutneftegaz has essentially finished building its deep oil refining complex based on residue
hydrocracking at the Kirishi Refinery (Leningrad Region) costing 88 billion rubles.
The first stage of the complex has been put into operation, which will make it possible
to increase the output of Euro-4 and Euro-5 diesel fuel as early as this year. The company plans to complete construction by the end of this year.
Consequently, in 2012, the plant will be able to produce more than 1.5 million tons of
Euro-4 and Euro-5 diesel fuel. In 2013 after launch of the whole complex, the plant will
produce about 7 million tons of diesel fuel of which Euro-3, Euro-4, and Euro-5 standards will account for 80%.
The complex designed to raise the quality of the gasoline produced will be finished by
2015. Eventually, by 2015, all the fuel produced at the Kirishi Refinery will meet the
Euro-5 standard.
By the end of the year, the depth of oil refining will rise from the current 65% to 68%,
and by 2015, it will reach up to 77%. A further increase in the refining depth to 94-95%
will be possible after 2017.
The volume of oil refining at the enterprise will remain at the current level of 21-22
million tons of oil a year.

LUKOIL (X3)

SUPPORT FOR THE
PETROCHEMICAL
INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY UPDATE

AGREEMENT ON COOPERATION IN GEOLOGICAL
EXPLORATION

C

ompanies Rusgeology and Kazakhstan’s Kazgeologia have signed an
agreement on cooperation in geological
exploration, the Russian Federation Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection reports.
The document envisages the possibility of
implementing joint programs and projects, exchanging geological information,
and holding joint conferences and forums.
The parties intend to cooperate in geological exploration work in both countries, as
well as in scientific research, the development of new technical means and technologies, and research in other vectors.
The Ministry of Natural Resources reminds us that the recently established State Rusgeology Corporation will play a key role in implementing the Strategy for Development of the Geological Sector until 2030 drawn up by the ministry.

GAS FOR THE RUSSIAN PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY
he Institute of Oil and Gas Geology and Geophysics of the
Siberian Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences has completed its research of the oil-andgas-bearing potential of the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Area
and the Kara Sea. According to
the scientists, extremely rich de-

tions, while the U.S. and Canada
aim for refining wet gases, which
is much more economical. Today,
when our task is to more fully
utilize associated petroleum gas
(and it is always wet), we must
organize full-fledged refining of
wet gases,” thinks Academician
Alexey Kontorovich.

posits of wet gas have been discovered on the Yamal Peninsula,
which could be used as raw material for the Russian petrochemical industry.
“Wet gas has a complex hydrocarbon content, so it is a valuable
raw material for the petrochemical industry. The Russian petrochemical industry, like the European, has always been oriented
toward refining gasoline frac-

Some sites have already been
targeted for drilling oil wells.
“Whereas the Arctic has only been
supplying us with methane so far,
which we have been exporting to
Europe, today we need to think
about producing oil and wet gas
there which contains not only
ethane, but also propane, butane,
as well as C2 and C4 gases. This is
superb raw material for the
petrochemical industry. Now the
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Russian petrochemical industry
will be able to begin using these
components at chemical production plants, which in contrast to
gasoline petroleum fractions are
much more profitable economically,” the academician added.
According to scientists, the U.S.
uses eight million tons of ethane
a year for its entire petrochemical industry, while Russia can
produce two-three times more
than this amount in the YamalNenets Area alone. It will not be
possible to build a petrochemical production plant of U.S. dimensions for refining wet Arctic
gas on the Yamal Peninsula, so
the gas will have to be sent
south. “After Yamal takes some
of the gas produced for ensuring
its own production capacities, the
rest will go to Tatarstan and to
the northwest of Russia, since the
large petrochemical center in Tobolsk is already supplied with all
the associated petroleum gas it
needs. So three large petrochemical centers will be established in
Russia for utilizing the wet Arctic
gas produced in the YamalNenetsk Autonomous Area. This
will provide new raw material
and new technology for our
petrochemical industry,” said
Alexey Kontorovich.

RUSSIA
APPROVES THE
LATEST KYOTO
PROJECTS

T

he RF Ministry of Economic Development
and Commerce has approved the latest LUKOIL,
Rosneft, and Gazprom Neft
projects to be implemented
within the framework of
the Kyoto Protocol.
LUKOIL-Permneftegazpererabotka intends to utilize
associated petroleum gas
at the Verkhnekamskoye
oil fields (investor –
LUKOIL-Permneftegazpererabotka, authorized foreign representative – Citigroup Global Markets).
Rosneft will carry out a
project to reduce the
amount of associated petroleum gas burned in
flares and produce electricity at the
Khasyreyskoye oil field
(investor – Rosneft, authorized foreign representative – Carbon Trade & Finance SICAR).
The Ministry of Economic
Development has also approved a Rosneft project
on the utilization of association petroleum gas at the
Priobskoye field.
GaspromneftNoyabrskneftegaz will implement a project for productive associated petroleum gas utilization at the
Yarainerskoye and Sugmutskoye oil fields (investor – GaspromneftNoyabrskneftegaz, authorized foreign representative – Vitol).
The gist of the joint projects is for one country to
implement projects in the
territory of another country aimed at reducing
greenhouse gas emissions,
for which the parties earn
emission reduction units.
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CASPIAN REGION

LEGAL MAZES
OF THE CASPIAN
Uncertain legal status of the Caspian Sea
cripples implementation of oil and gas projects

STANISLAV ZHIZNIN,
D. SC. (ECONOMICS), PROFESSOR
AT THE MOSCOW STATE INSTITUTE
(UNIVERSITY) OF INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS OF THE RF MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, PRESIDENT
OF CENTER FOR ENERGY DIPLOMACY
AND GEOPOLITICS

T

HE IMPORTANCE OF
THE CASPIAN REGION
for the global energy
market has grown notably due to the increased production of energy resources in the Caspian states. No
doubt, its value for the global energy industry will increase even more
as the world recovers from the global financial and economic crisis and
hydrocarbon prices go up. The domestic conflicts in some Arab countries that destabilized the situation
and put the oil and gas delivery
schedule in question coupled with
the delays on some projects (gas
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pipelines from Libya and Egypt) –
this is what makes the EU states,
China and some other Asian countries take a closer look at the oil and
gas resources of the Caspian region.
The oil (Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan)
and gas (Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan) export opportunities of the Caspian states are expanding. Though a major share of
their oil and gas is currently exported via Russian territory, it is
clear that fairly soon, other export
routes will be explored and used
heavily. Tangled behind each of the
existing and future routes are the
economic and geopolitical interests
of various states as well as the commercial interests of many companies. Each project has its own pros
and cons.
NEW TIMES, OLD TREATIES
The uncertain international legal status of
the Caspian Sea is a major problem that
holds back implementation of large-scale
international projects of Caspian offshore
development and construction of underwater trans-Caspian pipelines.
The international legal status of the
Caspian Sea is determined in the RussianPersian Treaty of February 26, 1921, as well
as the Soviet-Iranian Treaty of March 25,
1940. Both instruments are termless and
based on the “common water” principle.
They specifically set out the free navigation
and fishing regimes for the Caspian states
and close the Caspian Sea for vessels flying
flags of non-Caspian states. The treaties are
mute on the issues relating to use of the subsoil resources and environmental protection.

The new independent states that
emerged after the collapse of the USSR
came to the conclusion that the current international legal status of the Caspian Sea
gave them right to explore and develop any
oil and gas fields in the Caspian Sea. However, absence of a new legal status and
regime of the Caspian Sea addressing in
particular the Caspian states’ ownership
rights to Caspian energy resources has already caused conflicts between Azerbaijan
and Turkmenistan as well as between Azerbaijan and Iran over several oil and gas
fields. Kazakhstan and Russia have now resolved their differences over the ownership
of an oil field in the Northern Caspian.
Despite the signing of several large contracts the uncertain legal status and regime
of the Caspian Sea poses a serious obstacle
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states. One of the major tasks of
the AHWG is to develop recommendations for the regular
meetings of the Foreign Ministers of the Caspian states and
the summits of the Caspian
heads of state.
The First pentalateral (Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Russia
and Turkmenistan) summit was
held in Ashgabat in April 2002.
The Second summit took place
on October 16, 2007, in Tehran,
where the Caspian heads of state
signed a joint declaration granting all littoral states sovereign
rights with regard to the Caspian
Sea and its resources. The declaration says, inter alia: “The current navigation shipping and fishing regimes will be implemented
exclusively under the flag of the
littoral states, pending the final
approval of a new Caspian Sea legal regime.” In addition, the summit participants reached an
agreement on holding regular

to large-scale oil and gas development. Until the ownership of oil and gas resources
has been expressly legalized the disputes
between the five Caspian states are likely to
continue on an inter-state level.
For over 15 years, these states have been
engaged in tough negotiations over a draft
convention on Caspian legal status. Pursuant
to the minutes of the initial meeting of the
heads of legal departments of the Foreign Affairs Ministries of the Caspian states (Teheran,
1995) the would-be convention should cover
the issues of navigation, use of biological resources, environmental protection and development of mineral resources. It is also expected to set forth the new sovereign rights
and jurisdictions of the five Caspian states.
Access to the Caspian Sea oil and gas resources and their transportation routes

have been the focus of fierce diplomatic
clashes between regional and nonregional
states as well as large corporations. Without
going into the details of the legal complexities and subtleties of problems arising in
the negotiations process it should be noted
that the parties have views as to how the
Caspian resources should be divided and
who should own the specific fields. Each
point of view is driven by the preliminary financial and economic estimates based on
the latest exploration data pertaining to oil
and gas reserves.

IN SEARCH OF A COMPROMISE
Currently in place is the standing Ad Hoc
Working Group (AHWG) to draft a convention on Caspian legal status that includes
Deputy Foreign Ministers of the Caspian

The Caspian region is,
due to its geographic
location, of paramount
strategic importance to
Russia especially in light
of the geopolitical
changes triggered by the
collapse of the USSR

meetings of the Caspian heads of state with
the session of the Foreign Ministers and authorized experts in between.
Further to this agreement on October 3–
4, 2008, Astrakhan hosted Intergovernmental Economic Conference of the Caspian States (IECCS) that was attended by the
delegations from the five Caspian states.
The delegations were chaired by Vice Prime
Ministers and included key ministers as well
as leading Russian and Western companies.
The forum addressed the economic cooperation between the five states. The Conference format included plenary sessions,
round-tables and bilateral meetings.
The Third Caspian summit was held
on November 18, 2010 in Baku, where
the Presidents signed an Agreement on
Security in the Caspian Sea as well as an
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expanded joint declaration. The first document was meant to reinforce the Declaration signed by five Caspian heads of state
at the Second Caspian summit in Tehran
on October 16, 2007. At that summit the
leaders of the littoral states proclaimed
that “the Caspian Sea should only be used
for peaceful purposes and any problems related to the sea should be resolved diplomatically by the littoral states.” The Declaration also stated that the parties thereto
will never launch a military attack against
any of the littoral states. The Caspian Five
also committed: “They will not let any
country use their soil for a military attack
against other littoral states.”
On July 19–20, 2011, Moscow hosted
the 26th session of the Ad Hoc Working
Group of Deputy Foreign Ministers of the
Caspian states to draft a Convention on the
Legal Status of the Caspian Sea. The participants followed up on the decisions of the
Third Caspian summit and negotiated the
provisions of the draft convention. Aside
from the official events of the Caspian Five
various international conferences to discuss
the Caspian hydrocarbons issue are held annually. Such conferences are attended by
the representatives of the governmental,
business and academic circles of some
Caspian states, as well as European countries and the United States.

FIVE STATES – FIVE STRATEGIES
The Caspian region is, due to its geographic location, of paramount strategic
importance to Russia especially in light of
the geopolitical changes triggered by the
collapse of the USSR. Energy security is the underlying
motive of the Russia energy
Nearly all major internainterests in the region. Top
priorities include diplomat- tional companies are
ic support for the pipeline
important players in the
projects for the utmost importance for Russia (CPC ex- Caspian game of oil and
pansion, construction of the
gas seeking, each in its
Atyrau-Samara trunk and
the Caspian costal pipeline, own way, to legalize
upgrading of the Central
their rights to particiAsia-Center gas pipeline,
construction of the South- pate in the production
ern Stream pipeline). Russia
and transportation of
and Turkey have recently
started looking into the op- Caspian hydrocarbons
tions for the Samsun-Ceywithout waiting until
han pipeline to be fed by
crude oil delivered by the legal status and
tankers from Novorossiysk.
regime of the Caspian
As for Azerbaijan’s interests in the Caspian, we need Sea are formalized
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to keep in mind that most
of the Azeri onshore oil
fields were depleted in
the 20th century, which
means that the Caspian
offshore fields are, in
essence, its only hope in
terms of economical capacity and survival. Azerbaijan takes a rather flexible approach to hydrocarbon
transportation
routes: it strives not to
make Russia unhappy but
seeks to have most of its
hydrocarbons transported
along the routes that bypass Russia (the BakuTbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline,
B a k u -T b i l i s i - E r z u r u m
pipeline, Nabucco, Southern Corridor).

Kazakhstan’s interests are largely dependent upon the estimated oil and gas reserves in the Northern Caspian. The country is blessed with vast onshore energy resources and their development is a top priority for Kazakhstan.
Turkmenistan’s interests boil down to
the simple fact that its oil and gas are produced from the onshore fields. However,
this country claims the ownership of some
fields that Azerbaijan has already included
in its national sector. Ashgabat is interested in getting the gas transportation routes
as diversified as possible to reduce its dependence on Moscow. Turkmenistan backs
the idea of building a Caspian costal gas
pipeline and has no objections against upgrading the Central Asia-Center pipeline
system. In the meantime, it works on a China oriented pipeline project and mulls the
possibility of building a TurkmenistanAfghanistan-Pakistan-India (TAPI) gas

INTERNATIONAL

the uncertainty of the situation helps Tehran impede
unwanted projects.

INTERESTS
OF NON-REGIONAL
COUNTRIES

BP

Among the transiter countries Turkey deserves a special mention because its
Caspian policy is largely driven by energy and geopolitical
factors. Turkey seeks to get
access to the rich mineral resources of the Caspian region

pipeline. Nabucco is still on the table too.
Construction of a gas pipeline to Turkey
and Europe via Iran has been put on hold
but this most promising project may be resumed if the situation in Iran changes.
Iran is not so vitally interested in the
Caspian energy resources because the
bulk of its oil and gas resources are located much further to the south within its
sovereign territory, including but not limited to the Persian Gulf shelf, while the hydrocarbon resources near the Iranian
shore of the Caspian Sea are estimated as
quite modest. Meanwhile, being a part of
hydrocarbon and pipeline diplomacy
helps Iran overcome its international isolation and strengthen its geopolitical influence in the region which is important
for its foreign policy and foreign trade. At
the current juncture, Iran has little, if any
interest in expediting the development of
a new legal status of the Caspian Sea since

The uncertain legal
status of the Caspian
Sea seriously affects
construction of a
subsea pipeline from
Kazakhstan to Baku
and its subsequent tiein to the Baku-TbilisiCeyhan system, as well
as laying of a transCaspian gas pipeline to
deliver Turkmen gas to
Nabucco and the
Southern Corridor

for its companies. In addition, this country
has been insistently lobbying construction
of the trunklines for transporting Caspian
oil and gas to the global markets across its
territory. Control over the transit routes will
undoubtedly increase Turkey’s influence in
the Caucasus and Central Asia.
Besides, Turkey expects to solidify its position as the transit center for crude oil and
gas transportation to the EU. To help its case
in supporting beneficial projects Ankara often brings up the environmental aspects of
the tanker passage through the Turkish
Straits.
Ukraine and Georgia would not mind to
increase their transit engagement as well.
Bulgaria, Greece, Austria, Italy and the other EU countries while complying with the
EU energy policy have never stopped pursuing their own economic and political interests relating to the Caspian oil and gas transit, which are, to a certain extent, varying.

As for the consumers, the Caspian interests of the United States, as well as the EU
countries, Japan and China are related to
their energy strategies that aim to diversify
their external supply sources of energy resources, reduce their dependence on the
politically unstable Middle East, and create
an enabling foreign policy environment for
securing unrestricted access to the region’s
mineral resources.
All non-regional countries are intensifying their activities in the Caspian Region. Nearly all major international companies are important players in the Caspian game of oil and gas seeking, each in its
own way, to legalize their rights to participate in the production and transportation
of Caspian hydrocarbons without waiting
until the legal status and regime of the
Caspian Sea are formalized. These companies are forging various alliances and
coalitions for this purpose.
The major factors hampering Caspian oil
and gas projects implementation include
the uncertainty about the fragile recovery
from the global financial crisis, growing demand and, consequently, prices for hydrocarbons at the world markets. All of this
makes attracting investments a tough job.
The problem is that there is not enough
crude oil and gas to move via the BakuTbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline, Odessa-Brody
pipeline, Southern Corridor, Nabucco,
and White Stream. Conversely, neither the
Southern Stream nor the CPC have problems with filling their lines. The political
situation in and around Iraq effectively
cripples implementation of Nabucco and
Southern Corridor projects, while the ongoing tensions in Afghanistan and Pakistan as well as the strained relations between India and Pakistan hold back construction of a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan. The historically clouded relations between Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan
and Uzbekistan interfere with the Central
Asia-Center pipeline system refurbishment and construction of the Caspian
costal pipeline.
The uncertain legal status of the Caspian
Sea seriously affects construction of a subsea pipeline from Kazakhstan to Baku and
its subsequent tie-in to the Baku-TbilisiCeyhan system, as well as laying of a transCaspian gas pipeline to deliver Turkmen gas
to Nabucco and the Southern Corridor. Furthermore, absence of the convention on the
legal status of the Caspian Sea creates serious political risks in terms of attracting bigtime investors to development of the oil and
gas fields in the Caspian Sea. !
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ENERGY POLICY

WORKING FOR
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Oil of Russia magazine talks to Christoph Frei, Secretary General of the World
Energy Council

T

HE WORLD ENERGY
COUNCIL (WEC) is the
principal impartial network of leaders and
practitioners promoting
an affordable, stable and environmentally sensitive energy system for
the greatest benefit of all. Formed in
1923, WEC is the UN-accredited
global energy body, representing the
entire energy spectrum, with more
than 3000 member organizations located in over 90 countries and drawn
from governments, private and state
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corporations, academia, NGOs and
energy-related stakeholders. WEC
informs global, regional and national energy strategies by hosting highlevel events, publishing authoritative
studies and working through its extensive member network to facilitate
the energy policy dialogue.
Q: Mr. Frei, what do you think of the long-term
prospects of fossil-based energy sources in the global energy mix?
A: We are currently one year into our World
Energy Scenarios 2050 study which seeks
to address this type of question in much
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framework has contributed to this adoption
rate. With significant reduced gas prices,
mainly in North America, due to the development of the shale plays and the lower CO2
emissions produced in comparison to other
more conventional fossil fuels – mainly coal –
gas is increasingly seen as the short-term answer to meeting demand. It was significant to
see that following the Fukushima Daichii Nuclear plant accident, the market for Liquefied
Natural Gas registered an important rise.

VESNA LONGTON

Q: What can you say about the role of unconventional hydrocarbons in the years to come? How
would you comment on the environmental issues of
the shale gas production?
A: One of the biggest changes to the sector
has been the so-called “game changing” technologies of the oil sands in Canada, the extra heavy oil in Venezuela, new ultra-deep
pre-salt finds in Brazil and of course the shale
gas in the U.S., with more plays being identified across the world. The industry is also
preparing for a scale up of production in tight
oil and oil shale. Meanwhile, we have seen
that the rapid development of the shale gas
in North America have had a profound effect
on the tradition link between the price of oil
and gas and on an even further price decoupling of the three regional gas markets in
North America, Asia and Europe.

more detail than I am able to address in this
interview. This flagship study seeks to bring
together our extensive member network of
energy leaders and practitioners to assess
the potential implications of energy policies
on the global energy mix; however, what we
can see from the initial findings of the report is that fossil based energy sources will
continue to play an important role in our
energy mix.
Our Global Transport Scenarios 2050 report, the first part of the wider World Energy Scenarios 2050 project, which we presented at the World Petroleum Congress in
Doha at the end of last year has already identified that fuel demand for all transport could
increase by 30% to over 80% depending on

the type of policies adopted globally. With today 96% of transport fuels derived from oil,
representing 62% of global oil production,
this will have a significant impact on the future of the oil sector.
Furthermore, our latest Survey of Energy Resources report shows that, with unconventional oil and gas, the sector’s resources are three to four times higher than
proven reserves and will be available for
many decades to come based on current
production consumption.
Looking at the wider power sector, we
note that gas is being considered as an important transition fuel. The adoption of gas
to provide power has seen a rapid increase in
recent years. The lack of a clear climate

‘‘

With unconventional oil
and gas, the sector’s resources are three to four
times higher than proven reserves
and will be available for many
decades to come based on current
production consumption

The leading oil companies believe in the
economics of shale gas. Exxon, Total, Shell,
CNP, Reliance Industries and others have
bought significant stakes in shale gas resources in North America. The rate of ‘shale
gas globalization’ and its impact on the market in the near future will depend above all
on policies at the local and nation levels,
and on the public’s trust in just these, as
many countries are concerned with impacts
of hydro-fracking on important natural resources like water.
In general, European leaders indicate that
energy security is a great concern, but unlike
the U.S. they have yet to embrace shale gas as
a possible method to reduce that dependency. Although Poland has expressed concern
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about dependence on Russian
gas, it has issued nearly 25% of
the shale gas exploration permits
to Russian companies. Given that
Poland has a bifurcated permitting process (exploration and exploitation), it is yet to be seen
how much of their shale gas resources will be put into the hands
of Russian companies.
Development also differs
across the globe due the way in
which property and mineral
rights are managed at a national
level. In the U.S., individuals can
own the mineral rights for land
they own. In many parts of Asia,
Europe and South America this is
not the case. Therefore, legal issues remain obstacles in resource
exploitation across the globe.
Given the capital requirements to develop
shale basins where no infrastructure exists,
these legal issues are important to attract the
investment needed for exploration and exploitation. This means that it will take a long
time for the rest of the world to catch up with
the success of shale gas in the U.S.
The environmental issues facing shale
gas are largely those common to all petroleum production activities. The early exploration of the shale gas plays in the U.S.
experienced some negative impacts of the
type often associated with developing technologies. We now see that as the technology becomes more sophisticated and with
new regulations the type of environmental
issues highlighted in the film “Gasland” are
becoming thankfully very rare. A more significant impact of shale gas is the demands
the technologies have on the energy-water
nexus. This is becoming a potentially significant issue for the entire energy sector
and we are working with a range of organizations to assess the impact on the future
of energy production.
Q: The Fukushima disaster raised a new serious public concern for the dangers of nuclear industry.
Where does the WEC stand on the future of the nuclear energy use?
A: The conclusions from our World Energy
Perspective on Global Nuclear Energy study
show that the accident in Japan did not lead
to a significant retraction of nuclear programmes globally. Nevertheless, a significant outcome of the Fukushima accident is
the increased global concern about safety,
regulations and public acceptance. Internationally OECD countries account for more
than 80% of global nuclear generation ca62 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia
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Many of the technologies that are referred to
as alternative energies
are becoming mainstream in many
countries around the world

pacity, with the top-4 countries accounting
for 62% (USA: 104 reactors; France: 58 reactors; Japan: 54 reactors, Russia: 32 reactors). In each of the top-4 countries, nuclear
power accounts for approximately 20%,
74%, 30%, and 17% of total generation capacity respectively. With the exception of
Japan, none of these four countries have decided to exit nuclear following the events at
Fukushima. Indeed for the first time since
1978, the U.S. Nuclear Regulation Commission recently approved the construction of
two nuclear power reactors at Vogtle in
Georgia at an estimated cost of $14 billion.
However, the major demand for energy is
now coming from non-OECD countries with
most new nuclear power plants being constructed in developing countries (26 in China, 3 in South Korea , 10 in Russia and 7 in
India). These countries are building 39 nuclear plants out of the 63 nuclear power
plants currently being constructed worldwide. This represents over 65% of new nuclear power under construction. Of the BRIC
countries Brazil is a notable exception due to
fact that most of its electricity is generated by
hydropower and this in itself goes to show
that there are no “one size fits all” solutions.
What this does highlight is that cheap electricity that is not affected by fuel price volatility will always remain a strategic priority for

countries embarked on a trajectory of strong
economic growth.
It is therefore inevitable that as countries
seek to meet the increasing demand for energy, nuclear will continue to play a significant part of the energy mix. However, as we
look to develop and install the third and
fourth generation nuclear fleets we need to
ensure that there is strong governance so that
the nuclear sector is able to operate within a
clear and transparent framework. In the nuclear sector, safety cannot be used to provide
a competitive advantage.
It is interesting to note that major events,
such as the accident at Fukushima, have a major effect in raising the public’s interest in energy. This therefore increases the need for the
sector to provide clear and transparent information about the way we operate in addressing the emerging “energy democratisation.”
Q: The share of alternative energy in the global energy mix is slowly, but gradually growing. In your
view, can we expect some green energy technology breakthroughs in the near future?
A: Many of the technologies that are referred
to as alternative energies are becoming mainstream in many countries around the world.
We see increasing penetration of wind farms
and solar plants harnessing the natural resources as countries seek to address the Energy Trilemma. Solar in particular is beginning to become well established as technological advances increase the efficiency of the
process and reduce the production costs
making solar much more viable without the
need for subsidy. We also see with a country
like Iceland that a so called alternative energy source “Geothermal” has become the majority provider of primary energy for the
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country. However, with continued uncertainty over climate framework we see that
the very solutions that were believed to provide the way forward only a few years back
are now taxed with a greater deal of uncertainty. It is therefore becoming increasingly
difficult to identify those technologies which
will have a game changing effect. We certainly see a great deal of interest in the potential of algae based fuels and the dream of
nuclear fusion still holds great hope for the
future.
Nevertheless, the true challenge and potential is in the area of storage. Success in developing efficient storage solution would unlock possible innovations and technologies
that would truly change the game. In this respect initiatives such as the Skolkovo Innovation Centre could play a vital role in meeting this challenge and delivering a sustainable future of the energy sector for Russia
and for the rest of the world.
Q: Which countries, according to the WEC, adhere to
the most balanced, robust energy policy?
A: The World Energy Council undertakes an
annual “Energy Sustainability Index” which
ranks national energy policies in over 90
countries according to their performance in
the three dimensions of energy sustainability: energy security, social equity and environmental impact mitigation.. This unique
ranking examines over 60 data sets to provide a detailed analysis of energy and climate
policies and sets out their ability to provide
a stable, affordable and environmentally sensitive energy system. In this assessment we
have identified that Switzerland, Sweden
and France have been the most successful in
balancing the competing demands required
to address the Energy Trilemma.
As countries develop and economies mature, they make choices that tend to strengthen or trade-off one or two dimensions against
the third, the Energy Trilemma. It is interesting to note that having a high-energy resource endowment does not necessarily result in long-term energy security. National resources, wealth, and contextual performance
are not the dominating factors driving country energy-sustainability performance. When
it comes to policy implementation to support
energy sustainability, each country needs to
determine its unique trade-offs. Energy security can change quickly in the short-term
through minor policy adjustments, but longterm energy security can also be eroded by
the implications of strategic decisions, such
as over-reliance on energy commodities, lack
of diversification of energy assets, and lack of
energy autonomy.

Q: How would you rate the current Russian energy
policy? What recommendations could the WEC give
to the Russian Government concerning their state
energy strategy?
A: Our 2011 Energy Sustainability Index assesses Russia to be 23rd out of the 92 countries analyzed by our study group. Looking in
detail at the three aspects of the ranking,
Russia performs better in terms of energy security and social equity. This reflects the energy endowment that Russia enjoys. Therefore our assessment would suggest that Russia should focus additional resources into
balancing the environmental mitigation elements of its energy policy. Finding this balance is difficult and there are no “one size fits
all” solutions; however we see that for the
long term viability of a robust energy policy
a more balance approach will ultimately lead
to a more sustainable solution.
Having recently visited Russia I noted that
there are two areas that hold a true potential.
Russia’s gas sector has the scope to improve
its internal efficiency; this will enable the
country to make the most out of its precious
resources in natural gas. The second opportunity I could see lies within the vast hydropower potential of the country. Policies
that nurture investment in these areas could
create a significant impact on Russia’s competitiveness in the regional energy sector.
I also hope to be able to announce in a few
months that WEC will be hosting a World Energy Leaders’ Summit in St. Petersburg. A
World Energy Leaders’ Summit provides an
opportunity for the WEC’s energy leaders’
community to meet and exchange views on
critical and emerging issues facing the energy industry. After holding such important discussions in China, Brazil and now Istanbul,
we are in discussions with the Russian Energy Ministry to organize this high level gathering of energy leaders in Russia. Policy makers, Energy Ministers and industry leaders
have found such gatherings very helpful as
they look to identify the best approach to addressing the Energy Trilemma and I hope that
this event can help to support Russia as it
looks to develop its strategies for the future.
Q: The Economy-Energy-Environment Trilemma is
the focus of WEC’s attention.What, in your view, can
be effective steps to find a reasonable balance between energy consumption and environment protection?
A: It is estimated that globally energy demand
will rise by 40% over the next 20 years, primarily in developing countries. The drivers
include population growth, the enormous
on-going industrialization process, the continuing relocation of industrial production to

Asian countries, the expansion of transportation infrastructure, and the advancing
affluence of a currently small, but fast-growing middle class in those countries. Global investment in renewable energy in 2010 was a
record $211 billion, up 32% over 2009. However, much needs to be done in order to deal
with the trilemma of energy sustainability.
Our 2011 Assessment of country energy
and climate policies highlights the tremendous value of international dialogue in pursuing sustainable energy solutions. This is especially the case at this critical juncture in
global policymaking, when hard choices
have to be made and multiple benefits secured. Policymakers and industry must work
together to design and implement broadly
supported mechanisms to address energy
sustainability in the near and long term. As
our policy assessment work continues, WEC
will look to facilitate such interactions among
policymakers and the energy industry, aiming to deepen the current extensive exchange
of ideas on the national, regional, and international levels.
Managing demand will play as much a
role as managing supply. Energy Efficiency
is often seen as a “low hanging fruit on the
energy tree” but experience has shown that
the actual improvements often fall behind expectations. Policies need to be reviewed and
amended to promote energy efficiency improvements.
Losses in the upstream oil and gas are
amongst the highest in the energy value
chain. We are currently working on a study
looking at the ways to improve the efficiency in the oil and gas extraction chain. Initial
indications from our study show that there
is a significant potential for improving efficiencies by up to 20%.
Finally, the enduring objective to overcome
the Energy Trilemma provides the opportunity to have a long term view of a balanced energy strategy within a country. From a pure investment point of view, the Trilemma is increasingly being seen as a way to evaluate
risks. Investors will establish a county’s energy risk profile by assessing the balance between the three dimensions of the trilemma.
Imbalances in the trilemma can lead to opposition in one dimension, which eventually lead
to policy changes that can undermine projects. Therefore clear and transparent energy
policies that will at the same time justify the
necessary short term trade-offs between the
different dimensions and ensure a long term
balancing between social equity, energy security and environmental impact mitigation
will ultimately secure the highest degree of
investor confidence.
— Vladimir Rogov
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PERSPECTIVE

FOCUS ON
GLOBAL ENERGY
Oil of Russia magazine talks to Jorge Montepeque,
Platts’ Global Director of Markets Reporting

P

LATTS IS A LEADING GLOBAL PROVIDER OF ENERGY,
PETROCHEMICALS AND METALS INFORMATION, and a premier source of benchmark price assessments for those commodity markets. Platts publishes news, research, commentary,
market data and analysis, and more than 9,000 price assessments daily that are widely used as benchmarks in the physical and futures
markets. Its products and services include real-time news and price information; end-of-day market data; newsletters and reports; geospatial data
and maps; conferences; and a weekly television program broadcast in the
U.S. and online. Jorge Montepeque is responsible for overseeing Platts’
global price discovery, assessments processes and methodologies. Today
Mr. Montepeque, one of the most reputable experts in the world oil industry, shares his view on the immediate prospects for the energy markets.
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will make oil – which is denominated in U.S.
dollars – more expensive in the Euro zone.
Therefore, if there is no workable solution for
refinancing maturing financial debt, the economic situation could be further de-stabilized and that would pressure global oil consumption and prices. Turning to natural gas,
the fundamental outlook is bright in terms of
both demand and production. But the price
environment will remain challenging, as key
markets, such as the United States, appear to
be facing a gas supply bubble. For example,
in January, U.S. natural gas prices dropped
to below $2.50/mmbtu, the lowest in more
than ten years. This is in sharp contrast to historical norms, which traditionally see January prices at their highs due to the peak winter heating consumption period. Looking
longer term, consumption is expected to be
strong, as many nations favor natural gas inputs to others, for reasons of environmental
factors. Shale production is also a rising contributor to overall supply.
Q: How would you estimate the current impact of unrest in some of Middle East and NorthAfrica countries
on the hydrocarbon market?
A: The unrest in some of the Middle East
was keenly felt in 2011. And for a brief pe-

PHOTOXPRESS
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Q: Mr. Montepeque, what are your expectations for
the oil and gas demand in the near-term outlook?
A: The current instability in the financial markets is making the outlook for oil consumption and prices very challenging and this at
a time when demand for oil products in Europe appears poised to contract and fundamentals in the United States are bearish from
a supply standpoint. Not only are U.S. crude
oil inventories at a 17-year high, according to
a recent report by the American Petroleum
Institute, and U.S. petroleum demand at 15year lows in December, but U.S. crude production is on the rise, already at the highest
level in eight years. Further clouding the outlook is the decline in value of the Euro, which

The current instability in
the financial markets is
making the outlook for
oil consumption and prices very
challenging and this at a time when
demand for oil products in Europe
appears poised to contract and fundamentals in the United States are
bearish from a supply standpoint

riod during the so-called Arab Spring,
prices hovered near $120.00 per barrel.
This was due to the loss of roughly one million barrels of Libyan oil production, which
since then has rapidly come back on and is
naturally having the opposite price effect.
Uncertainty still abounds for the region.
Iran is facing ongoing commerce, financial
and political pressure from Western nations
in protest of its nuclear program. As such
tensions rise, the talk of a potential closure
of the Strait of Hormuz is ever present since
most of the Middle East’s oil production
flows through this vital artery. If the Strait
of Hormuz were to be shutdown, even
briefly, prices would most definitely spike.

Q: In your view, how volatile will the oil prices be in
the short term? What factors are likely to influence
world oil prices in 2012?
A: Oil is one of the most volatile commodities
because it is always reacting to commercial
and geopolitical pressures. And I think oil in
2012 could prove to be more volatile than in
other years. Commercially, the price outlook
looks somewhat bearish due to the European
debt problems and its impact on demand for
products from Asia. And on the supply side,
output is growing as Libya’s production returns and as output grows in other areas such
as Iraq and Brazil. Shale oil production in the
U.S. is also going to have an impact. But from
a geopolitical point of view, the market will
have to contend with the planned European
embargo against Iran and the talk of, or reality of, any closure of the Strait of Hormuz.
These opposing and varied factors are the ingredients for continued market volatility.
Q: The output of Brent oil is inevitably declining. Do
you expect that Brent crude will retain its position
as a global oil price benchmark in the long run?
A: Brent production has been declining for a
number of years. Meanwhile, however, the
usefulness of the Platts Dated Brent benchmark has increased significantly to where it
has become the premier global benchmark.
Important to its future is the fact that Brent, in
effect, is a “brand”, not only representing
Brent crude production but also Forties, Oseberg and Ekofisk. Furthermore, the market’s
recognition of other crude additions can’t be
ruled out. And Platts is contemplating adding
further grades of North Sea oils to its Brent
price assessment processes longer term, if
needed. Not only that, but in the very long
term the brand could have additions of crude
from other regions, in effect ‘internationalizing’ Dated Brent. A benchmark must evolve
with the marketplace it serves and as oil fields
mature Platts is continuously working with
the industry to maintain and enhance the
long-term integrity and viability of the benchmark. For instance, Platts amended its price
assessment process for Dated Brent on January 6, 2012 so that the date range reflected in
the assessment is 10-25 days forward, instead
of 10-21 days forward, a minor change to ensure the adaptation, evolution and usefulness
of the crude marker, and one which also potentially captures an additional 30% supply.
Q: What do you think of Urals and ESPO crude
prospects on the world markets?
A: Urals, a very large oil stream, is already a
benchmark and its spot price is keenly followed by many producers who sell similar
crude grades into Europe. Clearly, Urals has a
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role to play in price discovery and perhaps
some of the plans being contemplated to
move the oil to a storage place in Rotterdam
could help further grow its role. Regarding
ESPO, the new oil stream really impacted the
market, drawing close attention from the
Middle East, where for many years the sellers into Asia essentially faced no competition.
Now producers in the Middle East track ESPO, especially as it affects the arbitrage economics for the sour grades. Also noteworthy
is that fact that ESPO is exported from an area
that fortunately is facing neither political instability nor fears of free passage of ships. In
the long term, ESPO could play a very important role as a key price reference for delivered
prices into North Asia. Platts is closely watching ESPO and stands ready to launch additional Platts ESPO price assessments as the
market develops.
Q: What are main trends leading to the current crisis in the European refining? In your opinion, what
measures can help to overcome the crisis?
A: The ‘crisis’ in European refining is the result of a combination of factors including:
Long term policies aimed at reducing consumption of motor fuels and high sulfur fuel
oils in the Euro zone; high prices that have
discouraged demand; and, the impact of the
region’s ongoing economic troubles. As a result, consumption of liquid hydrocarbons is
down, refinery capacity exceeds demand and
operating margins have come under pressure,
causing some refineries to shut down, notably
in Europe and the Caribbean. As for the best
remedy? By definition, it would have to be
major pro-economic growth agendas in Europe and the U.S. But such looks unlikely, particularly in the U.S. now in an election year.
Q: Do you believe that the Fukushima incident would
have a profound effect on the energy industry?
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A: The nuclear incident in Fukushima had
profound effects not only inside Japan, but
around the world, in particular on LNG
prices which more than doubled following
the tsunami. In addition to the price rise, the
unexpected LNG demand triggered a rerouting of vessels. And over the medium
term, Japan could likely become more gas
dependent. Meanwhile, nuclear power’s im-

‘‘

Oil is one of the most
volatile commodities because it is always reacting to commercial and geopolitical
pressures. And I think oil in 2012
could prove to be more volatile than
in other years

age worldwide was severely dented and several countries announced their intention to
put on hold or phase out further nuclear
plant development. While such developments, in theory, are positive for the Russian
gas industry, the overall energy market is undergoing a huge spate of LNG and shale gas
development, causing supply to overtake
global demand and therefore, somewhat
muting the full net impact of Fukushima.
Q: How far can the world natural gas market
change if Europe and Asia have success in shale
gas production?
A: Under a widespread success scenario, the
natural gas market could change beyond
recognition. But remember, the gas market
has a tendency for feast or famine. Recall the
United States a few years ago, when experts,
fearing a gas supply famine, urged the building of facilities to accommodate major LNG

imports. Fast forward to today and the talk
is the reverse...to turn import facilities into
export facilities on the fact that there is a
large surplus of gas. In January, contrary to
seasonal tendencies for peaks in prices and
winter heating demand, the price of natural
gas instead fell to its lowest level in ten years
to less than $2.50/mmbtu. Why? The marketplace was feasting on plentiful supply.
Importantly, the rapid development of shale
gas in the United States was one of the key
supply drivers. While shale gas exists in
many locations beyond the U.S., newness of
technology and environmental concerns are
generating great caution, with some European countries banning exploration entirely. Pivotal to Europe’s future dependency on
Russian supplies will be the pace and degree
to which Europe develops its energy resources going forward. Meanwhile, Asia,
which also has gas-bearing shale areas, appears more ready than Europe to move more
aggressively ahead with shale and other development.
Q: What do you think of the global perspectives on
emissions trading?
A: Many governments have worked steadfastly to move ahead with various aspects of
carbon emissions, including the trading of
emissions certificates, but it’s clear most recently, that some are having second
thoughts. And this is creating headwinds for
the ratification of the Kyoto protocol. While
much of Europe remains committed, there
are notable pockets of pushback, such as aviation, for example, where major disagreements are emerging. In an environment
where emissions trading has failed to really
take off globally, it’s reasonable to expect that
an economic setback, such as the developing
issues with financial debt, could cool the
drive for carbon trading. — Vladimir Akramovsky
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CHEMICALS INDUSTRY

EUROPEAN CHEMISTRY:
COMPETITIVE VIA
INNOVATIONS
Oil of Russia magazine talks to Hubert Mandery, Director General
of the European Chemical Industry Council (Cefic)

T

HE EU CHEMICALS INDUSTRY is one of the
European Union’s most
international, competitive and successful industries, connected to a wide field of
processing and manufacturing activities. The output of the chemicals industry, which includes all 27 EU
member states, covers a wide range

of chemical products and supplies
virtually all sectors of the economy.
The industry is one of the main contributors to innovations in the 21st
century: it innovates in terms of its
own process efficiency and CO2 savings, but also in providing the technological backbone to exciting, hightech developments that shape human future.
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Q: Mr. Mandery, what do you see as Cefic’s main
missions today?
A: Cefic has three main missions. First, to advocate for framework conditions that foster
a sustainable chemicals industry in Europe.
Second, to help improve the European
chemical industry’s performance and reputation. And third, to continuously strengthen the sector’s credibility through an open
dialogue with stakeholders.
Cefic is a member-oriented and performance-driven organization that strives to be respected for the way it supports and represents the European chemical industry. It also
aims to be a unique center of expertise for its
members, helping them anticipate political
and societal trends. Cefic is regarded as a
trusted source of knowledge and expertise
for European policymakers and stakeholders.
Q: In your opinion, how large is petro- and gas
chemistry’s contribution to the European economy’s strength?

‘‘

A: Petrochemicals are the key building block
for the downstream chemical industry.
They are the decisive beginning of the chain
– from crude oil or natural gas to a full array of sophisticated chemicals, finally ending up in consumer products. Petrochemicals are essential building blocks for many
innovations, providing solutions to society’s
challenges such as energy, food and health
care. Petrochemical industries account for
370,000 direct employees and more than
700,000 people in related services!
The strength of the European chemicals
industry is the close integration of chemicals value chains through world-class clusters. They themselves are closely linked to
downstream manufacturing clusters that
form a formidable manufacturing network.
The petrochemicals industry accounts
for one fourth of chemical output, or roughly 0.25% of European gross domestic product. Adding plastics to the figure, the contribution would double it.
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The strength of the European chemicals industry
is the close integration of
chemicals value chains through
world-class clusters.They themselves
are closely linked to downstream
manufacturing clusters that form a
formidable manufacturing network
Q: What main challenges does the European chemical industry face today?
A: There are several challenges. Our three
strategic priorities to meet them are chemicals safety, competitiveness and sustainable
development.
Chemicals safety on the regulatory side,
which means compliance with pertinent
rules and legislation, frequently over-burdensome, to earn and maintain our license
to operate. It also means voluntary initiatives like Responsible Care, the global initiative of the chemical industry. Responsible Care helps continuously improve performance of chemicals industry technologies, processes and products over their life
cycles so as to avoid harm to people and the
environment.
Competitiveness is another key priority,
which means having the right framework
conditions in Europe that allow an innovative chemicals industry to prosper. This priority covers a broad range of policy areas,
such as innovation and research, intellectu-

al property rights, logistics, energy and feedstock, access to raw materials at competitive
prices, and a global level playing field for
trade and investment.
On the regulatory front, a smarter regulatory environment would help, i.e. a regulatory system that delivers the envisaged
goals with a minimum of bureaucracy. Europe is not good at that!
The European chemicals industry has developed a vision for a sustainable chemicals
industry by 2050. The chemicals industry
has to play a key role in ensuring that more
than nine billion people live well within the
resources of the planet. The strategy is to
gear all of its activities towards enabling a future where we have access to life’s necessities, to economic prosperity and to societal
progress. It will require quantum leaps in innovation from the chemicals sector through
investments and partnerships.
Our vision is for industry operations to
become fully sustainable and be a key enabler of a sustainable society through the
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benefits of our products and a world-class
workforce.
Q: In your view, what were the main objectives for
the development of the REACH legislation? Were
these objectives achieved so far and what is the current stage of implementation?
A: REACH’s main objective was to ensure a
high level of protection of human health and

competition of the European and Asian chemical
producers?
A: Currently, the bulk of chemicals investment
goes to Asia – where the growth is and where
the cheapest feedstock is. If you look at the
trade flows, the situation still looks good for
Europe as a location for our industry.
In 2010, the European Union exported
one-third of its production, which amount-

PROFILE

THE EUROPEAN CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY COUNCIL IN BRIEF

C

efic (Conseil Europeen des Federations de l'Industrie Chimique, which was created
in 1972, is the Brusselsbased organization repre-

senting the European
chemicals industry. It
comprises about 29,000
companies, including
small- and medium-sized
businesses. Cefic’s mem-

environment while enhancing competitiveness and innovation.
REACH is by far the most complex chemicals legislation in the world. The complexity of the system impacts all downstream
manufacturing sectors, not just the chemicals industry. This is increasingly recognized
by authorities and legislators. The European
chemicals industry wants to make REACH
work. Having said that, it is very costly and
burdensome, especially for small- and medium-sized companies.
So where do we stand today? We have
successfully managed the registration part of
the first phase and are now preparing for
phase two in 2013. The biggest challenge
will be the 2018 milestone, as all SMEs will
be impacted.
By the way, I fully understand concerns of
countries outside the European Union, who
consider REACH a non-tariff barrier to trade.
Q: The Asian markets are known for their low-cost
production. What can you say about the current

bers provide 1.2 million
jobs and account for 21%
of world chemicals production. The European
Chemical Industry Council actively promotes the
best possible economic,
social and environmental
conditions to maintain
and develop a chemical
industry in Europe. Cefic
represents its members
and interacts daily on
their behalf with international and EU institutions, non-governmental
organizations, the international media and other
stakeholders.

Q: Oil and gas are the main source of raw materials for the chemical industry nowadays. What are
the prospects of the use of renewable raw materials there?
A: Fossil raw materials will remain the most
important source of feedstock for the organic chemicals and polymers industry for
decades to come. Renewable raw materials
use is expected to increase to 15–20 per cent
by 2030. The growth in renewables use in
our industry is limited because industrial use
competes mainly with the food chain.
The European Union needs to develop an
integrated policy, stimulating a sustainable
European bio-based economy, covering the
full value chain. It all starts with agriculture
and this is a herculean task.
Looking decades ahead, to a time when
engineers and chemists have accomplished
technical photosynthesis, the differentiation
between fossil and bio-based raw materials
will become obsolete.

TheEuropeanUnionneeds
to develop an integrated
policy, stimulating a sustainableEuropeanbio-basedeconomy,
covering the full value chain

Q: Could you give us a brief mid-term prognosis for
the development of the world chemical industry?
A: The key driver for chemicals growth is
population growth, and more specifically
the percentage of population that reaches a
middle-class standard of living. Chemicals
demand is expected to double from €2.4 trillion today to €5 trillion in 2030 while the
global population will grow from 7 billion today to about 9 billion in 2050.
Asia will drive growth. We expect over 50%
of world demand growth to come from Asia.
Sustainability is the compass that will
guide society, politics and industry, in view
of the scarcity of our world’s resources and
the impact of 9 billion people by 2050. I am
confident that Europe will be the center for
sustainable chemistry and the next breakthroughs in the science of chemistry. More
growth with less resource consumption is
only possible with quantum leaps in innovation in chemistry and related sciences.

ed to €140 billion. This generated a trade
surplus of €47 billion, one of the highest surpluses of any industrial sector in the European Union. This trade surplus was with all
partners except China.
As to Russia’s competitive position, its
chemicals trade improved with the European Union. For example, when comparing
available data for calendar years 2009 and
2010, Russia benefited from an improvement in specialty chemicals trade. Looking
ahead, Europe won’t want to compete with
the Middle East on cheap feedstock, nor with
East Asia on labor cost. Europe’s only chance
is staying competitive via innovations.

Q: How do you see your relationship with the Russian chemical industry?
A: The relationship between Cefic and the
Russian chemical industry has progressed in
a very constructive way. Cefic and the Russian Chemists Union, or RCU, signed in 2007
a memo of understanding to increase cooperation. This year, and after accession of
Russia into the World Trade Organization,
the RCU will most probably join Cefic as an
associate member federation.
I think there is great promise for Cefic
and the RCU to find new opportunities for
deeper cooperation in technical, scientific
and economic areas. — Vladimir Akramovsky
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GREEN ENERGY

THE FIRST SMALL STEPS
TOWARD A GREAT FUTURE
Renewable energy is successfully used at LUKOIL filling stations

A

PAVEL BEZRUKIKH,
SENIOR MANAGER, DEPARTMENT
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGY
ASSETS AND PROJECT SUPPORT,
JSC LUKOIL
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S OF TODAY, THE
SHARE OF GREEN
ENERGY in primary
energy in Russia
amounts to about
2% and in electricity generation to
about 1% (without hydropower
plants). At the same time, the country has tremendous potential for renewable energy sources. It is reasonable to use this potential in implementing both major projects for
building grid power plants and also small projects for fulfilling local
tasks of supplying industrial facilities with energy or cutting the costs
of purchasing energy or fuel. For

LUKOIL, which has recently advanced markedly in implementing
major renewable energy projects,
the second line of business is also of
practical interest. In particular, the
Company’s filling stations in Russia
and abroad are implementing renewable energy projects.
INITIAL SOLAR ENERGY
PROJECTS
LUKOIL made the first practical step in the
renewable energy sector in 2007, when a
special subdivision was set up to develop
this line of business. Since then, quite a lot
has been achieved. A subsidiary company,
LUKOIL-Ecoenergo, has been founded to
manage four hydropower plants in the
Russian Federation with an aggregate ca-

TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

LUKOIL (X2)

calculations. In parallel, to cut energy expenditures, LUKOIL Group companies in various regions have begun using renewable energy sources to cover their own needs. The
first projects date back to 2009, when photovoltaic power systems were set up at three
LUKOIL filling stations in Serbia and Russia.
In Serbia, a 4 kW PV system was installed
at a filling station located 25 km to the
west of Belgrade on the highway close to
Dobanovci. Another PV system of similar design and capacity was set up at LUKOIL’s filling station 18 km to the west of Belgrade on
the highway in the vicinity of Belgrade Nikola Tesla Airport. These two projects piloted
the use of renewable energy at filling stations in Serbia. Moreover, design and installation works were carried out by Serbian
companies. Photovoltaic power plants cur-

pacity of 295.3 MW and
implement renewable energy projects. In the area
of wind and solar energy,
LUKOIL plans active entry
on to foreign markets. In
2011, a 1.25 MW photovoltaic power plant
(PVPP) was built in Bulgaria. Together with ERG,
a joint venture, LUKErgRenew, has been established in 2011 , it acquired
a 40 MW windpower
plant in Bulgaria.
In Russia, on the other
hand, in view of the lack of
government incentives to
green energy, the Company is so far only weighing
up options and making

To cut energy expenditures, LUKOIL Group
companies in various
regions have begun
using renewable
energy sources to
cover their own
needs. The first
projects date back to
2009, when photovoltaic power systems
were set up at three
LUKOIL filling stations
in Serbia and Russia

modules that, if illuminated on the rear side,
can bring the capacity up to 60% of the peak
value. According to the project, the PV system is to provide up to a third of the electricity required by the filling station. Analysis of
measurements since operation has launched
shows that the PV system is working reliably
and its operating capacity meets the design
parameters.
Solar collectors are the simplest and most
effective method for utilizing solar energy.
This principle was applied in the pilot project of LUKOIL-Perm, the leading oil producer in the Perm Territory. In October 2010, a
project was implemented here for using solar collectors. The collectors, manufactured
by the German company Buderus, were installed on the roof of the administrative
building of the booster pump station in the

A 4 KW PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE at LUKOIL’s filling station in Dobanovci (Serbia)

rently supply filling stations with
electricity, thus reducing the
amount taken from the grid. The
plan is that, after obtaining relevant permits, photovoltaic power plants will feed all electricity
into the grid, which will be paid
for at a special feed-in tariff.
Launch of a similar project in
Russia was a truly landmark
event. In September 2009,
LUKOIL started up the first filling
station in Russia equipped with a
photovoltaic unit designed in the
country. Photovoltaic modules
with an aggregate capacity of 10
kW were installed at this filling
station located at Krasnaya
Polyana (Krasnodar Territory).
This project is distinguished by
use of bifacial, Russian-made

village of Kueda (Perm Territory) for the
purpose of hot water supply. Later, on the
basis of operating results, the system was
adjusted by changing the collector tilt.
During 2011, monitoring confirmed not
only the efficiency of such systems in regions that are traditionally considered far
from sunny but also the possibility of their
effective use. The system of solar collectors
allows electricity consumption to be reduced by 30% or even 50% a year. Moreover, during the summer season (about 3
months), electric water heating was virtually not needed at all in the building.
In February 2012, JSC LUKOIL-Uralnefteproduct implemented a solar collector
project at a filling station in Orenburg. For
the purposes of heating and hot water supply at the filling station, just one solar collector was installed with a surface area of
2.84 m2 and a heating capacity of 1500 W.
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diesel generators that are presently in use.
Similar wind energy conversion systems are
currently being considered for use at isolated and remote facilities where electricity is
supplied by diesel generators and having to
bring in the fuel makes the cost of the electricity very high.

The control check on collector performance
conducted at the end of February this year
showed that, while the ambient air temperature was –16oС, the temperature of the heat
carrier on exit from the collector was +53oС.
During the check, the electric heating boiler was turned off and the heating was performed solely by the solar collector. The
heating system’s operation will be regularly
monitored by the staff of the filling station.
Even so, it may already be stated that use of
the solar collector during the winter, at negative ambient air temperatures, is both possible and effective for heating purposes.
Moreover, according to preliminary efficiency estimates, such systems will pay back in
about three years, which is very encouraging
and opens up prospects for their use at many
of the Company’s facilities.

POSSIBILITIES
FOR LOW-POTENTIAL HEAT

WIND ENERGY PROJECTS
At the same time, work is under way at
LUKOIL filling stations on projects to build
small capacity wind turbines. The first such
project was installation of a 37 kW wind turbine at a filling station in the Republic of
Bashkortostan.
In January 2012, pilot testing was
launched of an 18-meter-high windfarm at
a filling station on the Ufa-Birsk highway, in
the vicinity of Udelno-Duvaney. The windfarm is equipped with a self-lifting mechanism, so no crane is needed for its installation and servicing.
In addition, a powerful storage battery
has been installed here, allowing the filling
station to be supplied with electricity when
the wind is too weak or absent. Separate
premises house an invertor and a control
and monitoring system. Two operating
modes are envisaged: if there is sufficient
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Work is under way
at LUKOIL filling
stations on projects to build small
capacity wind
turbines. The first
such project was
installation of a 37
kW wind turbine
at a filling station
in the Republic of
Bashkortostan

AN 18-METER-HIGH WINDFARM (37kW) at one of
LUKOIL’s filling stations in the Republic of Bashkortostan

wind energy and the storage batteries are
charged, the filling station is disconnected
from the grid and goes over to autonomous
supply from the windfarms and the storage
batteries; otherwise, the filling station is
supplied from the grid. Any renewable energy system works efficiently if power consumption is optimized, so, for this purpose,
energy-saving lighting and heating systems
have been installed at the filling station.
Such a windfarm is, in essence, a reserve
power supply source, i.e. it makes it possible, in the absence of a network and wind,
to supply the filling station with electricity
for several hours and give up the standby

The LUKOIL Group companies have already
gathered positive experience of using lowpotential sources of thermal energy. Heat
pumps are used to supply heat and air-conditioning for several production facilities.
There is virtually no geographical limit to
use of heat pumps, since ground, water and
the air may be used as the low-potential heat
source, as well as secondary heat resources
arising as a result of human activity.
Heating systems based on such pumps
are efficient, do not produce any harmful
emissions, are distinguished by a high degree of safety and reliability, have a long
service-life (15–20 years), are subject to automatic control and do not require high operating expenditures. The main effect from
using heat pumps is 3 to 7 kW of thermal
energy per 1 kW of electricity used.
Filling stations are the most promising
facilities for installation of heat pumps. The
fact is that use of gas-fired heating at filling
stations is prohibited for fire safety and explosion safety reasons, whereas central
heating is often inaccessible owing to the
distances involved, so electric heating is
used despite its constantly rising price due
to growth of tariffs.
LUKOIL’s first heat pump project was implemented in Latvia in May 2010 by LUKOIL
Baltija R. During construction of a filling sta-

TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

tion on the Riga–Broceni highway, a 12 kW
heat pump system produced by the Swedish
firm NIBE was installed. The heated area is
153 m2. The pump is used to supply heat to
the control room building, heat water and
cool the air in the retail hall. A vertical
ground collector was used for the project.
The same year, a second project was implemented, this time in Russia. In December 2010, a filling station with its own heat
pump-based heating and air-conditioning
system was started up in the Nizhny Novgorod Region. At the filling station, which
belongs to LUKOIL-Volganefteproduct, a
German Stiebel Eltron WPF32 heat pump
with a capacity of 32 kW was installed. The
heated area of the control room is 390 m2.
Since there was a considerable area available adjacent to the filling station building,

mum temperatures for the Krasnodar Territory (–10…–15oС). It may already be concluded that the air-to-water heat pump system is able to maintain a comfortable indoor
temperature, is effective and economical.
In March 2011, LUKOIL-Uralnefteproduct implemented a project based on a geothermal heat pump at filling station No. 92
in the village of Anberdino, Iglinsky District,
Republic of Bashkortostan. In heating
mode, the pump consumes 5.0 kW of electricity to provide a cooling power of 15.5
kW and a heating power of 19 kW. A 20%
solution of ethylene glycol is used as the
heat carrier. To collect the low-temperature
thermal energy from the earth, a horizontal, double loop geothermal collector is
used, covering an area of 1200 m2 at a
depth of about 4 m in the pit for the fuel

No. 95, one with an area of 1000 m2 located beneath the tanks at a depth of 4.3 m,
and the second with an area of 400 m2 beneath the control room building at a depth
of 1.8 m. Overall, the payback period for
such projects is expected to be 5 to 6 years.
Certain conclusions may already be
made on the basis of the experience gained
in using heat pumps made by different manufacturers. Above all, heat pumps should be
installed at filling stations either under construction or complete modernization, since
it is very difficult to install them in existing
systems. A heat pump is an integral part of
the heating and air-conditioning system, in
which unified control and personnel training should be envisaged. To increase the efficiency of heat pumps, air-conditioning
should be used in passive mode, that is, the

LUKOIL INSTALLED a number of heat pumps (left and right) and solar collectors (center) for the purposes of heating at some filling stations

it was decided to use a horireservoirs, this reducing the
zontal ground collector, reearth works required during
The LUKOIL Group
quiring a 100 х 15 m pit to a
construction of the filling
companies have
depth of about 3 m.
station. The area of the heatMonitoring of the heat
ed control room is 125 m2.
already gathered
pump’s operation since it was
During the 2011–2012 wininstalled has confirmed the positive experience
ter period, at stable low negplanned electricity bill savative ambient temperatures
ings. Analysis of the heat of using low-poten(–15…–28oС), the heat
pump’s performance at low tial sources of
pump worked normally, with
temperatures (–25 to –30oС)
its efficiency ratio varying
thermal energy
showed its high efficiency.
from 3.5 to 5.3.
In December 2011, anothIn July 2011, a project was
implemented at a LUKOIL-Yugnefteproduct er heat pump was installed by LUKOIL-Uralfilling station 20 km from Anapa for a heat- nefteproduct at filling station No. 95, loing and air-conditioning system based on a cated at km 111 on the Ufa-Orenburg highStiebel Eltron air-to-water heat pump with a way in the Republic of Bashkortostan. The
capacity of 14.8 kW. From November 2011 to area of the filling station building (the heatthe end of January 2012, the system was op- ed zone) is 125 m2. The heating system,
erating at positive ambient air temperatures based on a geothermal heat pump, is simi(5–7oС). The heated area was 102 m2. At the lar to that at filling station No.92. For the
end of January, for a week, the heat pumps purpose of increasing reliability two geotdemonstrated their performance at mini- hermal collectors are used at filling station

excess heat from the premises is released directly into the ground collector, without using a compressor, this substantially reducing cooling costs in the summer compared
to traditional air-conditioning systems. Finally, in order to avoid heat transportation
losses, the pump should be situated as close
as possible to the heating system, i.e., directly within the filling station, so additional premises should be envisaged at the
design stage. All of this raises operating efficiency and reduces the payback period of
the heat pump. The results obtained
demonstrate that use of heat pumps is highly promising, so they are planned for new
projects for filling stations and tank farms
of the LUKOIL Group.
In general, it may be stated that, in Russia, with its huge territory and tremendous
resources, renewable energy can already be
used effectively. Yet, for full-scale creation
and development of new sectors, a government support system is needed. !
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EDUCATION

IN THE HEART
OF PERM OIL SCIENCE
The Perm National Research Polytechnic University is known as “a cradle
of engineers” for the Russian oil and gas industry
STANISLAV SLYUSAREV

HALF CENTURY OF FRIENDSHIP

URING THEIR TWENTY YEARS in the industry LUKOIL managed to establish its
own well-tuned and
efficient corporate personnel training system, which is entirely dedicated to the oil business needs. The cooperation between oilmen and the
major educational institutions is the
prime mover of this whole process. In
Western Ural such cooperation can
be illustrated by the relationship between the local LUKOIL’s subsidiaries
and The Perm National Research
Polytechnic University (PNRPU).

The Perm oilmen and the lead technical university of the region have been good neighbors for over half a century now. Since its
very inception the University has been dutifully and diligently preparing personnel for
the national oil industry, and currently more
than a half of the engineers of the LUKOIL
subsidiaries in Perm region are the alumni
thereof. Furthermore, if you take a cursory
look at the list of all PNRPU graduates you
would find the names of many current top
managers of the Russian and foreign oil and
gas production and processing companies.
Quite often the connection survives the
graduation. The University professors are
retained to deliver lectures in the training
centers of the oil companies and invited to
see how the latest technological solutions
are used at the real facilities. Many LUKOIL’s
specialists receive additional education at
the specialty departments of the University.

D
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In 1990s when the Russian higher education system was going through the rough
patch LUKOIL was the first who offer hand
to the Perm Polytechnic University. The University and Company wasted no time in executing a special agreement on cooperation,
and in 2004 the Oil and Gas Institute was established to comprise six chairs of Mining/Oil Department and three chairs of
Chemical Engineering Department. The primary task of the said Institute was to prepare
highly qualified personnel for LUKOIL. Towards this end the Institute currently runs
postgraduate and doctorate departments
and hosts extensive scientific and research
activities. Several years ago the Institute saw
a gala opening of the geological museum,
which display includes hundreds of minerals and rocks, samples of nearly all subsoil
resources ever discovered at the territory of
ex-USSR. The centerpiece of this model exposition created with the huge support from

MIKHAIL ZAGULYAEV
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LUKOIL is a training room fitted with the
modern video equipment. This room is used
for geology lectures and practical sessions.
All these years Company has been helping
University improve its infrastructure: the
classrooms and laboratories got renovated
and retrofitted, new equipment and instruments were purchased. For instance, thanks
to the funds disbursed via the LUKOIL’s Charity Foundation the University now has the oil
and oil products properties research laboratory, a multifunctional well inspection simulator, a laboratory of metrology, technical
measurements and information/measurement systems, scientific/production center of
geomechanical and mine survey. Last year
the Company helped to purchase a tomographic scanner for bore samples examination, and this year it means to co-finance purchasing an expensive German unit for testing
of hydrocatalytic cracking catalysts without
outsourcing this work to foreign companies.

SCIENCE AT THE OIL INDUSTRY
SERVICE
The cooperation with the oil companies can
be illustrated by several knowledge-intensive projects aimed at performance improvement. For instance, the Mining/Oil
Department that prepares oil production engineers was retained to develop new types
of engines for stripper wells and looked into the field equipment optimization options.
LUKOIL has been successfully using the special drilling and backfilling mud to reliable
isolate its wells from water-bearing horizons
in the course of oil production from under-

MANY LUKOIL’S SPECIALISTS receive additional education at the specialty departments
of the University
VAGIT ALEKPEROV, President of LUKOIL, among the students during the “Days of LUKOIL in PRNPU”

a new technology for joint refining of Perm and Western Siberian
crude oils, know-how for selective refining of oil fractions, production of alcylebenzene and
compounds for trolly oil/paraffin
sediments destruction, and
helped resolve many minor
process issues at LUKOIL-Permneftegazpererabotka.
Total value of R&D contracts
executed between the University
and various LUKOIL subsidiaries
both in Russia and abroad exceeded $3 million in 2011. And
the Perm scientists can do better
than that. For instance, one of the
Polytechnic University’s chairs is
currently
working on an imporALEXANDER LEYFRID, General Director of LUKOIL-PERM, with
tant project of a satellite equipa graduate at the ceremony of inauguration of LUKOIL’s young specialists
ment installation on the offshore
neath the unique Verkhnekamsky potassi- platform at the LUKOIL-owned Yury Korchaum and magnesium field.
gin oil field in the Caspian Sea. This particuChemical Engineering Department, which lar example (and many others) clearly
graduates are sought after by refineries and demonstrates that cooperation between the
gas processing plants, for over two decades higher education institutions and corporahas been working to improve the qualities of tions could be mutually beneficial and that
the binding materials produced by LUKOIL- groundwork for a constructive dialogue bePermnefteorgsintez. The Department devised tween scientists and practitioners has been
successfully laid.
In November 2009, PNRPU, along with
11
other Russian Universities, was granted
Each year fifteen hundred students
“National Research University” status. And
prepare their graduation papers
the oilmen had a part in it too. LUKOIL acted as a strategic partner of the organizabased on the topics suggested by
tional changes and fulfilled its obligations
the Company subsidiaries
by complying with one of the mandatory reOil of Russia | No 2, 2012 75
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quirements posed by the Government – provide co-financing of the future scientific
center development. As a result, PNRPU’s
innovative/education program started receiving financial support from the national
budget (the University’s annual grant
amounts to the equivalent of $16 million),
while the Company benefited by getting
better access to the University’s scientific
potential.

ty hosts two popular contests: the first one is
called “Starting career with LUKOIL” and the
second is the Best Young Professor Award.
Winners are given prizes and rewards.
“Each production process has its specifics
and it is impossible to cover all the subtleties in
one, even the best, University” – believes Anatoly Tashkinov, Rector of PNRPU. “We give our
students basic knowledge and teach how to use

Truth be told, becoming a student the oil industry-related
chair of the University does not
necessarily guarantee successful
career. It is imperative that during his/her years in the University a prospective candidate to oil
engineers expand its initial
knowledge, learn how to be
proactive and accomplish goals.
And again LUKOIL lends helping
hand to students. Company has
been fostering its future engineers since their first day in the
University. The best students of
the Mining/Oil and Chemical
Engineering Departments are
paid special scholarship and
awarded grants from the LUKOIL
Charity Foundation and the
Company’s subsidiaries operating in Perm Territory. The similar financial
support is provided to the most promising
young professors – they receive two-year
grants that help them focus on science without thinking how to make a living. And it
works – the grant-holders are able to both accomplish scientific/practical goals and defend their candidate dissertations.
It has become a good tradition for the General Directors of the LUKOIL’s subsidiaries to
run business-classes for the students of the
University. During these sessions the top
managers deliver lectures on the corporate
development strategy and tell the students
about the social and HR policy of the leading
regional companies. In the meantime the seasoned and experienced oilmen talk to the future engineers at the same language and answer any questions. Vagit Alekperov, President of LUKOIL (who is also a PNRPU’s Honorary Professor), has already participated in
such events three times.
For many years the LUKOIL’s subsidiaries
operating in the Kama River region have
been implementing the comprehensive program called “Days of LUKOIL in PNRPU”.
Under this project each spring the Universi76 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia
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NEW HORIZONS
OF COOPERATION

finery engineers but also construction engineers, mechanical engineers, economists, PR
specialists. The first-hand experience they gain
always comes in handy when it comes to term
and graduation papers, as well as technical
contests and scientific conferences. The PNRPU students and post-graduate students take a
very active part in the corporate contests for
the best research and development project
among the young scientists and
specialists arranged and hosted by
LUKOIL, LUKOIL-PERM, LUKOILPermnefteorgsintez and LUKOILEngineering. Each year fifteen
hundred students prepare their
graduation papers based on the
topics suggested by the Company
subsidiaries. It should be noted
that the Graduation Paper Review
Boards include both University
professors and the specialists and
managers of the oil/gas production, transportation and refining
companies.
“We never look back and each
year try to advance our cooperation with PNRPU” – says Alexander Leyfrid, Representative of
LUKOIL President in Perm Territory, General Director of LUKOILPERM. “Qualified young specialists are the Company’s passport to
success. That is exactly why our
Company is interested in hiring
highly qualified young specialists who are prepared to face any challenge. Every year the
LUKOIL subsidiaries employ about 80 graduates of the Perm University. And we are quite
confident that all of them are going to make
highly qualified specialists”.
By the way, Russians are not the only
alumni of PNRPU. Under the Agreement between LUKOIL and the Iraqi Ministry of Oil
95 specialists from this Middle East country
received a professional training in the Perm
Alma Mater. The Chemical Engineering Department prepares young specialists for the
refineries in Romania and Bulgaria. At the
Company’s request the Polytechnic University has recently established contacts with
the Ploesti Oil and Gas University who became the LUKOIL’s partner in the field of education in Romania. After exchanging visits
and weighing opportunities the Universities’
management agreed that both organizations
could benefit from the cooperation. In the
very near future the Universities are launching joint scientific projects led by students,
post-graduate students and professors. Obviously the relations between PNRPU and
the oil industry literally have no borders. !

it in practice. LUKOIL has been of the great help
with the latter. The Company supports the University development, encourages students to
seek good employment and gives professors and
post-graduate students scientific challenges to

It has become a good tradition for
the General Directors of the
LUKOIL’s subsidiaries to run business-classes for the students of the
University
pursue. We are honored and pleased to prepare
specialists for a world-renowned company,
which is extremely discerning when it comes to
personnel selection. Cooperation with LUKOIL
also helps us breed technical intellectuals who
are expected to help our country switch from
raw-material economy to innovations-based
development strategy”.
Every year about 400 students of the University are sent off to apprentice with the
LUKOIL subsidiaries in Perm Territory. Their
majors include not only oil production and re-
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EXHIBITION

The 200th anniversary
of the great victory
LUKOIL acted as the general partner of the historical exposition dedicated
to the 200th anniversary of the Patriotic War of 1812

T

HE STATE CENTRAL
MUSEUM OF THE CONTEMPORARY HISTORY
OF RUSSIA hosted, with
the financial support of
LUKOIL, the exposition called “Russia’s Faithful Sons. To the 200th Anniversary of the Patriotic War of
1812,” which took place in Moscow
from February 21 to March 25, 2012.
The exposition displayed many memorial items of the military history
of Europe in the first third of the
19th century: Russian and French
weapons, uniforms, colors and decorations of the Patriotic War of 1812.
The exposition also included many
pieces of fine arts, engravings, caricatures, maps and other rarities.

This year Russia celebrates a lot of “historical anniversaries,” including the 1150th anniversary of Russia’s statehood, the 400th
anniversary of the Polish invaders’ expulsion from Moscow by the Russian militia
lead by Minin and Pozharsky, the 200th anniversary of the Russian settlement at Fort
Ross, California, the 200th anniversary of
the Patriotic War of 1812 and the Borodino
battle. For this reason and on the initiative
of the leading Russian historians and the
Russian government 2012 was officially
pronounced the Year of Russian History.
Major Russian museums have used this opportunity to draw the public’s attention to
both Russian history and Russia’s role in world
history. One of such expositions was staged in
the State Central Museum of the Contemporary History of Russia. This exposition, “Russia’s Faithful Sons. To the 200th Anniversary
of the Patriotic War of 1812,” was organized
jointly by the Borodino Open-Air History Museum, the Department of Written Sources and

“COURAGE OF GENERAL NIKOLAY RAEVSKY’ S SOLDIERS IN THE BATTLE OF SALTANOVKA
ON JULY 11, 1812”. Oil painting by Nikolay Samokish (1912)

Rare Books of the Scientific Library of Moscow
State University, the State Film Archive of Russia, the military history organizations and several major Moscow collectors.
The exposition covered the period from the
invasion of a 640,000-strong army of Emperor Napoleon into Russia (1812) till Europe’s
liberation by Russian troops in 1813-1814.
The exposition display included the unique
military items of the early 19th century: flags,
weapons and firearms, decorations, authentic
Russian and French uniforms.
One of the exposition centerpieces were
sketches and water-color drawings by GeorgeEmmanuel Opitz (1775–1841), an artist from
Prague, showing the Russian Cossaks’ stay in
Paris, as well as the caricatures by Ivan
Terebenev, the author of a dozen nationally
acclaimed satiric pictures about the Russian
campaign of 1812 that heaped scorn on
Napoleon’s policy and his defeat in Russia. Also displayed were sculptures of Napoleon (by
Antoine-Louis Barye) and Alexander I (by

Jacques-Dominique Rachette), paintings and
engravings by George Dawe who created portraits of many war heroes, a series of engravings by Count Alexander Dmitriev-Mamontov,
who was a general and military painter, as
well as many other rare items of high historical value, for instance souvenirs and memorabilia that were prolifically produced in 1912
when Russia celebrated the 100th anniversary
of this victory but now in very scarce supply.
This is not the first milestone historical
exposition hosted by the Museum with the
financial support of LUKOIL. Earlier the
Company helped organize the following expositions: “Russian Oil: Traditions and Present Day” (2006), “V.G. Shukhov, the First
Russian Engineer” (2008), “The Nobel Dynasty for Russia” (2009), “From the GOELRO Plan to 21st Century Innovations,” “N.K.
Baybakov. The Way of the Statesman,” “The
Space Era,” “P.A. Stolypin. Living for the
Good of the Motherland,” and “The Golden
Ages of Italian Laces” (2011). !
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EVENT

The imperial
gardens are
waiting for art
connoisseurs
Russian Museum with the financial
support of LUKOIL, the 5th St. Petersburg
International Festival of Garden Art
“The Imperial Gardens of Russia” will be
held on June, 8–7, 2012

SERGEY NENASHEV

T

HE 5TH ST. PETERSBURG INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF GARDEN ART, “The Imperial Gardens of Russia,” will coincide with
the 1,150th anniversary of the beginning of
the Russian nation to be celebrated on June,
12, which is why it is called “Where the Homeland Begins…” The festival’s focal point will be the exhibit of compositions by landscape designers in Mikhailovsky Gardens, which is adjacent to the main building of the Russian Museum in the center of St. Petersburg. Master classes for adults and children will also be held there, as well
as chamber and symphony orchestra performances. Anna
Tsvetkova, director of the Palace Restoration Foundation
and project supervisor, tells the Oil of Russia magazine
about the idea for the current festival scheduled for June,
8–7, as well as the history of the previous ones.
EXPANSE FOR CREATIVITY
Each festival has its own special theme, as expressed in its title:
“French Garden on the Banks of the Neva;” “Labyrinth, Decoration,
and Symbol;” “Italian Midday.” Karl Bryullov’s famous painting
“Italian Midday” from the museum’s collection prompted the idea
for the exhibition last year. The Italian theme was particularly relevant because the Year of Italy was being held in Russia at the time.
This year’s festival, as the project supervisor notes, gives the participants an opportunity to reveal their vision of the country’s history through the media of landscape art. The suggested themes
provide an expanse for creativity: from “Pagan Temples” to
“Monastery Gardens” and from “Imperial Residences” to “Garden
Art of the Soviet Period.” There is also a section named after a line
78 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

from Alexander Pushkin’s famous poem, The Bronze Horseman,
“Ay, ships of every flag shall come.” Compositions on European gardens motifs will also be represented here.
Director of the Russian Museum Vladimir Gusev is author of the
festival themes. A man of unconventional thinking, he is always
looking for ways to expand the display area, although today the
Russian Museum, the largest collection of Russian art in the world,
comprises a complex of five palace ensembles of St. Petersburg.
For example, Gusev is actively promoting the creation of information and educational centers called “Russian Museum: Virtual
Branch.” Already several dozen cities in the country and the near
abroad, as well as ocean-going ships, have free access to the electronic and digital materials of the museum’s collection. At the beginning of this year, researchers of the Russian scientific station in
the Antarctic also gained access.
Three summers ago, advertising billboards of city format (1x2
m) displayed the masterpieces of the Russian Museum in St. Petersburg and Moscow. The public could visit an interactive website to find out about the canvases displayed and draw up their own
excursion route through the cities. The organizers of the street exhibition were interested in drawing visitors to the museum.

RUSSIAN MUSEUM (X5)
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The garden art festivals also ultimately pursue the same goal, emphasized Mr. Gusev. When he first voiced the idea of holding them,
his colleagues did not quite know what to think. Today the celebration, the only one of its kind in Russia, is one of the trademarks of
the spring and summer season in St. Petersburg. At the beginning of
the year, the Russian Museum instituted a new position – “head garden custodian” (along the lines of the museum collection custodians).

FROM FESTIVAL GARDEN TO MUSEUM
The festival is not held at any specific time. In different years, it was
scheduled to coincide with May 27, City Day, and with June 12 (Day
of Russia). There are many factors determining the day it opens –
from the capricious St. Petersburg weather to the dates set for meetings of international landscape designers.
“We try to ensure that our celebration does not interfere with any
meetings so that world renowned experts can come and visit,” says
Anna Tsvetkova. «This year we kept in mind that the European Congress of Landscape Specialists will be held at the beginning of June
in St. Petersburg, which will then give them the opportunity to
come to the festival.

The exhibition used to be held
as a competition. International
experts served on the jury. This
year, the organizers decided to
forgo the competition aspect. The
exhibition’s theme – an image of
the Homeland expressed in the
language of landscape art – is not
compatible with a contest.
There will be no entry fee this
year. Sponsor contributions will
cover the expenses. And the expenses are considerable, since
the exhibition area is a park – a
cultural monument, with strict
regulations for setting up exhibits. Incidentally, LUKOIL, as a member society of the Friends of
the Russian Museum International Society, has been supporting this
and other projects of the Russian Museum for many years now.
Even though there is no competition, the organizers are still interested in what specialists and the public think about the compositions exhibited. Special attention will be given to carrying out
opinion polls. In Europe, it is the viewers who determine the winners of such exhibition competitions. The organizers of the St. Petersburg festival may decide to use a similar system in the future.
The people of St. Petersburg’s interest in the exhibition is literally growing before our very eyes. Last year, there were lines of
queues at the park entrances on the weekend – whole families came
to visit the exhibition.
“We can see how appreciation of the exhibits is growing from talking to visitors and from the questions they ask the specialists: they are
not only attracted by the visual aspect, they are beginning to understand that landscape architecture is a special type of art with its own
language,” says Anna Tsvetkova. “This means that our festival is performing an educational function. And it is only one step from this kind
of garden festival to the museum.” !
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MILESTONES OF HISTORY

SIGNIFICANT EVENT

OIL SETS THE TONE
AT THE ALL-RUSSIAN
EXHIBITION OF 1882
In 1882, the Russian oil industry demonstrated its immense potential
for further growth at the All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition in Moscow

ALEXANDER MATVEICHUK,
PH.D. (HISTORY), MEMBER
OF THE RUSSIAN ACADEMY
OF NATURAL SCIENCES

T

HE 15TH ALL-RUSSIAN INDUSTRIAL ART
EXHIBITION held in
May–September 1882 in
Moscow was a significant event in Russian history. It afforded a visual panorama of the significant achievements of Russian industry, agriculture, science, culture,
and national education over the twenty years of Emperor Alexander II’s
great reforms in Russia after 1861.
The leading Russian oil companies occupied a dignified place at the exhibition, the dynamic activity of which
provided Russian consumers with a
stable supply of high-quality petroleum products and ousted American
kerosene from the domestic market.
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FIRST RESULTS
OF THE GREAT REFORMS
The accelerated growth of the Russian national economy in the second half of the
19th century is inextricably related to the
era of Emperor Alexander II great reforms,
which gave rise to profound changes in the
country’s social, economic, and political system. Here are just a few data from the statistical reports of the 19th century showing
the historical role of these reforms in establishing a thriving Russia. Whereas in 1860,
the railway network in Russia covered only
1,500 km, by 1881, it had expanded to
23,000 km. In 1860, 12 million poods (1
pood = 16.38 kg) of pig iron were smelted,
whereas by 1880, this index had reached 45
million poods. The volume of export of
Russian grain increased from 56 million
poods in 1860 to 220 million poods in 1880.

Russia’s industrial accomplishments were
vividly expressed in the extensive exhibits of
the All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition held
in Moscow in May–September 1882.
An entire exhibition complex consisting
of 80 pavilions was built on Khodynka Field
using advanced construction technology for
that time. The entire exhibition space occupied 57,600 sq. sazhens (1 sazhen = 2,134
m). The central exhibition building, which
dominated over the entire complex, was the
main architectural landmark of the complex.
It comprised eight pavilions arranged radially and joined by two concentric galleries,
thus forming a large central area and eight
smaller areas. Similar pavilions adjoined the
main building on either side, one of which
housed the Machinery Section (covering an
area of 9,602 m2) and the other the Art and
Academic Sections (area of 9,985 m2). These
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NIKOLAY BUNGE (1825–1895),
Russian Minister of Finance in 1881–1886

buildings were constructed from uniform
three-bay metal frames. The metal framework for the main building was made at the
St. Petersburg Metal Works and the pavilions
of the Machinery and Art Sections at the
Bromley Bros. factory in Moscow and at the
Bryansk Machine-Building Factory. Main exhibition buildings included the so-called
Czar’s Pavilion, which did not fulfill an exhibition function but was designated for “the
recumbence of imperial personages” and
was closed to visitors. In addition to the exhibition structures, many other buildings
necessary for the normal functioning of an
exhibition complex were erected: a railway
station, a concert hall with a capacity of

divided into 14 groups that covered 121 categories. The
achievements and trends of
Russia’s tempestuously developing industry were vibrantly
demonstrated by the exhibits of
the country’s leading enterprises – the Obukhov Factory (St.
Petersburg), the Bryansk Machine-Building Factory, the
Alexandrov Engineering Works
(St. Petersburg), the Prokhorov Tryokhgorny Partnership
(Moscow), the Nikolskoe Textile
Partnership of Savva Morozov,
Son and Co. (Orekhovo-Zuyevo), and several others – and
awarded with the highest prize –
the right to depict the state
coat-of-arms on their products.
The exhibit of Germany’s
Siemens und Hallske TelegraMAIN PAVILION of the All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition of 1882
phen-Bau-Anstalt aroused great
2,150, a restaurant, a tavinterest. This company became
ern, a pavilion for the adwell known in Russia for its efThe Exhibition of
ministration and experts,
forts to lay more than 9,000 km
a fire depot, and other 1882 in Moscow was
of telegraph lines linking St. Peauxiliary structures. A spetersburg and Moscow, Odessa
the major event in the and Sevastopol.
cial squad consisting of
125 policemen and 30 country’s life. It was
It should be noted that severfiremen was responsible
al foreign companies also took
for ensuring public order truly a national festival part in the exhibition. For exand security on the exhibi- which lasted for more
ample, Siemens Brothers built
tion grounds. A telegraph
an electric railroad on the
station and post office than four months and
grounds of the All-Russian Exwere especially set up for during this time was
hibition to show the public how
the exhibition guests. Visitrains could be driven by electors were greeted at the visited by more than
tricity. A ticket to ride the mini
main entrance by bell ring- one million people
electric train cost 20 kopecks,
ing performed at a variety
and the company gave all the
of exhibited bells displaying the products of takings to the Russian Red Cross Society afleading Russian enterprises.
ter the exhibition.
At the ceremonial opening of the All-Russian Exhibition on May 20, 1882, in the pres- SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION
ence of Grand Duke Vladimir Alexandrovich, OF THE RUSSIAN OIL MEN
Minister of Finance Nikolay Bunge, Director Since Russia’s socioeconomic development
of the Department of Trade and Manufacture was on the rise in those years, this, in turn,
Nikolay Ermakov, and other officials, Metro- required that the oil industry steadily inpolitan of Moscow and Kolomna Macarius crease its oil and kerosene production. It
(Bulgakov) gave a few heartfelt words of wel- should be emphasized that in the 1870s, socome and Honored Citizen of Moscow, Gov- cial institutions, various transportation and
ernor General of the First Capital, Prince communication facilities, the urban municiVladimir Dolgorukov delivered a flamboyant pal services, and, ultimately, the vital activispeech. The ceremony was highlighted by a ty and daily needs of the Russian people enpremiere performance of the overture “Rus- tirely depended on imported American
sia” written by outstanding Russian musician kerosene. The share of imported kerosene in
and composer Anton Rubinstein.
the total volume of Russian consumption was
The most remote provinces of the Russian extremely high: 80.9% in 1870, 79.5% in
empire presented samples of their local 1871, and 79.1% in 1872. The productive acproducts. The displayed 5,318 exhibits from tivity of Russia’s oil workers in market conall over Russia. The exhibition display was ditions led to a dramatic change in this situOil of Russia | No 2, 2012 81
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A STEAM ENGINE for drilling operations manufactured
at Ludvig Nobel’s mechanical engineering factory

THE MACHINERY SECTION of the All-Russian Industrial
Art Exhibition of 1882

ation. Over the span of two decades, Russia’s
oil industry demonstrated impressive results.
During this time, oil production rose 100fold, from 300,000 poods in 1861 to 30 million poods in 1881. Whereas between 1873
and 1877, a total of 12,310,000 poods of domestic kerosene were produced, in 1881
alone, this index reached 11,600,000 poods
of kerosene.
The Russian oil industry occupied a dignified place in a variety of pavilions at the exhibition. The Report on the All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition of 1882 in Moscow
said, “The oil industry was magnificently represented at the exhibition of 1882 by its main
figures…and in all its diverse works, which
were systematically gathered and displayed
with all the necessary information.”
Seven leading oil companies engaged in
LUDVIG NOBEL (1831–1888), Head of the Nobel
oil production on the Apsheron Peninsula
Brothers Oil Production Partnership
were represented at the exhimarovsky (St. Petersburg)
bition, including the Nobel
and F.I. Smolyaninov (the
Brothers Oil Production Part- The oil industry was
Vladimir Gubernia).
nership, the Caspian Partnership, and the following enter- magnificently repreThe press particularly sinprises: Tagiev G.Z.A. and the sented at the exhibigled out the V.I. Ragozin and
Sarkisov Brothers, I.M. MirCo. Partnership, a pioneer in
zoev and Sons, A.A. Benk- tion of 1882 by its
the mass production of petroendorf and the Muromtsevs main figures…and in
leum lubricants, which set up
Brothers, S.M. Shibaev, and
“a special pavilion in which all
G.F. Chiknaverov. Four com- all its diverse works,
the derivatives of oil were gathpanies represented Moscow
and magnificently diswhich were systemati- ered
businessmen: the Russianplayed…and the grandiose
American Oil Production cally gathered and
project of an oil pipeline was
Partnership, G.I. Glyuk and
presented, extending from the
displayed with all the oil production site close to
Co. Trade House, and the enterprises of merchants T.F. necessary information Baku along the shores of the
Butin and I.P. Zhil. Other
Caspian Sea, through Petrovsk
Russian gubernias were represented by the and Derbent, and on to Tsaritsin on the Volga.”
V.I. Ragozin and Co. Partnership (Nizhny
A competent expert commission headed by
Novgorod Gubernia), Shpilevsky and Co. Professor F.F. Beilstein and including profes(Saratov), A. Elrikh and Co. (Riga), and the sors Vladimir Markovnikov, I.K. Kossov, G.A.
personal enterprises of merchants E.N. Ko- Givartovsky, chemist G.A. Smidt, and indus82 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

trialists B.K. Krestovsky and S.I. Shcheglov
closely acquainted itself with the exhibits presented by the oil industry. Professor Vladimir
Markovnikov was the main speaker, who, noting the extensive scope in the country “of the
manufacture of various petroleum products, beginning with gasoline and ending with vaseline
and crude axle grease,” emphasized, “the special significance of this industry also lies in the
fact that it refines its own domestic raw materials, whereby more than half of the capital is
Russian and assistance is primarily provided by
Russian technicians.”
The exhibition jury highly appraised the
achievements of the Russian oil companies.
Industrialist Sidor Shibaev (1819–1883) was
awarded a gold medal “for good quality lubricants and for building the first vitriol oil plant
and first glass plant in Baku”. A. Elrikh and Co.
from Riga rreceived a silver medal “for good
quality lubricants and astraline,” while bronze
medals went to the Russian-American Oil Production Partnership (Kuskovo, the Moscow
Gubernia) “for extremely good quality petroleum products” and the companies, Tagiev
G.Z.A. and the Sarkisov Brothers and A.A.
Benkendorf and the Muromstev Brothers
from Baku. A prize was also awarded to the
Benevsky and Co. Partnership, which represented the Svyatozar oil gas plant and presented an extensive exhibit of gas lamps and
burners in a separate pavilion.
The dynamism of Russia’s oil companies
made it possible to achieve a breakthrough in
liberating the domestic Russian market from
the prevalence of imported American
kerosene. When talking at the award ceremony of prize-winners of the All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition, Secretary of the Main
Expert Committee Vladimir Timiryazev emphasized, “The production of mineral oils and
lubricants has developed so dynamically in recent years that it has managed in a short time
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not only to eventually oust American petroleum products from the Russian markets, but also to manufacture entirely new products that
are being sold in huge amounts both within
Russia and abroad.”

THE NOBEL PETROLEUM
PRODUCERS PLAY THEIR PART
Visitors to the All-Russian Exhibition in
Moscow showed a great interest in the exhibit of the Nobel Brothers Oil Production
Partnership. By the beginning of the 1880s,
this company had climbed rapidly to occupy
a leading position in the industry. Whereas in
1881, the company was able to produce
2,672,000 poods of oil, according to the yearend results of 1882, this index had already
reached to 6,822,000 poods. In 1882,
4,412,000 poods of kerosene were manufactured at the company’s oil refinery. The Nobel Brothers Oil Production Partnership
tastefully designed their extensive oil exhibit at the All-Russian Exhibition to look like the
interior of a khan’s palace, which invariably
drew the attention of a multitude of visitors.
The 1882 All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition Guide noted that the company presented “oil, gasoline, kerosene, petroleum residues,
lubricants, resin distillates, hexol, toluene,
naphthalene, and anthracene.” All of these diverse products were manufactured at the refinery, which the same Guide described, “the
plant has existed since 1874. It boasts 150 boilers complete with steam, machinery, and
pumps, 40 distillation vats, 2,000 workers,
and an annual production revenue of 10 million rubles; it purchases its materials in Baku
from the Apsheron Peninsula and sells its products in Russia and abroad.” The Partnership’s
brochure published for the All-Russian Exhibition proudly noted, “the Partnership’s main
achievements enhancing the rapid development of the Russian oil business are as follows:
pumping oil through pipelines instead of shipping it in containers from the fields; introducing significant improvements that have given
us product as good as American kerosene; shipping kerosene and other petroleum products in
tanks via the Caspian Sea and the Volga, as
well as via the Russian railway network; replacing barrels with iron containers; raising
the manufacture of lubricants; and promoting
the wider use of petroleum residues.”
Petroleum specialists could not fail to notice the quality of the Nobel Partnership’s
products. The Report on the All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition of 1882 in Moscow
notes, “The most outstanding company in the
oil industry is the Nobel Brothers (state coat-ofarms); this company is distinguished by the
most extensive production of kerosene and or-

THE NOBEL BROTHERS STAND at the All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition of 1882

Nobel’s machine-building products. The All-Russian Industrial
Art Exhibition of 1882 in Moscow
journal noted, “The public and specialists paid greatest attention at
the exhibition to the so-called incinerator for steam boilers…The Nobel
burner requires steam for pulverization, so the boiler is first fed with
wood and when steam appears the
oil is released. The boiler does not
THE COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL of the All-Russian Industrial
have
a grate, is cylindrical, and has
Art Exhibition of 1882
one fire pipe; the steam is pressurganization of product storage and transporta- ized to around 4 atm. The burner is installed at
tion.” In a review entitled “Oil at the All-Russ- the very mouth of the pipe; the flame is rather
ian Industrial Art Exhibition of 1882 in long; a round perforated plate is fitted for reguMoscow” published in the Mining Journal, en- lating the air intake.” The jury of the All-Russgineer technologist Stepan Gulishambarov ian Exhibition awarded this invention by Ludwrote, “the Nobel Company, which stands at the vig Nobel with a bronze medal.
head of the entire Russian oil business, produces
The All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition of
extremely high-quality products that are well 1882 in Moscow was the major event in the
distributed throughout Russia.”
country’s life. It was truly a national festival
At the suggestion of the experts who no- which lasted for more than four months and
ticed the company’s “most extensive kerosene during this time was visited by more than one
production,” the All-Russian Exhibition jury million people. One hundred and ninety-three
awarded “the Nobel Brothers Oil Production exhibits received the highest prize, the right to
Partnership the highest prize – the right to de- depict the state coat-of-arms of the Russian
pict the state coat-of-arms on its products “for Empire on their products. The Report on the
good quality kerosene and crude distillates for All-Russian Industrial Art Exhibition of 1882
lubricants, for its extensive production and, in Moscow emphasized, “The exhibition’s highmost important, for organizing the storage and est merit lay in the confidence it instilled both in
transportation of petroleum products, thus pro- the visitors and manufacturers regarding the
moting both the development of our oil business achievements of Russian industry, and this genand lowering the price of the commodity in the eral impression was made all the more potent
domestic markets.”
for its novelty and unexpectedness amid the
The experts particularly singled out the oil cloud of doubt and misunderstanding that had
fuel incineration unit in the extensive range of descended on society from all sides.” !
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HOW HIS STORY BEGAN

PROMINENT SCIENTIST

ACADEMICIAN
GRAMBERG’S OIL
PHENOMENON
On the 90th anniversary of outstanding Russian
scientist, researcher of the geology and mineral
resources of the Arctic and World Ocean, Academician
Igor Gramberg
ALEXANDER ANATOLIEV

A

CCORDING TO SCIENTISTS’ ASSESSMENTS, around 100
billion tons of hydrocarbons in oil equivalent are concentrated on the continental shelf of the Russian Federation in an area of approximately 6.5
million km2. And it is Russia’s Arctic
shelf, which is the largest in area and
84 No 2, 2012 | Oil of Russia

boasts huge developed oil- and gasbearing sedimentation basins, that
accounts for the main oil and gas
supplies, around 80% of the shelf’s
total reserves. The many years of
productive research by outstanding
Russian geologist, Academician Igor
Gramberg (1922–2002), were devoted to the problems of exploiting
the Arctic – deposit development and
the exploration and production of
hydrocarbons in extreme conditions.

Future Russian Academician Igor Gramberg
was born on June 15, 1922 in Petrograd. His
grandfather on his father’s side, Genrikh
Gramberg, who was from Bavaria, worked
as a landscape gardener (1882–1917) at the
Mikhailovskaya Garden Estate on the Peterhof road near St. Petersburg, which belonged to a member of the imperial family,
Grand Duke Mikhail Nikolaevich. Genrikh
Gramberg was in charge of the estate’s landscaping, gardens, and greenhouse facilities
and was awarded the title of hereditary honorary citizen of the Russian Empire for his
immense services to his profession. His
younger son, Sergey, Igor Gramberg’s father,
first studied at the Petrovskaya Agricultural Academy. At the beginning of World War
I, he went to the front as a volunteer and
served to the rank of warrant officer. After
1917, he worked as an economist in one of
Leningrad’s institutes.
Igor Gramberg’s childhood and adolescence differed little from that of all Soviet
young people who grew up before the war.
And although he manifested a talent for the
natural sciences, in 1940, after graduating
from secondary school, he enrolled at the
Leningrad Institute of Cinema Engineers,
much to the surprise of his family. Cinematography was all the rage among the Soviet youth at that time, and this largely influenced his decision to become a professional filmmaker. The names of the producers, actors, and operators of popular
films, such as “The Circus,” “Seven Brave
Men,” “Volga-Volga,” “The Tractor Drivers,”
and “The Fighter Pilots,” were on the lips of
many young Soviet boys and girls.
However, Igor Gramberg was destined
to take a different route. In July 1941, at
the beginning of the Great Patriotic War,
he joined the Frunze division of the national militia and went to the front as a volunteer, after which he valiantly fought in
the 3rd Guards Division of the Northwest
Front and was injured near the town of
Staraya Russa. After being injured again,
this time seriously, in 1942, he was
deemed unfit for further service and demobilized. He found a job with a geological field party in the Sverdlovsk Region
where he made his final choice in favor of
becoming a geologist. In September 1943,
Igor Gramberg enrolled as a freshman at
the Sverdlovsk Mining Institute, from
where he transferred to the Leningrad
Mining Institute two years later to continue his education. This venerable Russian
higher educational institution had a glorious history and dated back to 1773. Many
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VNIIOKEANGEOLOGIYA (X2)

outstanding scientists and engineers who
laid the foundations of Russia’s powerful
fuel and energy complex graduated from
the Leningrad Mining Institute. Later, Academician Gramberg recalled, “We had
wonderful teachers at the Mining Institute –
the true elite of the national scientific intelligentsia. Each of them, besides being a leading scientist in his field and a recognized
master, was a vibrant individual with a
unique character. These were people worthy
of imitation and who provided a wealth of
experience. We took pride in our teachers
and the geological school of the Mining Institute our entire lives and unconditionally
loved and revered our alma mater.”

HOW HE BECAME A GEOLOGIST
OIL WORKER
After graduating from the Leningrad Mining Institute, Igor Gramberg began working
at the petroleum department of the Scientific Research Institute of Geology of the
Arctic. This scientific institution was established in 1948 to carry out geological survey and exploration of natural resources on
the coast and islands of the Soviet Arctic. He
received his first serious initiation as a geologist oil worker during expeditions in the
Taymyro-Norilsk district. In one of his last
interviews, Academician Gramberg noted,
“Our institute led very large expeditions, but
they were exclusively production-oriented in
nature. This meant that we carried out
umpteen geological surveys, beginning in
West Siberia and on to the East. We implemented the initial stage of the two-hundredthousandth survey. And a geological survey
is like a mini encyclopedia, we had to know
everything. Those who participated in these
expeditions had unforgettable lessons to
learn. This is how we cultivated our team.
Specialists who mastered in geological surveying usually became very erudite people
and major scientists.”
During the field seasons of 1949–1955
on the Anabar River, the Taymyr Peninsula,
and in the Verkhoyansk region of North
Yakutia, the party headed by mining engineer Gramberg succeeded in discovering reliable evidence of hydrocarbon minerals,
which subsequently led to the discovery of
the Messoyakhskoe and South Soleninskoe
gas fields.
Beginning with the first Soviet Antarctic
expedition (1955–1956), the Scientific Research Institute of Geology of the Arctic also headed a national program of geological
research of the Earth’s southern polar region. All research efforts were focused on
this field of study. However, Head of the

THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY in the northern Verkhoyanye (1958)

Arctic and its working expeditions carried out consistent geHe received his first serious initiation as
ological and geophysical research of the Arctic Ocean, in
a geologist oil worker during expeditions
so doing resolving important
in the Taymyro-Norilsk district
geopolitical and resource tasks
at the national level. In 1967,
under the supervision of Igor
Gramberg, the first petroleum
potential map of the Soviet
Union’s Arctic shelf was compiled, on the basis of which a
prognosis evaluation of the hydrocarbon reserves was made,
which in turn served as the basis for further decisions by the
Soviet government on carrying
out a wide range of offshore oil
and gas operations. In 1971,
Head of the Fossil Fuel Department of the Scientific Research
Institute of Geology of the Arctic Igor Gramberg was conferred a degree of doctor of geIGOR GRAMBERG (1922-2002), RAS Academician,
ological and mineralogical sciVNIIOkeangeologiya from 1972 to 2002
ences after successfully deFossil Fuel Department Igor Gramberg fending his dissertation on “The Paleomanaged to persuade the institute’s direc- geography and Paleohydrochemistry of
tors to allow him to continue working in his the North of Central Siberia in the Late Paown field of specialization too. In 1955, he leozoic Age.”
was conferred a degree of candidate of geological and mineralogical sciences after THE PEAKS AND VALLEYS
successfully defending his dissertation on
OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
“The Stratigraphy and Lithology of the In 1972, Igor Gramberg was appointed as
Perm Deposits in the Anabar District and both director of the Scientific Research InAdjacent Territories of the Northeast Area stitute of Geology of the Arctic and general
of the Siberian Platform.”
director of the Sevmorgeo Scientific ProAt the beginning of the 1960s, the Sci- duction Association, which comprised both
entific Research Institute of Geology of the the institute and maritime expeditions. The
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structure of the scientific production association proved extremely efficient, since it
ensured fruitful interaction between scientific theory and geological exploration
practice. Its most significant accomplishment was establishing one gigantic belt of
oil and gas accumulation within the limits
of the Soviet Arctic shelf, on the basis of
which a state decision was adopted on
widespread operations to exploit offshore
oil and gas resources. In a very short space
of time, the enormous West Arctic oil- and
gas-bearing province, one of the major geological discoveries of the second half of
the 20th century, was identified and prepared for development. Moreover, at this
time, the institute’s researchers drew up the
main scientific methodological principles
of shelf ore genesis and proved the high
prospects of the East Arctic shelves in terms
A MOBILE DRILLING UNIT of the Ust-Yenisey expedition (1962)
of tin and gold deposits.
In July 1981, the Scientific Research In- principles for environmental geology of the partments. In 1992, the institute became
stitute of Geology of the Arctic was trans- Arctic sea shelves; compilation of the first the head scientific-analytical, information,
formed into the All-Russian Scientific Re- chart atlas and set of regulatory docu- and expert coordinator of subsurface mansearch Institute of Geology and Mineral Re- ments; and development of a new system agement on Russia’s continental shelf and
sources of the Ocean (VNIIOkeange- of ideas on the geological history and tec- in its exclusive maritime economic zone. At
ologiya), which became the head scientif- tonic structure of the Antarctic based on all the beginning of the 1990s, Academician
ic organization in this sphere of research the domestic and foreign information as Igor Gramberg was recruited as a consultguided by the Maritime Doctrine of the the scientific basis for a prognostic assess- ant for drawing up the Federal Law On the
Russian Federation Until 2020, which calls ment of the raw mineral potential of the Continental Shelf of the Russian Federation
for “reorientation of the exploration and Antarctic and its continental environs. VNI- (adopted on November 30, 1995). One of
the most noteworthy accomplishments of
production of mineral resources
VNIIOkeangeologiya’s researchers is the
to the continental shelf and, in
map they compiled of the Relief of the
the future, to the ocean floor and In a very short space of time, the enormous
Floor of the Arctic Ocean, a hard copy (2D)
slopes of the ocean.” In the next
of which was published in 1999.
two decades, during the time West Arctic oil- and gas-bearing province,
Igor Gramberg headed VNI- one of the major geological discoveries of
IOkeangeologiya, the institute’s
SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL
researchers and engineers the second half of the 20th century, was
OF ACADEMICIAN GRAMBERG
made a number of significant identified and prepared for development
Experts on exploitation of the Arctic believe
achievements. Here are just a
that the 21st century will be known for its
few of them: scientific substantiation of the IOkeangeologiya was also a pioneer in achievements in the development of the
basic program documents of the Russian forming such a principally new research World Ocean and those resources that have
Ministry of Natural Resources in the study and resource sphere as geology and miner- already been proven today or will be proven
and development of the oil and gas re- ageny of the deepwater regions of the in the near future. Mankind has no other
sources of the continental shelf that meet World Ocean. It launched the Ocean Geot- choice but to engage in exploitation of the
the contemporary requirements of the mar- raverses project, a method of regional world ocean and its treasures. And the scienket economy; successful information and study of the oceanic lithosphere based on a tific school of Academician Igor Gramberg is
analytical support of subsurface manage- core network of unified geological and geo- making a significant contribution to the acment on the shelf; substantiation of the physical corridors that has no precedent in complishment of this task. He is the author of
outer limit of Russia’s continental shelf us- world practice. In subsequent years, the in- many scientific works on which several gening geological, geophysical, and bathymet- stitute was also a pioneer in the research of erations of Russian polar geologists have
ric methods of exclusive geopolitical sig- cobalt-manganese crusts, deepwater poly- grown up. Collective monographs in which
nificance; compilation of a national geo- metallic sulfides, and submarine gas hy- Academician Gramberg participated are exlogical map of Russia’s continental shelf on drates. Since 1990, VNIIOkeangeologiya tremely popular in the Russian and internaa scale of 1:1,000,000; preparation of a has headed the State Scientific Technical tional scientific community: “The Earth’s
general program, drawing up serial leg- Program on Comprehensive Research of Crust in the Central Atlantic” (1987), “The
ends, and sending around 10 sheets of the the Oceans and Seas, Arctic and Antarctic,” Geology of Hydrocarbon and Mineral ReState Geological Map based on third gen- which joins the efforts of researchers from sources Associated with the Deposits of the
eration requirements to press; drawing up the Russian Academy of Sciences and sev- Late Jurassic Period in the Oceans and on the
the main scientific and methodological eral specialized Russian ministries and de- Continents” (1995), “Introduction to the
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his productive work as vice president of the International Arctic
Scientific Committee, as well as
in UN commissions on the continental shelf and iron and manganese concretions.
In 2001, RAS Academician
Igor Gramberg was awarded
the Demidov prize “For outstanding results in the study of
the geology and mineral resources of North Siberia, the
Arctic, and the World Ocean.”
In February 2002, his public
lecture on “The Arctic at the
Turn of Two Millennia: Mineral
Resources and Geopolitical
Problems” in Ekaterinburg was
a resounding success. In 2002,
he was awarded a Russian Federation Government prize in
science and technology along
with other Russian scientists for
“creating maps of the relief of the
VNIIOKEANGEOLOGIYA heads a national program of geological research of the Antarctic
floor of the Arctic Ocean aimed
at resolving multi-sectoral tasks
and realizing Russia’s national
Geochemistry of Exogenous
interests in the Arctic.”
Processes” (1997), “The Arctic
Academic Igor Gramberg
on the Threshold of the Third
passed away on October 19,
Millennium: Resource Potential
2002. He was buried at the
and Environmental Problems”
Smolensk Cemetery in St. Pe(2002), and “Harmonization of
tersburg. His memory is honorthe Ideas on Geological, Mineraably venerated by Russian scigenic, and Mineral Resource
entist-geologists, his students
Components of the Earth’s Lithoand associates. In 2003, VNIsphere” (2001). On the initiative
IOkeangeologiya was named
of Academician Gramberg, a refafter Academician Igor Gramerence guide was published in
berg and acquired the status of
1989 called “The Results of
head (main) scientific organiDeepwater Drilling in the World
zation of the Russian FederaOcean: Reference Index.” A
tion Ministry of Natural Rewhole series of monographs that
sources for geological research
came out under the editorship of
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY in Prince Rudolf Island, the northernmost island
of the continental shelf, World
Academician Igor Gramberg has
of the Franz Josef Archipelago, Russia
Ocean, Arctic, and Antarctic.
made a significant contribution
to the development of world geological sciAcademician Igor Gramberg’s activity in The same year, the institute began holding
ence: “Paleography of the Central Part of the the bureau of the Department of Geology, regular scientific readings in memory of IgSoviet Arctic” (1967), “The Oil- and Gas- Geophysics, Geochemistry, and Mining Sci- or Gramberg. In October 2011, another imBearing Capacity of the Atlantic Ocean” ences of the Russian Academy of Sciences portant award appeared in the Russian ge(1985); “Oil- and Gas-Bearing Basins of the and in the Interdepartmental Geophysical ological community. The Geologist Igor
Continental Environs” (1988), “Relief of the Commission under the presidium of the So- Gramberg medal was instituted by a deciFolded Basement of the Arctic Seas of the So- viet Academy of Sciences gained wide sion of the Executive Committee Presidium
viet Union and Adjacent Territories” (1989), recognition among Russian scientists. He of ROSGEO as the highest award of the
“The Deep Structure and Geodynamics of the served for a long time as chairman of the Russian Geological Society. It is awarded
Lithosphere of the Atlantic and Pacific Arctic Scientific Commission and Oceono- for “personal eminence in the development
Oceans” (1992), “Geodynamics and Ore logical Subdivision of the Russian Academy of geological exploration work, strengthGenesis of the World Ocean” (1999), and of Sciences and as a member of the Presid- ening Russia’s raw mineral base and scien“The Geological Structure and Geomorphol- ium of the St. Petersburg Scientific Center tific-technical substantiation of vectors of
ogy of the Arctic Ocean With Respect to the and Scientific Council for the Federal Spe- geological exploration work, and study of
Outer Limits of the Russian Federation’s Con- cial-Purpose World Ocean Program. Well- the geological structure of Russia and its
tinental Shelf in the Arctic Basin” (2000).
known foreign scientists highly appraised continental shelf.” !
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KIZHI: HERE IS THE
RUSSIAN SOUL
VLADIMIR IGOREV

T

HE RUSSIAN NORTH is renowned for its natural charms
and grandiose ancient architectural monuments. One of
the true gems of this area is
Kizhi, a unique island on the
Lake Onega, 68 km from Petrozavodsk, the
capital of the Republic of Karelia.
The island is a unique open-air museum
of wooden architecture listed by UNESCO
as a World Heritage site. It was founded in
1966, combining about 90 monuments of
Russian wooden architecture. The Kizhi
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two-storey northern huts are sometimes
reminiscent of fairytale palaces.
Throughout the museum’s forty years’
history, its staff have put on about 150 exhibitions. This has resulted in extensive replenishment of the museum: today, the
Kizhi funds include more than 42,000 items,
such as ancient garments of various social
strata, furniture, jewellery, table and other
ware that used to belong to the inhabitants
of Karelia – Russians, Karels and Veps.
The central focus of the museum is the
wonderful cathedral ensemble of the Kizhi
Parish, consisting of the magnificent wooden 22-cupola summer Church of the Transfiguration (1714), the ten-dome winter
Church of the Intercession (1764), a tentroofed steeple (1862-1874) and a log fence
reconstructed in 1959 on a stone founda-

parish (as the administrative territorial unit
in the North of Rus was called until the 18th
century) has historically been distinguished
by the beauty of its buildings and picturesque landscapes, which have inspired
many generations of architects.
The buildings that survived into the 20th
century formed the basis for the museum,
but a significant part of the structures –
chapels, houses, bath-houses, barns and
other auxiliary constructions – were
brought here from the nearby or remote
Karelian villages. The ancient Kizhi churches and chapels, peasants’ houses and bathhouses, wind and water mills, barns and
other such structures are richly ornate. The
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tions dating to 1800. Removed from the majestic, multi-domed churches of Kizhi,
standing modestly on a hill, is a simple, unobtrusive at first glance, miniature, singledome church. This is the oldest wooden
church in Russia – the Church of the Resurrection of Lazarus (14th century), brought
here in 1959 from the Murom Monastery.
The Kizhi churches first really attracted
the attention of architecture and history
scholars in the 19th century and, at the beginning of the 20th century, mass northward
pilgrimages by Russian artists and architects
began, in order to see the ancient monuments for themselves. They included, for example, the outstanding Russian artists Igor
Grabar, Nikolay Rerikh and Ivan Bilibin.
Bilibin, an outstanding artist famed for
his “magical” illustrations of Russian fairytales and ancient life, was inspired by Russian wooden architecture. He described his
impressions of a journey to Kizhi in 1904 in
the following way: “Nowhere else have I seen
such a scope of construction imagination as
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in Kizhi, Petrozavodsk Uezd of the Olonets
Guberniya. Even from a distance, as you float
toward this church from Lake Onega, you can
distinguish something really unusual in the
architectural shapes; and as you draw nearer, you see the entire pyramid of domes piled
on top of one another, and you can’t help
thinking that it really is the entrance to some
distant state… In the twilight, especially later on, the silhouettes of these churches
against the backdrop of the summer, unfading northern sunset, provide an enchanting
vision. Who was the architect that built such
churches!”.
Legend has it that the architect Nestor,
after finishing the Church of the Transfiguration, surveyed his creation and, with the

words “There has never been one like it and
there will never be,” threw his axe into the
water of Lake Onega. The beauty of this
church really does take the breath away and
inspires the imagination. It is the true culmination of the art of wooden architecture
of Rus, embodying the best knowledge, traditions and skills of the Russian carpenters.
On the territory of Zaonezhye, of which
Kizhi is part, the Slav culture manifested itself particularly brightly and uniquely. It is
not surprising that many popular Russian
epic songs were written precisely in the Kizhi
area. Historically, the Russian North has
been, in general, fated to become a sort of reserve of a disappearing unique Russian culture and this was manifested particularly
clearly in the wooden architecture. After all,
the ancient traditions of wooden building
have been best preserved here, in northern
Russia. And again, the first Russian Orthodox
churches in Rus, which appeared at the end
of the 10th century, were multidomed like
the Church of the Transfiguration in Kizhi.
Kizhi today is a “reserve of Russian culture” visited by thousands of guests from
around the world. Folk celebrations and
handicraft days are held on the island, giving
visitors a chance to familiarize themselves
with living traditions of Russian folk art. !
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EVENTS

MAY-SEPTEMBER 2012

MAIN OIL AND GAS
EVENTS IN RUSSIA
May 21, Moscow

9th International Conference
“Offshore development
of Russia and CIS”
www.rpi-conferences.com
May 22, Moscow

2nd Annual Conference
“Construction in Oil and Gas
Industry” (Neftegazstroy-2012)
www.n-g-k.biz
May 24, Moscow

2nd International Conference
“Timan-Pechora province:
perspectives of development”
www.timan-pechora.ru
June 4–6, St. Petersburg

16th International Exhibition
“Ros-Gaz-Expo”
www.en.farexpo.ru/gas
June 6–8, Tomsk

13th Specialized Exhibition and
Congress “Oil.Gas.Geology”
www.t-park.ru
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June 6–8, Salekhard

1st International Conference and
Exhibition “Yamal Oil and Gas”
www.yamaloilandgas.com/en
June 15, St. Petersburg

International Technological
Conference “Offshore
services 2012”
www.offshoreserv.ru
June 21–23, St. Petersburg

16th St. Petersburg International
Economic Forum
www.forumspb.com
June 25–28, Moscow

3rd International Conference on
Innovative Oil and Gas Sector
Development (ENERCON-2012)
www.enercon-ng.ru/en
June 25–29, Moscow

14th International Trade Fair
Equipment & Technologies
for the Oil & Gas Industries
(NEFTEGAZ 2012)
www.mioge.com

June 26–27, Moscow

10th Russian Petroleum & Gas
Congress (RPGC 2012)
www.mioge.com
August 20–24, Irkutsk, Baikal Lake

2nd International Research
and Application Conference
on Electromagnetic Research
Methods and Integrated
Geophysical Data Interpretation
(GEOBAIKAL 2012)
www.eage.ru/ru/conferences
September 5–7, Kazan

19th International Specialized
exhibition “Oil. Gas.
Petrochemistry”
www.oilexpo.ru/eng
September 10–13, St. Petersburg

11th International Conference
and Exhibition for Oil and Gas
Resources Development
of the Russian Arctic and CIS
Continental Shelf (RAO / CIS
Offshore)
www.rao-offshore.com
September 18–20, St. Petersburg

11th St. Petersburg International
Energy Forum
www.forumtek.ru

